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CRAIG McGREGOR

A Vision In Suburbia

"1 just had a vision," he said.
"What ofl"
"A large space, a room, with sunlight pouring down like treacle and seagrass
all over the floor."
"Home?"
"We haven't found it yet."
She liked warehouses, old factories, lofts, big garages with pillars propping
the ceiling up. No divisions. Space. Soot-greyed windows. They used to be all
over the inner city but the high rises and expressways had razed most of them.
"Do you really think we can live like that?" he said.
"We can try."
"Bloody cold. Freeze your balls off in winter."
"Temperate climate, so they say."
"1 was thinking more about - you know, withdrawing. Keeping out of the
system. The urban ghetto."
"Whatever happened to commitment?" she said.
"1 sometimes think that the primary commitment," he said, "is disengagement
from that which corrupts you."
Terrace houses fronted the street. They were called bald-faced terraces: no
garden, no front yard, doors opening straight onto the footpath. Narrow
balconies jutted overhead. Plane trees, council brush box. Tar and dogshit
sealed the wounds in the cracked concrete. Trayback lorries and vans shunted
past, heading for the Italian greengrocers and sandwich shops and discount
stores along the main street.
'Tve always liked the idea of getting by on the minimum," he said.
"You could have fooled me."
"Reckon we could all live in one room?"
"With the kids? No. They need space for themselves."
"So do we."
"We've had it, they haven't. It's their turn."
"You know what 1 like about you?" he said. "You're so damned fair."
She looked at him quickly. "Sometimes."
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"I don't mind the idea of you sleeping with someone else, its the visualising
I can't stand."
"Like?"
"Oh ... all the things you do with me."
Camellias were dropping in the garden. The edges of their petals were brown;
rottenness sullied their pink and white. Francoise sat on the opposite bench,
both hands cupped around her coffee, her expression changing a thousand times
a minute as she talked about men, the kids, massage, diets, perfidy, France,
the past, bus timetables, shithouse Labor politicians, the sales, pets, and men.
She always looked at her best when she was animated.
He liked Francoise, but he wouldn't let her massage him.
The phone rang. It was Johnston. He wanted the job done by the end of
the week.
Next morning it was raining. Car tyres sounded like the wakes of power boats.
He ran his hand down her bum but got no response. From himself. He had
to work. The kids went to school. The rain hung like a sump oil cloth over
the harbour. She caught the bus by the depot. The TV set wavered, soundless.
He switched it off. Toast crusts on the kitchen sink. A single room? We need
all the support we can get. He rang Johnston. Upstairs the drawing board
waited.
Francoise rang. Another fight. No, his wife was out. No, she couldn't come
over. In the garden the camellias turned to a squashy pulp.
The cars turned their lights on early. He was lying on the floor, sickness in
his throat. There were screams on the TV. Soap opera screams. Worse than
the real ones. Why were there screams anywhere?
When she came home she had been drinking. She was lighthearted, effusive.
He went into the bathroom and tried to calm down. The mirror was peeling.
The floor was wet. They couldn't afford to do it up.
"Y ou're late," he said.
"There was a committee meeting," she said. "It went on and on. Couldn't
stop old Giovanni speaking. We're going to have to get a new chairman."
It sounded too circumstantial
"Then I went for a drink," she said.
"Who with?"
"Don't be so paranoid. Christine, and that nice young bloke from child care.
Andrew. The one you don't like."
"Fuckin' cockswain," he said. "Francoise rang."
"What she want?"
"I think she wants my body."
She came over to him and kissed him on the ear. Her breath smelt of gin.
"She can have it," she said, "whenever you like."
"Are you trying to arrange a swap?" he said.
"Not me."
"They've had another fight."
"What about this time?"
"I don't know. I didn't ask. I'm tired of being Mr Bleeding Heart."
6
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"1'11 ring her." She paused. "Tomorrow."
He went to the stereo and put on a Jelly Roll Morton record. The raucous,
ginmill, goodtimey music filled the living room. It would sound even better in
a warehouse. Did the music really crystallize the age, or was it simply the stage
the music had reached in the evolutionary art cycle? Unread newspapers spilled
out of the magazine rack. There was a Petty cartoon on the wall. He was
surrounded by familiar icons to comfort him.
So why wasn't he comforted?
The drawing board looked hostile. He checked on the kids instead. They were
asleep. In the First World War sixty thousand Australians were killed, all
volunteers. They found themselves in the blood-and-mud trenches of
Passchendale; some came back from their first artillery barrage crying for their
mothers, senseless. Deserters were shot. The others went over the top with their
guts full of rum. They died of shrapnel, gangrene, gas. Billy Hughes, the Little
Digger, Labor ratfink, called for conscription. One of the conscripts could have
been his son.
Andrew rang. No, she wasn't there. No, he couldn't leave a message.
He could get fucked.
"Who was that?"
"Johnston," he lied.
If a current Labor PM tried to introduce conscription he would kill him.
Johnston would have to help. Johnston had been to Vietnam ... as a
cameraman. A blast of dope and a close-up of what Uncle Sam had done to
an Asian race had turned him into a revolutionary. Now he wanted a poster
for his film. The poster wasn't working. He wasn't working.
He was trying.
Thursday was payday. Every second Thursday. This was the first Thursday.
It always seemed to be the first Thursday.
He didn't have a payday but she did.
The Playboy centrefolds had faded into the garage walls, along with the
Yokohama calendars, the Mirror pin-ups, the greasy New Year greeting cards.
He left the car for a grease and oil change, cheered by the ambience of peeling
red-painted hydraulic jacks, buckets of sump oil, wheeled backrests, blackened
spanner boxes. Continuity. Stable. There must be something good about being
a postman, too. You do it, and that's it.
"Sugar, please," said Nina, who was Francoise's friend.
It was still raining, on and off. There had been black rainwater across the
concrete garage floor. Nina sat with her legs crossed.
"What were you doing in Love Art?" she said.
"Porno films turn me on. All those women . . . ladies . . . they seem so
unselfconscious. I like 'em."
"Anyone can do that."
"Is that a proposition?"
"Yes." She smiled with her gold capped teeth. "No." She closed her mouth.
"How is it with your wife?"
"She's good. As usual. It's me who falls apart. Climacteric. Male ... you've
heard of it?"
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She started a catalogue. "Cancer. The Perfect Rooster. Past the year of the
Rat. Show me your irises ... "
"That's shit," he said. "It was good to run into you. I have to go."
A drawing board is a loathsome thing.
Tow trucks were pulled off the side of the freeway. Their cabin lights went
round and round. A car was on its side. As the traffic rushed past cars flicked
their lights on, off, on, off. A man was walking a clutch of greyhounds along
the overhead footbridge. They had leather muzzles except for a grey one which
had a muzzle of steel.
"We were so close a few days ago," he said, "we had nowhere to go but apart."
They had been arguing, again. About the past. You don't know where you're
going till you know where you've been.
Maybe they didn't argue about the future because they didn't have one together.
That was wrong.
It was more likely that no-one, anywhere, had any future once the timeclock
ran out. On the women's toilet wall: NUCLEAR WHOLLY-CAUST BY
GREED. Under which some Christian or maybe some hills-and-dope alternate
had scrawled: FEAR ONLY THYSELF.
They had been close. They had made love in the afternoon in the sun on
the seagrass matting with dust in their noses and the lorrikeets whistling and
shrieking as they fed on the bottle brushes, and then again that night though
she would rather have gone to sleep: "I'm replete but my body's greedy," he
said lightly. Despite herself she seemed stirred by his sheer physical passion
and next morning, when she woke up, she felt both sore and fulfilled. So she
said.
It lasted two or three days and then they started arguing. The past stuck in
their throats. It was inescapable.
If it had been with Francoise it might have been all right. Francoise was a
friend. She was no threat.
While on a car trip from the north coast to Sydney Johnston had given a
lift to his mate's wife. It had taken two days. The situation overwhelmed them,
the adventure of it. Johnston decided to leave home. By the time they got over
the Harbour Bridge he had decided not to. Nobody cried. The hurt of it broke
them all up, all the same.
He rang Johnston again. He needed another week. Johnston swore. It was
a bad line because of the electrical storm over the North Shore.
He put the garbage bins in the back lane, locked the dogs in the outside toilet,
made a hot Horlicks for his wife, set the alarm for 5 a.m., pulled the phone
out of the corridor wall.
In bed she insisted on reading. When she turned the light out he was half
asleep. She put her hand on his cock.
"Doesn't seem very interested," she said.
"Give me time to wake up."
He pulled her over and above him. "1 don't know that I should do this," he
said. "It could seem like ... imposing my will."
"I'm the one on top!"
Before he went inside her he hesitated again. "This could appear like a
violation," he said, "of your integrity."
8
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"What's integrity?" she said.
"We could always go to sleep."
"Shut up."
He came first and felt guilty. She rolled off him and lay without speaking
with her back against him.
"1 don't like using you," he said at last. "It makes me feel bad. I've read too
many books. I'm too selfconscious. It used to be natural, I used to be able to
rely on my instinct. Now I worry about it, I worry if I am impinging upon your
independence, 1 worry if our relationship is unfair, I worry if I can satisfy you
sexually, I worry if you are fulfilled ... "
The cars sluiced past on the roadway. A mild night wind, the sort that drifts
past in the wake of a thunderstorm, shook their bamboo blind. A blurred stereo
was playing in one of the terraces down the street.
"1 am trying to get to sleep," she said.
He lay on his back with his hands behind his head. The sperm on his belly
got cold. The disturbed breathing of one of the children came through the
bedroom door.
Francoise.
Nina.
Johnston.
Andrew. His wife. Him.
He lay there for a long time. Something scrabbled across the roof.
A taxi, garbled radio calls, a car door.
At this time, wrote Mailer, we lose the best of our kind.
As he turned over she touched him, in her sleep, with her hand. Contact.
Of a kind.
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GRISELDA HITCHCOCK

Expatriates Mombasa 1946

Brown water washed from the heart of the continent
surrounds them.
Aroma of hot earth, dung and trampled vegetation
Will lie in their unconscious for a generation;
Until, re-routed to some unknown airport in the night
The same redolence surrounds them,
The smell of Africa.
As the gangplank connects the ship is invaded by porters.
Black thighs and buttocks visible through rents
In cotton garments, dried-on sweat,
Odour of unwashed African,
Fascinating, terrifying to the pale English girls.
Now sitting on the dock surrounded by ripe fruits
Of mellifluous, luscious, almost rotten flavour.
Unnoticed on the ship except at Swahili classes
Kenyatta lands, hero and saviour.
Goats tied by string outside a butcher's shop,
On open slabs meat quivering, fresh blood dripping.
Dark Indian stores hung with silk carpets, cheap cotton
cloth,
Hand made sandals, pungency of chilli cooking.
Powered by wood-fired steam for the long pull to the
highlands
The train clanks across the yellow plain.
Antelope wheel through fever trees in shrouds of dust,
,Lions twitching tails betray a tentative lust.
Years later during antiseptic, twilight Northern years
They yearn for Africa.
10
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BRONWYN SWEENEY

Three miles from the middle of nowhere

the woman stands in the foreground. three men watch over her right shoulder.
while the mountain rises above them all
blurred
to the left
by
distance and perspective. they say there is snow on the peak all year round.
they say that's why the edge of the mountain is red rimmed. like a hang-over.
and the colour of the sky changes
the land is dull brown and dust greens.
the woman looks out of the corner of her eye. it gets caught there. caught. in
the hollow of last night's sleeplessness and yesterday's make-up. her pupil is
in shadow glued to the corner of her eye
and the eucalypt. topples.
timelapse. on the edge of the world. the whites have disappeared and three men
have moved on since then.
she rolls her eyes and the whites disappear.
she watches them go and doesn't know why she bothered. she knows they knew
she saw they could see she watches them go.
the three men wear their skin like stiff black leather. their shadows fall in the
dust their teeth flash and spit arcs of silver in the sun. one of them straddles
the earth like he owns it. and maybe he does :the company moved in three
years ago.
her mother wrote and told her.
her brother was married last saturday. her sister-in-law was already showing.
her sister-in-law wore white. her sister-in-law was called katherine. her aunt
clarice had taken badly. thrombosis. her father was smoking a packet of
champion ruby a day and using a can of spray paint a night. her brother
sometimes went out with him. her childhood sweetheart had a bad accident
the other day cleaning out a furnace. forty degree burns. her mother's corner
shop was doing well. the company gave her a subsidy and lower cost price for
putting their goods on the eye-level shelf. her mother wondered about the
customers who were abnormally short. or tall. there were a few of them around.
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he wears dark glasses.
he's been standing there ever since the train got in and she got off. the other
two join him later
fourteen minutes later.
she can't believe she's standing here on a railway platform with the petunias
and fucias and pansies that has seen better days. not the petunias. they're
carefully
lovingly
tended by the stationmaster. god knows he had little
else to do. god knows she'd spent two weeks convincing the rail authority there
was a demand for a train to run. then another two weeks convincing them it
was a put down stop not a pick up. then the telephone call telling her a train
leaving central at four tomorrow morning would pass that way. even so. she'd
had to jump while the train was moving. she'd broken a strap on her high heels.
that she'd worn out of here six months six years before.
walk the city tall and without fear of the shadow shifting in a doorway. thick
and dark and smelling of garbage stuck to plastic bags. shoes tap a warning
on the slick black pavement. and tracks try to cover and turn silver. and stop.
like a snail but not as slow. for silver shapes fall from the moon. whiten out
flesh and eyes and tracks and trains rush on on straight lines in a landscape
blackened by night time and the threat of the edge of the world.
the world used to be a table top but now its a rubber ball.
the moon has been sliced through by a window sill
three o'clock and time for bed time lights turn out and the window goes from
blue to black.
the small glows
of a cigarette and a body amongst sheets. wrapped round
by a mountain of blankets. while the breeze blasts off the water and makes
patterns on the glass and in the curtains.
her mother said. it was the best bargain she'd seen in years. and good quality
stuff too.
she chose the orange nylon with the smallest holes and mrs dooley made the
curtains up. no extra cost and all part of the bargain brought round in a paper
bag the next day. packed in the bottom of her suitcase the day after that.
her mother said. salt and lemon juice left in the sun gets the stains out.
she didn't hear her because she's heard it all before. she remembered her when
red wine spilt over a dress. she waited for the sun to come from behind clouds.
she had to wait for days.
her mother said. the stationmaster had been employed for his green thumb.
she picked one of his climbing roses and wore it in her hair when she left. she
smiled at him and said gidday when she returned. he gave her a dirty look.
he hadn't forgotten. or. he'd noticed the expiry date on the return butt was
the day before yesterday.
12
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her mother said. they were the shoes she's been married in.
eldest daughter to have them.
something
something
something
something

she wanted her

old
new
borrowed
blue

her mother was pissed off when she saw the broken strap when her eldest
daughter walked through the plastic fly strips into the corner shop.
after all this time.
she didn't think she'd be back here. so soon. standing. waiting. with battered
suitcase and all worldly possessions in hand. standing. waiting. three miles from
the middle of nowhere. no one to meet her off the train. no one to give her
a hug and drive her home in the cream holden. to give her a cup of tea and
roast dinner and make up her old bed and tuck her in for the night.
she turns on her heel
without twisting an ankle
something she'd like to try again.

she turns her back on

her dress has no shoulder straps and is close fitting. her belt is thick and brown
leather. she wears it around her hips and lets a bunch of keys rattle against
the swing of her arse as she walks. away.
feeling tough to wear them. walking through walls and leave the gap of body
the tap on pavement. the heels wear away. the concrete comes through the sole.
burns blisters in the heat. and frost bites from iced puddles iced brown in the
cold
stockings wet to the toe. the boot maker sits in his shop and cuts keys
and costs a heel and sole on old shoes. to be worn only for best almost back
in fashion. old shoes. to be worn at weddings and funerals and not worn away.
old shoes
and family heirlooms. precious. memories
in faded gold leaf.
the same face in a black and white photo in a bottom drawer. the lips and cheeks
touched
and pink. the lock of brown hair locked in a heart against a heart.
the eyes sparkle. like black patent leather and a bit of spit 'n polish. tapping
down the street. tough and cool. and colder every minute. the brown puddles
ice over.
and wait for a change in the weather.
nothing has changed.
she feels twenty going on a hundred.
she's decided she'll never be happy.
she's decided she doesn't believe in dreams.
she's returned. she's been away six months six years
she doesn't know why. she's returned.
that this time its for good.
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a car slows down
to offer her a lift. she keeps her eyes on the ground and
her head in the sand. the car drives on.
she should have dyed her hair brown. instead of red. but the rattle of the keys
in the landscape makes her feel less vulnerable.
feeling tough turning purple . this collection of blood just under the skin where
the skin will not break. to make a small incision. to sit and watch it for hours.
stretched at a time
the colours always changing and the press of a thumb
in to it to. make a note of pain. to sit and watch. sitting. watching. for hours.
stretching out. at a
time
passes
nothing has changed.
her brother is married.
her sister-in-law is pregnant and called katherine.
her aunt is bad with thrombosis.
her father smokes a packet of champion ruby a day and uses a can of spray
paint a night.
her ex-boyfriend has forty degree burns from a furnace accident.
her mother is making a lot of money.
kate puts the kettle on when she walks into the kitchen followed by her mother.
yelling come 'n have a look who's back in town. artie. come and have a look.
she's back.
her younger brother geoff. parking his bike in the gravel. rushes in behind them.
her brother steve. pulls himself out from under the cream holden and walks
in behind geoff.
kate warms the tea pot and gets the cups and saucers and milk out. steve pinches
her on the bum as he passes her asking if she wants some help.
her younger sister gena. dawdles in from her bedroom. leaving the door open
and the radio talking.
kate opens a packet of chocolate biscuits. she notices they are her favourite
sort.
her father in singlet and shorts last of all. bringing the sunday paper with him.
telling steve to get him a beer while he's standing there doing nothing.
kate pours the tea and hands it round.
her mother remembers to introduce kate and her and her telling kate she has
it white no sugar.
they help themselves to the chocolate biscuits.
it wasn't the red hair that bothered people. it was the earring in one ear. they
stopped her in the street and told her she hadn't changed much was it true about
her having one earring.
word had got around. like wild fire. like a dog on heat. the whole street stands
on their back verandah and she hangs out the washing.
14
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she
she
she
she
she

lifts the hair away from her left ear.
tells them of a party at five o'clock in the morning.
lifts the hair away from her right ear.
tells them of a fright and a hand dragging at her face.
shows them the scar.

she waves and yells gidday. they yell back. for her to come in and have a cuppa
talk about old times. she yells back. that she'll just finish hanging out this
load
then she'll be over.
they sit down beside her in the pub and tell her she's changed is it true about
her having one ear.
she lifts the hair away
she tells them of the lover she sent it to in the post.
she shows the scar circling a hole in the side of her head.
they buy another round and roll another joint.
these hands under hair. sliding
heavy
and falls blank blank. like a
curtain. hides.
from the search from the midnight of the night before. the
hair is heavy and pulling the head with it. lolling slack. or snapped back. taut.
while the heat exhausts itself and its almost christmas almost new year. another
twenty four hours. dripping with sweat. forty degrees in the shade. in the beer
garden. so they sit in the dull browns of the pub. and listen to the doors on
the radio. forty degrees. hazing out over the horizon. it makes the sky wobble.
she starts to see double.
and wonders where she'll get the energy to get home.
she lies in the bath while her mother talks through the locked door. she lies
on the bed while her sister picks her pimples. she lies on the floor while her
sister puts tacks in the van gogh print. she gave her.
she stands in the mirror to tie her hair back in an elastic band.
gena reckons elastic bands give you split ends. and gena has left the room.
bang the bedroom door :withdrawal. bang the back door :anger. bang the front
door :departure. leaving . the house empty. the empty house
full of the
holes of silence the blanks of absence
shifting
with every change of light.
dark past the open window. shadows gathering in the corner with last night's
sleeplessness yesterday's make-up. the sun in the room. the sleep of a single
bed. broken. the mouth full of a name. halfway staggering to the bathroom
before memory. means.
silence. absence. clothes against skin. the fly crawls
up an arm. slow.
in the almost summer air.
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while her sister warbles old songs at the top of her voice and pretends she's
not watching her.
'city girls they seem to find out eaarllly.
how to open doors with just a smile'.
she's sure its driving her crazy but she doesn't say anything. gena has the worst
voice she's ever heard but gena won't shut up.
'saving nickles saving dimes
working till the sun don't shine
looking forward to happier times'
and the only thing she
gena wants to talk to her about boys. she's tired.
wants to tell gena is to avoid getting on supporting mothers by the time she's
sixteen. she also wants to tell gena to shut up. and gena warbles on.
'its good to smoke
the green green grass of home.
she'd laugh. if it wasn't so unfunny if it wasn't about her. and she laughs.
bang the bathroom door :withdrawal. bang the bedroom door : anger. bang
the back door :departure.
her mother thinks she's not the full quid she's got a screw loose. her mother
thinks she's talking to her but she's talking to herself. her mother thinks she's
laughing but she won't share the joke. her mother doesn't think its funny when
she does. share the joke. her mother turns on the dishwasher and the vacum
cleaner. turns up the radio and the t v. she doesn't want to hear.
she doesn't want to know.
she thinks she's laughing at her.
she thinks she's standing outside the door a glass to the wall in the next room.
she has a cup of tea.
she ties her hair back in an elastic band.
she turns up the radio the t v.
she lowers her voice

to a whisper.

and china cups do back flips and tea leaves spread bad fortune on a checked
these little brown patterns stare off
tablecloth. not following the pattern
cup
into the future. eyes glazed over. whilst trying to pick up the pieces
16
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and saucers
quiver and clatter
away from the touch. a chip stretching
further
cuts a lip. the fifth pot of tea for the day. the mouth full of a name
and the swollen strained leaves. the laughter and murmur from far away in
another room. the hole that a body fills and beyond that there are others before
that there was also.
she remembers that her mother had the same best dress her entire married life
so old its almost back in fashion. her mother gave her the shoes she was married
in. her mother had a black eye and nothing in her purse. had four kids. and
the one husband. she realises her mother works for the company. and knows
she feeds clothes houses the whole family. she realises her mother thinks
depression is something that can be snapped out of. and knows she has never
been able to allow herself to feel anything. she realises her mother wants her
to see a doctor. and knows she used to always go with her.
she wonders who it was she thought she was talking to.
and when her mother starts talking about her taking a box of handkerchiefs
to bill in hospital its the thought that counts he'd like that he'd love to see you
for old time's sake go on
and when her mother starts talking about her helping in the corner shop that'd
be nice its time i thought about retiring nice to keep it in the family now wouldn't
it
she buys an old caravan with her next cheque and tows it into the backyard
and moves out. of ear shot. down by the paling fence. furthest from the house.
in the shade of the hibiscus and the eucalypt tree.
she lies on the banana chair in the sun.
she gets strap marks and smokes another cigarette.
she puts on a shirt and waves to the neighbours.
she takes off the shirt and her hair fades.
she reads a book and finds patterns in the dust and the bindy eyes.
she avoids the shadows and watches her mother enter the house.
she goes inside and watches her family in the kitchen window.
she lights the kerosene lamp and watches her father leave. the house.
she cooks a meal and sits on the caravan steps.
she drinks beer and looks at the moon. and the mountain.
she hangs out the washing and goes to bed.
wakes at four to stare at the ceiling for an hour. only five to five on the clock.
next time. the sleep of the house. seeming luminous with the morning outside
the traffic just started up the window open. wild fennel grows down by the train
tracks and blood spattered. to dry over a wall under a window a kitchen window.
the rust comes away on a finger when touched these largest droplets. dribbling.
down white paint. panic avoided. to clean the wall ajax and wettex won't fade
even fade. salt and lemon juice left in the sun gets the stains out.
when
waiting for the sun to come from behind clouds the white to come back. when
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waking
much later. feet frozen on stone and the house empty the stains
gone. to throw toast crusts in the garbage. tea dregs in the sink. to take hot
recently. the walls still
chocolate to bed in a room painted white
clean.
and pale
and
calm. to wait for the white to come back.
she lies on the bed. her clothes are folded over a chair her shoes placed
underneath the socks tucked into the shoes. she lies on her back. her right arm
is bent above her head her face is turned into the inside of her elbow. her eyes
are closed. she might be asleep and is frowning. whilst one leg has slipped off
the bed. the light comes through the glass and moves across her face might
be asleep and is frowning.
she wouldn't feel so bad. except that the nickers and pair of skin-coloured
stockings are missing.
she stands by the window that is closed and half-covered by a curtain and looks
out over the neighbours' verandahs and the barbed wire fence and the mountain.
she is looking at the dirty glass and the rain. she is smoking her right hand
is always close to her mouth. her skin is brown to match her jumper and her
hair. the wind comes off the mountain this morning. the air is grey.
she remembers an old woman told her how the rain stops in straight lines in
the desert.
dust and mud. the birds rush through the dry mouths gasping for the wet.
dust and mud. they are dying and might never make it.
dust. and she runs to pick them up where they have fallen.
dust. and carry them the rest of the way.
and mud. they are exhausted. and in a few days the wildflowers will come out.
in a straight line. in the sun.
she walks up to the house to have a cup of tea see how kate is getting on. she
treads on a pair of dark glasses in the bindy eyes under the clothesline and finds
her father the only one home in the kitchen. reading the workers' weekly. she
puts the kettle on and rolls herself a cigarette. brushes the tablecloth clean.
the bottoms of her feet are always coated in the dregs from his tobacco pouch.
a fold of leather steve made him in high school. as well as the pair of book
ends with the map of australia burned into them with a magnifying glass.
the radio says.
in the west tonight.
and people turn and look at the sky. and there's not even a space shuttle.
no silver lining or falling satellite falling star either.
the radio says.
golden memories and latest hits.
and everything's at least six months old. and tastes of it. dry round the edges of
a smile that's thinking of six years before. sitting on the verandah and smelling
18
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the wild fennel and looking at the moon
another beer.
her mother says.
turn the radio down gena.

and the mountain.

and opening

she doesn't know what to do and spends the day in the library taking notes.
she doesn't know what to do. but tomorrow she goes to the library. she reads
suspense
thriller.
a sci fi
she rolls a cigarette and he draws a map between the tea cups and the toast
and tobacco crumbs.
she drinks tea and he explains why the sky around the mountain is red.
she drags out the library books and he explains why the town is three miles
from the middle of nowhere and when it moved. the new deposit was found
a week before she came back. the trucks arrived the same day as her.
she chews her nails and he explains why they weren't there to meet her. he's
sorry. and she answers the phone when her telegram comes a week later.
she tells him what she needs and he lets her know who'll have it.
he rolls a cigarette and she knows how to get it.
she's been visiting in the close fitting dress without shoulder straps keys slung
on leather at the hips feet in high heels. she's been sitting in the pub and on
the verandahs
drinking beer. she's been listening to the doors and getting
a tan. she's been burning the kerosene lamp into the night. she's been working
over the bunsen burner and the books. she's been running till her feet bleed
and her shoes broken. she's been to the top of the mountain and there isn't
snow on the peak all year round. she's been back to where she was before.
she's been watched.
by dark glasses in the rear vision mirrors. of parked cars. cars turned. towards
the inland. waiting for the order
she watches
them go. she knows they knew she saw they could see she
watches them go. she turns on her heel. walks. away.
she sleeps the clock round and the caravan is like an oven. she studies the train
timetable and a cup of tea. she knows she'll never be happy and hasn't got the
rail authority's number. she dyes her hair grey and asks gena to borrow
romances from the library. she grows old and works at the corner shop. she
sings harmonies at the moon and the mountain and gena warbles on.
'hey its good to be back home again
sometimes this old farm seems like a long lost friend
hey its good to be back home agaaainnnn.'
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and gena has left the room. when she finds notes to herself. in her handwriting.
she finds them between the left sole of the high heels she wore out of here and
brought back with her. her mother gave them to her she wanted her eldest
daughter to have them she wore them on her wedding day.
there's a tower here on the coast that you can pay money and climb. the city
gathers around it then spreads out as far as the eye can see. before it disappears
behind the mountain. that is sometimes grey sometimes blue. and pink and
purple under the sunsets. from the tower on the coast
the windows have
vaseline around the edges. it makes the view look like a dream. like in the movies.
i am at the top of the tower with someone who has a loud voice that carries
in the air conditioning. he says.
everyone wants to own/their own quarter acre block. and plant rose bush and
hibiscus in the shade of the paling fence and the eucalypt.
i don't say.
nothing has changed.
my brother is married
my sister-in-law's called kate
my aunt's got thrombosis
my father smokes champion ruby
my ex has forty degree burns
my mother's supporting the family
and the cream holden stands in the yard
under the gum tree.
the red has gone from the sky around the mountain. and she has a bar b q
for her twenty first. and sausages are two kilos for two dollars ninety nine. and
her mother uses four packet mixes and two bars of dark chocolate. grated. on
the cake.
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SILVANA GARDNER

The Assyrian Princess

The Brisbane River is not the Euphrates nor does it resemble a tiger, even in
floodtime. The inhabitants are Brisbanites not Ubaidians but the force which
controls human reincarnation is not responsible for relocations, which belong
to another department in the Great Cosmos, just as a different section takes
care of milleniums. Both of these illustrious organizations are beyond my
understanding.
I can't promise familiarity with human reincarnations, either, except my own
and even this a continuing trial and error which baffles my current existence.
Peculiar associations with objects were the first links to partially jolt my
memory to another life, possibly in Assyria. Rather than partially I should say
Jragmentedly, for I don't know who my parents were, what I did, where I lived
or what my name was, except that I was a princess. What else can one expect
after five thousand years of milling through fire, earth, air and water? The
elements have a way of pounding brain cells, leaving atoms with weather-beaten
corners of strange photos, visual remains haphazardly collaged to what the eye
sees and records in its present life.
You don't believe me?
How do you explain, then, the first link was the laboratory?
Squatting at the end of George Street, Gardens on the left, Brisbane River
on the right, the Physiology Building was a ziggurat when I started work in
the morning.
When I went home in the evening, it became the building it was supposed
to be. Each day I went to work, CLICK, ziggurat in the morning, Physiology
Building at night.
Forget about my present life as a laboratory assistant. One optical atom
records a fortress in Mesopotamia. It's all very well to say imagination . .. but
the building never became anything else but a ziggurat. It never was a pyramid,
a castle or a fifty-storey executive building. This proves a definite link on top
of all the others which enrichened my life with all kinds of possibilities not to
be shared with others. The law of Karma implies anonymity, otherwise nothing
will be gained from the privilege of remembering. Worse still, the flowering
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of all memories will be blocked, and the mind will play confused tricks,
maladjustements, frustrations that, in the midst of a modern young woman's
contemporary life crowded with current issues, there will be disconcerting
flashbacks to the Tower of Babel, an altar, sacrifices, libations and sanctuaries.
The people I work with are Vets. My boss is a Vet who loves Gilbert and
Sullivan. Enough said! No link whatsoever between the Mikado and an
Assyrian princess. He confided he has an affinity with the Pirates of Penzance.
I was tempted to share my affinities but my mind went blank. A warning, for
sure.
You may think it grandiose of me to connect an earlier life with royalty but
everyone admits I look incongruous as I scrub the congealed animal blood out
of test tubes. They say (sometimes kindly, sometimes not) that my deportment
is royal. My secrecy is severely tested ...
There is another laboratory assistant who stole my white laboratory uniform
so that she, too, could look royal. She thought she was Nefertiti, because of
her nose. But it's not reincarnation with her, since the current make-up strongly
advertises a beauty such as the Egyptian Queen's. Possibly all the women in
Brisbane think they are Nefertiti when they buy cosmetics with her face on the
brand. Reincarnations are never as obvious as this. There's a difference between
wishful thinking and a genuine reincarnation, as it happened in my case.
This does not infer I think washing pipettes or cleaning rat cages beneath
my station. I'm philosophical about it. It's my karma. I just do everything
royally. Especially when the laboratory sink is filled with forty test tubes caked
with animal blood, clotted milk and foul smelling chemicals, especially when
some nitwit pulled the plug the day before and there was no overnight soaking.
You can't give yourself airs doing a job like mine, handfuls of rat shit will
guarantee it!
The window immediately above the repUlsive sink faces the river and I can
do the wash-up without looking, staring instead at the water till I'm hypnotized
by the Tigris tinged with blood, the red flux merging with clear water to ensure
animal sacrifices haven't been wasted: the battle will be victorious ...
The blood is the strongest link. As a true Assyrian princess, the sight of blood
never offends me. Nineveh flows with blood. We worship its redness. Sometimes
we drink it.
The ziggurat houses sheep specifically kept for the letting of blood. It's true
I only watch (you've got to be a graduate to do it) but I know how the syringe
can easily be a dagger, skillfully poised to slit the ewes jugular vein. Not a deep
cut. Not deep enough to kill. Just a nick to allow the ruby red fluid to collect
in a phial. I love to feel its warmth. The Sedimentation Rate of Platelets is
a ruse for a pagan sacrifice. The deja vu feeling is so strong I once ruined a
whole experiment by not hurrying to my boss with the fresh blood. It coagulated
before he could add his chemicals to keep it flowing.
He's displeased with me. Says a laboratory assistant can't afford to be a
dreamer and even though he understands how a woman could be disturbed
by the sight of blood, I should concentrate on my job or else get out. Little
does he know ... AND I'm not dreaming! The fragments of an earlier existence
come upon me uninvited, although it's peculiar they are so clear when blood
is drawn.
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Despite the clarity of the sacrifice, the sequence of events is disjointed. First
the sacrifice, then the boss going mad at me, then the cymbals ... it's impossible
to deal with rapid changes with aplomb. I can only apologize and promise to
concentrate next time. Royally, of course.
Another link is the pot plants. I have a mania for hanging baskets whose
health is fortified with fresh blood. They don't want me to bring them in the
laboratory.
They'll make the brick walls look nice, I tell them and withhold the booming
voice calling out hydroponics the minute I was born. Absolutely not, my boss
orders. He worries there won't be enough blood left for his pecadillos. I've seen
him throw out one hundred mls. the morning after being out late the night
before. Another temptation to reveal all. The Laws of Karma are tough.
Since I do not trust reincarnations completely (I'm not a fool) and find it
safer to stick with the commonplace of my current life, I go about my business
with the mundaneness of any employee, feeling jubilant on pay days.
They talk a lot about sex at morning tea. I don't know what they talk about
at night since I do not mix with them. They've tried to involve me with group
outings after work but somehow I'm not attracted to the idea. I overheard a
girl say who does she think she is?
It must be my royal demeanour which prompted a laboratory attendant
(ranks are important in the ziggurat), a youth, to refrain from telling what he
did with two girls, locked in a motel bedroom, for three days at Surfers. He'll
wait for me to leave before he'll tell the rest of the group. The cheek of him!
He obviously doesn't know anything about Babylon. How I would love to tell
him of Assyrian sexual practices. Menage a trois? Kindergarten! I could tell
him a few things about Spring festivals after the lion hunts that would make
him blush with embarrassment. Let him see a prudish lab assistant ... he is
too unimportant to break my karma.
There's a new Vet joining the staff next week. Everyone nubile is excited at
the prospect. There's much speculation about his appearance. I'm not interested
and go about collecting blood, staring through the window to see more of what
happened thousands of years ago. I must have been devoted to the priesthood.
I smell incense instead of sour milk.
It would be rare for the new Vet to come down to the dungeon where I work.
His specialties involve him on the mezzanine floor. But there he is, behind me,
as I wash test tubes. How long has he been assessing my arse?
He's dark, like a Bedouin. He's wearing shorts which accentuate his skinny
legs covered with lots of black hair. He would be the type whose back is covered
with hair like fur. An animal. There's a saying that someone can be so ugly
that they're wearing the seven sins. He's wearing the seven sins.
He's using his rank to impress me. I'm not impressed. He leaves. I'm
convinced he's come down to see what I look like. He's probably investigated
all the female staff to see what's available. What is he expecting? He'll always
be a desert merchant, never a priest with seven sins.
There are lions in the hills today. Assurbanipal is going hunting. One minute
I'm a princess, the next a lioness. Several sheep are sacrificed for the hunt. Ishtar
is a moody goddess. The Bedouin Vet comes down again.
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I've been trying to remember who you remind me of, he says as he stands
at the door with bleating sheep behind him. Nefertiti? I suggest, privately
sneering at his crude attempts at courtship.
No, someone more ancient. The Egyptians came much later than the
Assyrians. (He has a genuine copy of an Assyrian frieze where Assurbanipal
smites the Elamites.) He talks and talks about Assyrian culture. About
Semiramis and her famous hanging gardens. I'm impressed, even though I'm
not registering his words.
It's as if I'm being turned into a statue. The final chiselling, the final chip
of alabaster falls when the camel driver tells me Stalin was called the Assyrian
and I remind him of an Assyrian princess carved in stone.
This is where my reincarnation ends. There will never be anymore pictures
of the other life. The princess has been terminated. Gone with the elements down
the plughole, the water drowning any memory she would've liked to enlarge.
The sheep are poor animals molested everyday. One saving grace is that I
mustn't have been too wicked a princess, otherwise karma would have seen me
an incarcerated sheep. I would have known what it's like to be bled dry, let
alone slaughtered.
And who was the Vet who knew me from ancient Assyria?
I never saw him again.
I continue to wash stale blood from test tubes. One day I will wash human
blood in a different life. The Laws of Karma are merciless.

An Overflow of Overland
Overland's second centenary issue, number to 1, is another selection of the
remarkable work sent to us to mark our thirty-two years of existence and our
reaching three figures!
Russell Ward, Gwen Harwood and Dorothy Hewett write autobiographical
sketches, Hugh Stretton writes on Britain and what-might-have-been, Barry
Hill discusses Queenscliff and William Buckley, Mary Rose Liverani a Chinese-Australian and Mary Durack an Aboriginal Australian.
Of the greatest interest is the section we print of John Reed's" Artobiography",
discussing the five Australian painters he did so much to assist: Albert Tucker,
Arthur Boyd, John Percival, Joy Hester and Danila Vassilieff. We also have
a portfolio in colour of Tucker's "Faces I have Met" portraits, and an article
on them oy Richard Haese.
Short stories by Louis N owra, Morris Lurie and others, and nearly thirty poems,
including contributions by Bruce Dawe, Chris Wallace-Crabbe, Vincent
Buckley and Les Murray. And much else.

OVERLAND
PO Box 249, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930
$16 a year (four issues)
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FIONA PLACE

Tattoed Jack and the Captain
want you back

Sailored crust,
thrown out to you,
life savered savoury,
Nibble, nibble, nibble,
your rat sized bites
eat at the holed
hope.
Thrashing about,
slowly sinking, the
strawberry stripes
sweetly tempt you,
the more you eat,
the faster you sink.
Why do you bite
your only hope,
risk the shark infested
sea, do you like
death?
Tattoed, fleshy men,
and a cool career eyed
captain all want you
back, no not flat on your
back, just intact,
you as you,
that's all they want.
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Become a firm deck
hand, return to
the boat, leave
your silly fears
and tears in the sea,
come back to me,
come back to us.

Stairs

I stood at the stairs,
'Can I come up?'
'y ou can, but you may not.'
Father prided himself
on his usage of the
English language.
Successfully humiliated,
I bowed my head, and
asked again.
Territorial rights,
his table, his lounge chair,
his T. Y., I sat quietly
on the mat, carefully, so as
not to wear out the carpet.
I kept an eye on my body,
lest a stray foot touch
the carpet, Mother
also kept an eye, and
seemed to see my feet
better than I.
To last a whole
evening without
a reprimand was
an elusive goal.
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Accidently, I would
talk beyond the
advertisement, or
without thinking,
dare to ask for my
favourite programme.
And always my body let
me down, an arm or foot
would overstep the mark.
My brother and sister
made me anxious, they
broke the rules, and
then all of us were sent
down, why couldn't they
be as careful as I was.
As careful as careful
could be, but never
enough, I was never
invited to share the
lounge, I tried very hard,
but the lounge remained
forbidden territory.
I sent myself down,
I no longer stood
at the stairs, I passed by,
rather than go up the split level,
to fight the lion,
I went down to my room,
my den,
my cage.
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LYNBROWN

Palm Sunday, Sydney 1985

Parading with the palms in Sydney Square,
The occasional ring-in branches of jacaranda
Or monstera deliciosa somehow pass muster.
Sitting in the shadow of the Cathedral
In the dapple and dazzle of light through leaves
We watch everything and everyone go by,
And anything, anyone belongs here,
Nothing and nobody seems out of place.
First come the lawyers and other academics
Emerging from their special morning service
Robes over arm, pausing in sunlight, dispersing.
The Dean goes off diagonally. Beside us,
A little woman in a floppy hat,
Thinking this an ordinary Sunday,
Takes out a solitary sandwich.
Near us, a baby with a No-Bomb tee-shirt
Has nappy rash. Her mother says to grandma
'Take it off, Mum, and let the air get to it'.
A drunken blasphemer, questioning our sanity,
Accuses Christ of sodomy with a donkey.
The little woman gathers up her lunch
And takes off quickly, seeking peace elsewhere.
The service starts. The crowd's as thick as trees.
A fat boy comes to plant himself before me,
The intricate threadbare patches on his thighs
Blot out my view of Father Brian Gore,
Not shutting out his voice, which tells of last Palm Sunday
In a Philippines prison. Somebody hands around
Sheets of green paper. Peace songs. Marching songs.
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A young girl, fresh from the Okinawa
Peace Conference, says' Heiwa, heiwa, heiwa'
Clearly into the microphone. The service ends.
We gather for the march. Banners and foliage aloft,
Led by the Salvation Army we tackle George Street,
Skirting the excavations, wheeling round Woolworths,
Heading into Park Street. Orange plastic overalls
With collection buckets cry 'Last chance to give!'.
Last petrol before the freeway. On we go,
Clip-clop, limp or shuffle, straggle or stride.
The one-legged man in front of me on crutches
Makes good time. Strollers are clattering,
Balloons are bobbing. Turn left at the corner,
Round into Castlereagh. Cross over Market, and a
bystander
Shouts at my spouse, 'Why don't you go to Russia?'.
Down on the right, a pair of lonely placards
Plead for Latvia, while an Asian family
Watches in astonishment. The march goes singing
'We'll all go together when we go'.
Clip-clop. The little hill in Hunter Street
Hits hard at the chest. We wriggle out sideways,
And off we go, neither to Russia nor America.
On Good Friday and on Easter Day,
God wiling, there once more we'll be
Slinking in late as usual to the quiet back pews
Of the local parish church, no questions asked,
And many left unanswered.
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LA WRENCE BOURKE

Toward a New World

Upon Eirinn, that ancient and beautiful place
turning hard in its bitter and bloody nightmare
where a soldiery like my Norman forbears raise
mindless arms to the standard of the Conqueror
my great-grand-parents, sailing in memory, gazed.
The young gathered a hard grain in that country
to pay the English rent, and taking passage with
the Shaw Savill and Albion Steamship Company
they paid for the last time and saw the smoke lift
their island far into the dreams of their family.
They steamed through the collapse of their seasons;
left Europe and the Atlantic trades to make round
the Cape of Good Hope and the fabled continent
of the Australians; sailing long in the white cloud
of exile to take landfall at last in New Zealand.
He drifts through the paddock where the cabbage tree
and sheep graze on mist, the rain sheeted revenant
who stood at the heart of a theogony, Tane
Mahuta, the forest god knows now the vengeance
of wind which brought fire and steel from the sea.
The eroded hills forget the forests of the tui.
And I am walking in memory on my uncle's
farm where magpies in the squabbling pine trees
and sheep dogs barking on devolving chains call
the sunburnt guest home to eat tea with the family.
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There is no discovery, despite the voyages,
despite the poems, but the harvest of memory
and desire harrowed in further fields and ages.
We have hauled from the surf our cargo of cities
and hung in windows, for the breeze, corn doll images.
Yet, descending to Europe on the suspension
bridge of an Air New Zealand Boeing my passport
declares the accent of change. Reading, in translation,
of Bran's voyage I find on that imagined shore
my country's summer Christmas on the Pacific Ocean.

GRAEME HETHERINGTON

Istanbul Dog

We met the dog at every turn,
A threadbare piece of rotting rug
That dodged and trotted, hurried on,
At home among the seething crowds
Of ill-dressed men with frantic eyes,
As though it might outrun its flesh,
The blood-flushed itch it couldn't scratch
As restlessly it circled round
The city like the ruined walls
Where half a million live in holes.
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KELLY PENNHALIGON

Achille Lauro

If I should wash up on the beach,
(that is my body)
on the beach of Syria
(somewhere off the Adriatic?)
and they telegraph you in New York
Madrid
Versailles

"Female/white/bloated/ear-ring shape of an anchor ... "
DON'T READ THAT TELEGRAM!
I have been vacationing in the Greek Isles I have been
remembering Kings and photographing my cabin mate by
the Acropolis I have not sent a post-card as there are no
mail boxes on board - I would have noticed:
The only true red
is pillar box red
The rest are orange
If the telegram should mention
"intended trips"
Tell them"I did not go to the pyramids."
Tell them"I had an aversion to symmetry."
Tell them about the sphinx: she is lopsided.
It will insist this telegram that I am ...
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A plane just flew under the clouds and the teacups
rattled from the shelf planes make me ... especially
at night when they perch above the window no strings
and roar their power by not falling.
It will insist on Palestinians.

Don't read it.
Tear it into pieces and flutter it from the 5th floor.
Don't show them this poem!
It will prompt them to ask for dental records that

they know by my cavities do not exist I have not
seen the dentist in ten years.
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DIANE BECKINGHAM

Peninsula

Around the newly sealed road
the red earth
still bleeds.
This is Brown Falcon country:
a raptor on every pole
frowns at our passing.
Woodswallows, parrots, finches,
monopolise all lines,
they are beads on an abacus.
Crows tear at a carcass
with Wagtails darting in
- attentive, agile waiters.
We stop to hear a Wedgebill
transpose its clinking chimes
between mulga scrub and sky
Then resume our way on the ribbon road
speeding to see, while there is time,
the dolphins of Monkey Mia.
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DOROTHY JONES

"Which hend you hev?": Elizabeth Jolley's
Milk and Honey

In Milk and Honey Elizabeth Jolley draws on a rich array of biblical and literary
allusion, myth, fairy tale and gothic fantasy to create a narrative of sin and
redemption where readers are asked to take account of the four last things Death, Judgement, Heaven and Hell - though her novel locates them firmly
in this world rather than the next. The plot concerns a migrant family Leopold Heimbach, his unmarried sisters, Tante Rosa and Tante Heloise, his
daughter Louise and his son Waldemar - who escape from Vienna to Australia
during World War II. Holding aloof from those around them and resisting
change, they concentrate on preserving their own traditions and culture, willing
to go to almost any lengths to keep the family group intact and inviolate. Jacob,
the novel's protagonist, also from an Austrian family settled in Australia, is
introduced into their household at the age of thirteen to receive the musical
education his father, uncle and aunt all believe he merits. The Heimbachs,
devoted to music and to one another, while eking out a meagre living through
music lessons and dressmaking, consider the money they receive for his board
and tuition so important they try to make sure of it by a process of emotional
blackmail. Jacob is manipulated with tender devotion to become firmly
enmeshed within the family and ultimately corrupted by it. He is also caught
in the clash of cultures, European and Australian, with disastrous results. But
the novel does not address the social issues of post-war migration to Australia,
for its concerns are metaphysical rather than sociological. Elizabeth Jolley
directs her attention to the moral and spiritual life, exploring the way people
bring judgement on themselves and others through their own actions, and how,
despite this, they may still achieve some kind of salvation.
The contrast between deeds and consequences is emphasized by a timescheme which moves between past and present, juxtaposing a child's world with
that of the disillusioned and shattered adult. In its first chapter Milk and Honey
portrays Jacob in the present, suffering "the chill discomfort of poverty", living
alienated from his wife and daughter in a "cold little house" on the edge of an
industrial wasteland. Tormented by a sense of loss, he laments the absence of
love and music in his life, because with one hand now a crippled claw, he has
lost his touch for both. The family income depends on his wife's earnings as
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a factory worker, for Jacob's desultory efforts as a door-to-door salesman are
relatively ineffectual, reinforcing his sense of exile, as he spends his life
permanently outside other people's houses with doors shut in his face. The bulk
of the novel describes how he came to be the person initially revealed to us.
Jacob recalls a many-layered past - young manhood, adolescence, early years
living with his father in their vineyard in the country, and a still earlier period
before his mother's death. He also records yet more distant memories relayed
to him by the Heimbachs of life in Europe before and during the war. Past
recollections are filtered through the consciousness of the man Jacob has now
become, so the vision of the uncomprehending child and adolescent is
incorporated within that of the man who has acquired painful and lacerating
knowledge. In its final chapters the narrative returns to the present as the
consequences of what happened previously are explored and resolved. The
novel's structure is a reminder that the past is encapsulated within the present
which it has also created.
Relationships between past and present are important not only in the
delineation of individual lives, but also in establishing a wider contrast between
Australian culture, perceived by the Heimbachs as new and brash, and a much
older European culture, represented as subtle and refined. For Jacob as a child
in the vineyard, integration between the old ways and the new may have been
possible, though his quaint un-English turn of phrase is evidence he has led
a very secluded existence. But living with the Heimbachs in the city he is cut
off from the possibility of integrating with his Australian surroundings. They
despise their new land and hold its culture in snobbish contempt. Leopold, a
musician himself, deplores the attitude of those who play in the local symphony
orchestra.
Leopold regarded the members of the orchestra as vulgar people.
He told me once that some of the people just played to make a living
and that they had no feeling for music at all. "They have no ear,
they have nothing except a certain skill to manipulate their fingers
and an instrument and so produce the required sounds."1
As a young man, Jacob is afraid to take the aunts to a restaurant: "I could
imagine them feeling the cloth of the waiter's jacket, between knowledgeable
thumb and forefinger assessing its quality, or sniffing at the innocence of some
dish and putting it aside saying, Das schmecht mir nicht!" (59). But Jacob is
drawn to much that the Heimbachs despise, and his divided allegiances are
expressed through his relationships with Louise whom he marries and his
mistress Madge who plays first violin in the orchestra with which he performs
as solo cellist. Louise, innocent and sexually inexperienced, embodies the
refinement and withdrawn quality of the little world her father and aunts have
constructed. Madge, married and considerably older than Jacob, is very
Australian. According to one of the aunts, "it would be expected that she eats
tomato sauce with everything" (136). Vulgar, slangy and knowledgeable about
sex, she is also warm-hearted and generous, associated throughout the novel
with abundance and fulfilment. Jacob wants both women in his life, and Madge
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is appalled when he tells her he would have liked them to be friends so he could
love them more easily. In his attempt to possess the two, he ends by betraying
and destroying both.
The novel's title is a comment on the journey so many of the characters have
made from one country to another. It derives from a verse in Exodus where
God speaks to Moses of His promise to deliver the Israelites from bondage
- "and to bring them up out of that land unto a good land and a large, unto
a land flowing with milk and honey". (ch.3, v.8). Jolley uses this as an epigraph,
for Australia is, in some ways, equated with the land of milk and honey. The
Heimbachs left Austria because Leopold's wife was a Jewess, and events in
Jacob's life are linked with those in the story of the Old Testament patriarch
who fathered the twelve tribes of Israel. Jewishness becomes a metaphor for
exile, homelessness and the situation of the outcast. Although the Heimbachs
have been delivered from bondage into a land of promise, they remain exiles,
keeping their valuables packed in trunks, ready to move on like refugees. For
Jacob, Madge's body represents the promised land: "It was like seeing the hint
of the colour of petals in an unopened bud. There was always the promise of
something more" (2), and he associates her with the scope and spaciousness
of the landscape. Ultimately, however, Jacob is forced to acknowledge that
Madge has her limitations. He remembers becoming irritable when they were
together because there was no music and nothing to read between the periods
of lovemaking. The land of milk and honey proves in some respects a spiritual
wilderness as Jacob realises when he registers at a motel: "The motel would
have the same desolation of being without music and without books. A traveller
would need to bring his own poetry to such a place (169). Although the
Heimbachs have brought music and poetry with them, their restricted, inwardlooking lives render their cultural experience increasingly narrow. Madge points
out to Jacob that while local musical standards may be provincial, Leopold's
are equally so, and Jacob is not the virtuoso he has been led to believe - "there's
playing and playing". She may be the kind of musician Leopold deplores "It's just ajob, just play for the money, that's all" (127) - but she also possesses
the keen musical discrimination of the true professional.
Australia is no cultural paradise, but the expansiveness of the landscape is
itself a kind of promise, evoking the possibility of union between heaven and
earth. Jacob remembers the reverence inspired in him as a child seeing "the
vineyards crossing great space end in a quiet meeting with the sky" (10). When
the jacarandas blossom in "tumultuous clouds of violet blue ... it was as if
the trees were in flower from the earth to the sky" (33). The land of milk and
honey is more than a geographical location. It is the longed for place of spiritual
fulfilment, a traditional metaphor for heaven, as in Bernard of Cluny's hymn,
"Jersalem the golden,; With milk and honey blest". At one point the view across
the vineyards conjures up an image reminiscent of the celestial city: "Beyond
the vineyards was the city and, beyond again, something shone in a deep blue,
ajoining of the sky and sea" (47). Paradise may be represented as an anticipated
future state, but it can also, like the Garden of Eden, be identified with a past
experience of innocence and joy lost through wrong-doing, misfortune or the
passage of time. For Jacob, primal innocence is equated with the vineyard where
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he spent his childhood and for which he continues to yearn as an adult.
Transition from childhood to the corrupt adult world is symbolised on his
arrival at the Heimbachs by a scene in the garden where Waldemar, crouched
among the branches of the mulberry tree, holds out both clenched fists, saying
in his strangely accented English, "Which hend you he v?" When, with some
reluctance, Jacob taps the left one, Waldemar lets fall a cockroach on his
shirtfront and then pops a ripe mulberry into his mouth. Jacob then goes on
to pick mulberries for himself. Although he has had choice forced upon him
and eaten of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, he is still relatively
guiltless, a pawn of adults who control his life, but the mulberry stained hand
he holds out in response to Leopold's greeting carries the taint of original sin.
At a later point in the novel, this episode is recalled to indicate that Jacob,
now adult, must assume responsibility for his choice of evil over good (96-7).
The "fermenting overripe mulberries" are also linked with two images of
dangerous greed, both applicable to Jacob - Waldemar's pet rat stuck "head
and half its body into a loaf of bread" (11) and the bee which drowns in honey:
"... the bee wants the honey. She dies because of trying to get what she wants"
(136).2

Jacob's initial reaction is to retreat from the world of moral choice and adult
responsibility. On his first night he runs away to the vineyard, only to be turned
back by Uncle Otto standing, like the angel with the fiery sword, in a square
of light at the open door, for there is no returning to the world of childhood.
Paradise may be something given, like Eden before the Fall, but it is also
associated with the idea of judgement. A counterpart to the mulberry tree is
a fig tree with a pair of scales hanging in it where Jacob and his father used
to sell melons and grapes, for the fruit life yields must be paid for. In Milk
and Honey the theme of judgement is linked with the Dies !rae sequence from
Mozart's Requiem Mass which Leopold teaches to his singing class. Lines from
the Tuba Mirum,
And every secret sin arraign
Till nothing unavenged remain
reverberate throughout the novel. But despite the theological framework of the
Fall, loss of innocence, judgement and redemption, Jolley does not seem to
present a narrative of divine intervention in human affairs. The other quotation
used as an epigraph is Blake's poem from Songs of Experience:
Love seeketh not itself to please,
Nor for itself hath any care,
But for another gives its ease,
And builds a Heaven in Hell's despair.
Love seeketh only self to please,
To bind another to its delight,
Joys in another's loss of ease,
And builds a Hell in Heaven's despite.
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Characters in the novel create their own heaven or hell through their attitudes
to others, and ironically most of the hells in the book result from attempts to
build a personal heaven. The most striking example is the adulterous
relationship between Jacob and Madge where delight and joy are persistently
contaminated by guilt, anxiety and the terrible suffering their love brings to
others.
Houses are a controlling metaphor for attempts to construct a private world
of personal harmony and delight. To Jacob as a child, the Heimbach house
seems a romantic if rather sinister place, reminding him of a slightly decayed
Austrian schloss. The branches of the mulberry tree are gnarled and twisted
"like branches in the pictures in fairy tales" (12) and Leopold, with his gold
tipped teeth, resembles an enchanter offering to make Jacob a prince of the
cello. The house, its rooms mysteriously opening out of one another and its
doorways heavily curtained as if to impede easy entrance or exit, is a nest of
secrets concealing unmentionable episodes in the family's past, which a mildly
tipsy Tante Heloise reveals one evening to the adult Jacob as they sit alone
in the kitchen. Leopold's Jewish wife, whose frail mind gave way under the
pressures of migration has been committed to the local mental hospital. Stern
Tante Rosa and the more frivolous Tante Heloise, as young women in Vienna
during the war, appear to have prostituted themselves to the German officers
billeted on them in a desperate attempt to provide income for the family once
its wealth had melted away in the political turmoil. The beautiful old house
of their youth is a lost paradise for which they try to create a substitute in
Australia, but all the aunts' obsessive scrubbing and scouring cannot control
the vermin which infest the new house. As he listens to Tante Heloise's
revelations, Jacob hears strange noises as if mice and still more unpleasant
creatures are scurrying round the dark corners of the kitchen.
The principal secret of the house involves Jacob himself and Waldemar,
Leopold's idiot son. From the moment he arrives Leopold keeps urging Jacob
to test his strength by punching the much larger Waldemar. One afternoon in
a fit of exasperation, he strikes the other boy who falls unconscious, and the
thirteen-year old Jacob, believing he has killed him, retreats to his room in guilty
terror. When he is summoned downstairs, all trace of Waldemar's presence is
gone and he is informed that, although he is in no way to blame, Waldemar
has died because his heart was defective. He has in fact been spirited upstairs
to the attic (which Jacob has been told is never used because the roof leaks
badly), to be cared for by the aunts rather than being confined in an institution.
Jacob, believing himself a murderer, accepts that he is now bound irrevocably
to the household, while the Heimbachs, having secured the regular flow of
tuition fees, continue to treat him with loving devotion, fostering his musical
career and proclaiming him a prince of a fellow: "1 looked upon myself as a
murderer and considered my imprisonment quite in order. I had no wish to
be free" (36). The house now contains a more explosive secret - Waldemar's
presence in the attic - of which the growing Jacob receives hints and
intimations he chooses to ignore. Although he realises that questioning the
family might set him free, he remains silent, even after Tante Heloise openly
reveals the truth in their kitchen conversation. Jacob now enjoys a captivity
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in which he is treated like royalty and feasted on milk and honey. Most evenings
the aunts bring out sweet wine and milk-sugar biscuits like a kind of eucharist.
The evening Jacob learns that his father's death has left him a rich man, because
the vineyard is valuable real estate, his money is secured to the family by
betrothing him to Louise, and shortly afterwards he finds himself marrying her
in a sepulchral ceremony followed by a celebration rather reminiscent of Miss
Havisham and her rotting bridal feast. Like his Old Testament counterpart he
is manoeuvered into marrying one woman when he is in love with another: "I
reflected on the way in which everything had taken place, in a sense, with my
consent and without it" (126).
Although Jacob clings to his privileged position, and revels in the devotion
poured over him like sweet sticky honey, it is all a little too bland for his taste,
and he seeks excitement and fulfilment in his relationship with Madge. But
married to Norman, a very boring man for all his simple goodness and charity,
she is no freer than he is, while the desire between them becomes yet another
prison. Finding a place to make love is almost impossible. Madge cannot accept
so temporary an acommodation of their desires as hotel rooms booked for a
single afternoon, and when Jacob seeks to rent one house after another for a
love-nest, they are dismayed by an atmosphere of tawdriness and corruption:
"In dusky kitchens we came across strange moulds and forgotten spices trailing
down neglected shelves" (180). Finally he discovers just the right place,
mysterious and romantic, sumptuously appointed inside and immensely private.
It stands well back from the road "thickly shrouded in dark trees" and is
"protected by a battlement of balconies and verandahs": "The whole was
surrounded by a high brick wall and the wrought iron gates could be locked
from the inside" (103). Jacob devises a fantastical plan of transporting the entire
Heimbach family here to live on the first floor, with the top floor reserved for
Waldemar. His complicity in the family's deception is now so great he seeks
to contrive ways they can transfer Waldemar without his official knowledge.
The ground floor would be reserved for Madge and himself. The house belongs
to an opthalmic surgeon, and Jacob is "enchanted" by the consulting room hung
all around with black velvet curtains which seems the perfect place to make
love - "I had never thought of black velvet curtains". It pleases him to think
of a room where one's presence can go unnoticed by everyone else in the house.
For him, the new house is merely an extension of the one he has lived in for
so many years, with a special area where he can incorporate his own secret along
with all the others.
Houses in the novel correspond to states of mind and feeling. Mircea Eliade
describes how in many cultures the individual dwelling place is designed to
represent the structure of the cosmos and becomes, for those living in it, an
imago mundi. 3 Similarly the Heimbach house and the one Jacob rents are
expressions of how the inmates perceive their world. It is significant that Jacob
and Madge regard as ideal for love-making a room normally frequented by
people with diseased eyes and defective vision .
. . . I gave myself up to the idea of patients huddled in the other
room waiting to crawl helplessly, eyes full of pus or overgrown with
fungus; afflicted by the pain and soreness of eye disease indicative
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to the knowledgeable surgeon of soreness and disease in another
more intimate part of the body, into this magnificent place where
hope and salvation awaited ... (lOS)

Madge, once associated with expansiveness and promise, is now secluded within
a confined and secret place. The delight both lovers take in locking the house
against outsiders, and particularly in bolting the consulting-room door, reveals
how they accept their role as prisoners: '''See the little bolt,' I said and, laughing
together, we bolted the door and unbolted and bolted" (lll). This sexual image
of bolting and unbolting is one of many echoes from the Song of Songs in the
novel. The lover, having eaten honeycomb with his honey, and drunk wine with
his milk, comes to his beloved's chamber:
[ sleep, but my heart waketh: it is the voice of my beloved
that knocketh, saying, Open to me, my sister, my love, my
dove, my undefiled: for my head is filled with dew and my
locks with the drops of the night.
My beloved put in his hand by the hole in the door, and my
bowels were moved for him. [ rose up to open to my beloved;
and my hands dropped with myrrh, and my fingers with
sweetsmelling myrrh, upon the handles of the lock. (ch.S, v.2-S)

Louise's room in her family home is also a secluded bower - "A garden enclosed
is my sister my spouse: - and to reach it Jacob must first traverse "the dark
gulf which was Tante Rosa's room" (123) followed by Tante Heloise's room.
Penetrating the two guarding rooms I felt excited. I looked with
delight at her little room. It was small and framed in flowers for
there were two little windows overhung with wisteria. Immediately
outside were two trees grown together, the sweet scented Chinese
privet and a cape lilac. These were the enchantment pressing into
the small maidenly room. (S4)
The image of the garden paradise separated from the world by fence, hedge,
surrounding forest, or even a ring of fire, is charged with traditional and richly
ambivalent associations. It may be a chaste and holy place where the Virgin
Mary presides, or a playground of sensual delights dedicated to Venus.
At a certain height of sophistication there is almost no dividing-line
between the worldly and the other-worldly; both extremes are at
least implicit, the garden that is earthly, sensual, even gross, and the
spiritual paradise. 4
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Whether spiritual or sensual, the ideal place is demarcated by a boundary which
usually takes the form of a protective barrier. But excluding external danger
or corruption also involves circumscribing those inside, so paradise may come
all too easily to resemble a prison. Jacob's relationship with. Madge grows
increasingly narrow and constricted until their final meeting originates in a
graveyard where Jacob is startled by her unexpected appearance.
"Land for sale. Six foot of land cheap." I thought I was dreaming.
"Still a few blocks left, pick your choice!" The hoarse voice changed
into a smothered laugh and there on the other side of the flowering
hedge was Madge. (132)
The evil in.their relationship lies not so much in its adultery as in Jacob's
refusal to be honest about what it entails. He persists in his deception of Louise,
and brushes aside Madge's guilt and anxiety over her betrayal of Norman,
refusing to accept the disruption an open revelation would cause in his
comfortably arranged life. He wants to contain people in separate layers within
the one structure, but when his different worlds collide, catastrophe results.
After Leopold's death from heart disease, Jacob takes Tante Rosa to see his
newly rented house, and Madge unexpectedly visits the Heimbachs. On his
return, he discovers her body in the garden, brutally murdered, presumably by
Waldemar, who, having grown into a strong and enormous man since his
incarceration in the attic, is given to violent outbursts. In a spirit of mindless
savagery, Jacob rushes indoors, demanding to know how Madge died, and in
face of the aunts' real or apparent incomprehension, hurls the kerosene heater
across the room, enveloping Tante Rosa in flames. One small detail links this
with the earlier episode where Jacob, as a child, punched Waldemar. Then oldfashioned plush covers had been drawn across the mirrors to reduce glare and
heat (26), while, in the later episode, Jacob, terrified by his own face reflected
by the light of the flames, demands that Louise draw the same velvet covers
over the mirrors (147). The initial act of deception reaches its terrible conclusion
in the fire which destroys everything the family sought to preserve. Secret sins
are arraigned and avenged. Jacob who once imagined himself a murderer is
now one in earnest, for Tante Rosa dies horribly from her burns, punished not
so much for masterminding Jacob's deception, as for her rejection of Leopold's
wife from the family circle. Waldemar is taken to the mental hospital. Tante
Heloise's mind gives way under the strain and she spends her remaining years,
senile, in a geriatric ward. Louise, stripped of her family's support, lives the
rest of her life in a loveless, poverty-stricken marriage, for Jacob's money, kept
in the house wrapped up in parcels, is destroyed along with the other family
treasures. From attempts to put out the fire, Jacob is left with a crippled claw
for a hand - outwardly symbolising the grasping creature his inward self has
become.
In Milk and Honey Elizabeth Jolley works within a mode where naturalism
and fantasy merge, so that external events become a projection of a character's
inner world. The police seem remarkably cursory in their conduct of a murder
investigation, but the novel explores a different concept of justice from the one
society pursues through it's legal system. The revelation that Jacob's wealth
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has been hidden in the house is inconsistent with his having earlier written
cheques for large sums of money. His wealth, however, is fairy gold derived
from selling the vineyard which represents his childhood innocence, and it is
appropriate it should vanish as a sign that he has squandered his resources and
must now face moral and spiritual bankruptcy. The great crisis in Jacob's
fortunes is revealed through his own perceptions, and as his moral and personal
confusion deepens, he becomes increasingly uncertain about what he knows
and sees, so the reader's knowledge of events becomes less secure. His discovery
in the attic just before he finds Madge's body in the garden is a case in point.
Initially the marriage with Louise is unconsummated, and the novel implies,
though without any great certainty, that it remains so. Jacob insists to Madge
that Louise's child is not his, and engages in uneasy speculation about her
possible relationship with Waldemar. On opening the attic door he believes he
sees brother and sister locked in a sexual embrace.
She lay as if crushed under the weight of the huge body. Her legs,
in knee-length, mulberry-coloured leather boots seemed to pierce his
flesh as though, by her act, she had pinned him to her. (144)
But how reliable is Jacob's vision? It seems strange that Louise, whom Jacob
has had to instruct in the use of deodorant and perfume (he buys her the same
brand Madge uses!) and who laughs when he suggests she shorten her skirts
to a more fashionable length, would purchase an exotic pair of boots to add
a whiff of sado-masochistic fantasy to her love-making. Even Jacob is puzzled
by the boots. The last time he made love to Madge, however, she had been
wearing pink stockings: "Madge moaned and strained and clasped me with her
thick legs. Pink, pink legs" (133). What Jacob sees may be a fantasy prompted
by his own sexual guilt.
It is also significant that his view of Madge appears to change. Initially he
sees her as pretty - "happy and full of youth and movement" (65). He is
conscious of her "fragrance and soft warmth" (91), though Madge describes
herself as "ugly and old" (92). But increasing emphasis is placed on her
plumpness and her short, thick arms and legs. She is linked with the squat,
ugly little Daisy dog Jacob buys for Louise and, in a further animal image,
she describes her legs in their pink stockings as "Colour of pig!" (132). Gradually
she becomes identified with Tante Heloise. Years after Madge's death, Jacob
in a state of delirium sees the two women merge into one person. The changed
perception of Madge is perhaps an intimation of mortality. Because she is so
much older, it is likely, if they had lived out their lives together, Jacob might
have had to watch her decline into senility like Tante Heloise. The vision of
Louise copulating with her idiot brother and the increasing sense of Madge's
physical grossness, also reflect Jacob's barely suppressed consciousness of the
destruction and degeneration caused by their relationship with him.
Milk and Honey establishes a number of dualities. There are two houses and
two women in Jacob's life, and the plot turns on two evil deeds - the deception
of Jacob and his act of blazing violence years later. Jacob and Waldemar are
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presented as doubles. Both boys are the same age and both have been brought
up in European families, just as in the Old Testament story Jacob and Esau
were twins. Jacob hungers after the sweetness of existence and Waldemar is
greedy for sweet food ~ he loves honey and his breath generally smells of milk
and biscuits. As the biblical Jacob tricks Esau out of his birthright and receives,
through an act of deception, the parental blessing which should be bestowed
on his elder brother, so Jacob in Milk and Honey unwittingly supplants
Waldemar as the cherished son. Both are imprisoned, Waldemar in "this terrible
room" (49) and Jacob in a network of emotional blackmail and family devotion:
"They kept Waldemar a prisoner so they could keep me" (184). As Jacob's
counterpart, Waldemar has "a selfish little mouth" (13) and is later described
as having outgrown his heart (29), an apt metaphor of Jacob's eventual moral
state. Once Waldemar is confined to the attic, his presence suspected but never
actually confirmed, he becomes more than ever a projection of Jacob's inner
self. His corpulence reflects Jacob's moral grossness, and his violent behaviour
corresponds to the increasing destructiveness of Jacob's nature.
An air of fantasy permeates this relationship. The mysterious house with a
mad person imprisoned in the attic is a device of Gothic romance. Perhaps the
most famous example occurs in Jane Eyre where the heroine is troubled on
several occasions by the sights and sounds of the crazy Bertha Rochester who,
some critics have conjectured, represents the passion and potential violence of
Jane's own nature. But once she learns Bertha's true identity, Jane, unlike Jacob,
determines for the sake of her integrity and self respect, to break free and
abandon all hope of happiness with Mr Rochester. In addition to Charlotte
Bronte's novel, Milk and Honey shows the influence of those two late Victorian
romances of double identity Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and The Picture of Dorian
Gray. Like Jacob, Dr Jekyll indulges the grossly corrupt side of his nature while
at the same time appearing as a man of rectitude. "It was on the moral side,
and in my own person, that I learned to recognize the thorough and primitive
duality of man."5 Transformed into his alter ego Mr Hyde by the mysterious
potion, he commits a violent, senseless murder, comparable in some ways to
Waldemar's killing of Madge. Just as Jacob fails to extricate himself from his
double life, so Dr Jekyll, despite awareness of the dangers, cannot bear to
abandon the possibility of transforming himself into Mr Hyde, until he becomes
permanently trapped within his evil persona and dies self-imprisoned in the
upper-storey cabinet where he conducted his experiments.
Analogies with The Picture of Dorian Gray are stronger still. Dorian, like
Jacob, is a handsome, charming, talented young man of limitless wealth which
he uses to surround himself with an exquisite and luxurious environment. Like
Jacob, he embarks when young on a life of corruption, and just as Jacob is
referred to as a prince, so Dorian Gray is addressed by the first woman he
destroys, and a number of her successors, as Prince Charming. His alter ego
is not a living person, but the portrait hidden in a disused schoolroom at the
top of the house. Increasingly it haunts him, as it grows steadily more hideous
with the marks of age and corruption, while the portrait regains its original
appearance of youthful beauty. Jacob's face becomes troubled with nervous
twitching and painful muscular rigidity, particularly in moments of anziety and
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guilt, and although he has no portrait to refer to, as his moral life deteriorates
he becomes increasingly alarmed by his own reflection.
I was afraid of my own face in the mirror. At first it was
unrecognizable, shining with sweat and with an expression in my
eyes quite unlike what I believed myself to be. (48)
Going to join Louise in their new bedroom on his wedding night he collides
with his own image in the "long coffined mirrors" of the wardrobe (74). When
the estate agent shows him over the opthalmic surgeon's house, he tries to avoid
the mirrors: "I was suddenly terrified of my own face grimacing, leering,
twitching, a tunnel of faces in the mirrors" (107). As he watches the aunts and
Louise together with the new baby, he remembers Waldemar.
My lips twitched and my whole face seemed possessed by a painful
muscle. I was smiling and my dry lips were caught, cracking back,
over my teeth so that I could not stop the hideous grin. As I left
the room my distorted face grinned at me from the tarnished panels
of the samovar ... (129)
Unlike Dr Jekyll and Dorian Gray, Jacob finally attains salvation, although
he moves towards it with slow reluctance. During his years of purgatory as a
door-to-door salesman, he accepts, without gratitude, help from Madge's
husband Norman, himself a not very successful salesman. He is haunted by
what is now the central question of his life - "why did Madge come to the
house that afternoon?" - and too preoccupied with his own unhappiness to
pay attention to Louise or their daughter Elise who, like Waldemar, is severely
retarded. Only when Louise dies prematurely, worn out by hard work and a
joyless existence, does Jacob realise how much he depends on her. His promise
to treat her better comes too late, but it marks the start of his own amendment
of life. On impulse he takes a room in a motel, unable to bear returning home.
Baffled by the complicated and unfamiliar taps in the shower, he slips and falls
badly scalded, injuring his groin. The scalding water is a baptism of fire, and
the injury, which later leaves him with a painful thigh, echoes the Old Testament
story of Jacob spending the night wrestling with an angel who touches him on
the thigh: "and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with
him". Jacob, whom the angel proclaims as a prince, names the place Peniel:
"For I have seen God face to face and my life is preserved."6 Jolley may also
be drawing on an earlier event in the patriarch's story where he dreams of a
ladder reaching from earth to heaven with angels and archangels ascending and
descending.? In the novel, Jacob spends a night of great pain as major figures
in his life appear before him. He hears Louise's reproach: "You don't love
anyone except yourself Jacob" (164). Tante Heloise repeats the German prayer
she taught him as a boy, with its promise of God's goodness.
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Even if all men should lie
You cannot deceive me
Nothing is hidden from you oh, God.
Your word I believe without fear,
In belief. In hope. In love strengthen me. (165)
These lines complement those quoted earlier from Mozart's Requiem. Although
nothing can be concealed from God, He Himself does not deceive, and in that
lies the sinner's hope. Another vision reveals Heloise and Madge as a kind of
composite figure. Norman appears disclosing a fantastical image of what the
affair between Jacob and Madge amounted to - three little gold purses with
wasted money spilling out, a heap of fantastic shells and two travelling rugs
to cover it all up. Leopold then instructs him that coal and diamonds are both
forms of carbon. Darkness and brightness have an identical origin. He also tells
Jacob that by rejoicing in the beauty of nature, he will accept more readily the
inevitability of death.
We are all prisoners Jacob and the graves we dig are for ourselves,
ultimately for us. We are all prisoners until we carefully look on
the stalks and the petals, Prince of a Fellow! It is not sad, remember
it is not sad. (166)
His night of hallucinatory vision does not effect an immediate change in
Jacob's nature, but it stimulates his understanding. He recognises that life with
Madge was not so all-fulfilling as he had believed, for it contained no place
for music or poetry. On the other hand, he realises it is impossible to establish
a refined cultural and artistic sanctuary from which life's harshness, pain and
vulgarity are banished, for these keep intruding and all great art embraces them.
Works of art repeatedly referred to in Milk and Honey, Mozart's Requiem,
the lovers' duet from the Brahms Deutsche Volkslieder, and the Rilke poem
" Du der ich nich sage" all provide significant comment on the sins and suffering
of the major characters. The Heimbach household which to Jacob once "seemed
to contain all in the way of books and musical instruments and teachers I could
ever need" (36) resembles in some ways the Happy Valley in Samuel Johnson's
Rasselas where the offspring of the Abyssinian Emperor live in "blissful
captivity" passing their lives "in full conviction that they had all within their
reach the art or nature could bestow".8 When Rasselas, growing bored and
fretting at his capacity, is told that if he had seen the miseries of the world he
would value his present condition, he discovers a sense of purpose: "I shall long
to see the miseries of the world, since the sight of them is necessary to
happiness."9 Jacob in his search for private happiness, is also obliged to see
the miseries of the world, though his search is not conducted with the high moral
seriousness shown by the Prince and his companions. He resembles rather the
Prodigal Son in Rilke's version of that parable as "the legend of one who did
not want to be loved", who feels intolerably burdened by the tender, loving
devotion of his family, and divided within himself.
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Useless for such a person to go upstairs with indescribable
precaution. They will all be in the sitting-room, and if the door
merely opens they will look in his direction. He remains in the dark;
he will await their questioning. But then the worst happens. They
take him by the hand and draw him towards the table; and all of
them, as many as are present, gather inquisitively before the lamp.
They have the best of it; they keep in the shadow, while on him alone
falls with the light, all the shame of having a face.
Shall he stay and pretend to live the sort of life they ascribe to
him, and grow to resemble them in his whole appearance? Shall he
divide himself between the delicate sincerity of his will and the gross
deciet that spoils it even for him?1O
Just as Rasselas journeys back to Abyssinia and the Prodigal Son eventually
comes home, so Jacob must return to his starting point. The precarious journey
and the temporary resting place are important images in Milk and Honey. The
wanderings of the refugee, the salesman's travelling, the rented houses and the
motel room are all reminders of the transience and impermanence of human
life. "What is man in any case, a little bit of meat and a little bit of bone and
he only walks about for such a short time" (119). Jacob must now draw on
childhood memories as a guide to his present situation. Waldemar had once
unlocked the door to set him free so he could return to the vineyard, and
believing Waldemar may hold the key to his present dilemma, he decides to
see him again. This means visiting the mental hospital where Leopold and Jacob
used to give singing lessons to a group of patients, but to get there he must
first cross a piece of wasteland he has always regarded with indescribable horror.
The whole swamp was ringed with smouldering fires, flames leaping
up here and there as if an unseen power was in attendance. There
were uneven beaten tracks, short cuts to different kinds of rubbish.
There was a sharp smell of rot and decay. At all times of the day
and night a faceless tractor jerked and bumped to and fro pushing
and grinding bottles and tins, old clothes and unwanted furniture,
into the sour ground. (132)
The smouldering fires suggest the Jewish hell, Gehenna, named after a valley
to the south of Jerusalem where the city's rubbish was burnt, II and the discarded
refuse ploughed into the ground is a symbol of the material possessions for
which so many people sell their souls. This wasteland is also related to the
vineyard when Jacob, having given permission for its sale, returns to find house
and vines burnt in preparation for sub-division - his childhood transformed
into an image of desolation. But driving with Elise to the hospital, he notices
the wasteland has been reclaimed and turned into a park.
Perhaps the rubbish in a person's life could be pushed somewhere
beneath a smooth skin. Perhaps a shining and elastic skin could grow
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and, in place of a decrepit human being, there could be something
radiant and glowing. (175)
Jacob's attempt to find Waldemar inside the hospital is unsuccessful, and
when he returns to his car parked in the grounds, he discovers Elise surrounded
by a crowd of patients to whom she is distributing the entire stock of goods
on which his livelihood as a salesman depends. But his response is one of sudden
release. Freed from the burden of material possessions and desires, he is now
baptised into the joy he had known as a child: "My relief was like the carefree
rolling over and down the grassy slopes and like that moment of jumping into
the silky brown water of the river" (180). It is at this point he meets Waldemar
who once again holds out his closed hands asking "Which hend you hev?" In
a gesture of love and reconciliation Jacob takes Elise's hand and places it in
Waldemar's, himself taking Waldemar's other hand. Once again the Old
Testament story is re-enacted where Jacob meets the brother he has wronged
offering him a munificent gift of livestock and presenting to him his wives and
children: "And Esau ran to meet him, and embraced him, and fell on his neck,
and kissed him: and they wept."12 Waldemar out in the open, his violence
controlled by medication, is very different from the prisoner in the attic who
had so haunted Jacob's imagination. Although initially a symbol of the tempter
in the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, he himself is incapable of such
knowledge. He has something in common with the wild man of medieval
European folklore who, according to Richard Bernheimer, represents those
"impulses of reckless physical self-assertion" hidden in all of us and normally
kept under control.
But the repressed desire for such unhampered self-assertion persists
and may finally be projected outward as the image of a man who
is as free as the beasts, able and ready to try his strength without
regard for the consequences to others, and therefore able to call up
forces which his civilized brother has repressed in his effort at selfcontrol. \3
By taking Waldemar's hand, Jacob acknowledges and accepts the animal
impulses in his own nature with all their destructive possibilities, and in doing
so, renders them harmless.
The hospital becomes a haven where Jacob and Elise both find work, he as
a cleaner and she taking round trays of food to patients. With its well-kept
grounds, palatial entrance-hall and white-robed nuns, the hospital becomes for
Jacob an image of the New Jerusalem. It is characteristic of Elizabeth Jolley's
somewhat wry view of the world that the kingdom of heaven on earth should
be represented as a spacious, well-run mental hospital. But her novel implies
that any vision of human peace and harmony must somehow accommodate
not only the physically and mentally disabled, but also the moral cripples and
their victims. Jacob says of the hospital: "... this place is full of people. For
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a good many of them this is the only kind of life they can have. The only thing
that can be done for them is to keep them clean and comfortable" (183). Jolley
cherishes the ideal of human charity, but expresses it through the image of a
blind man being helped across the road by his friend, another blind man (174).
Heloise's comment when playing scrabble, "In this game one makes what one
can out of what one has, nicht war?" has wide application. Human aspirations
must take account both of human limitation and the costliness of human error.
Milk and Honey confronts us with "the miseries of the world", but just as the
wasteland outside the hospital wall is transformed into a place of beauty, so
through the power of art, Elizabeth J olley creates out of the raw pain of human
experience an illuminating and consoling vision. She has achieved what her
character, the writer Alma Porch in the novel Foxybaby, hopes to do:
I plan to look at the reverence for life and the responsibilities between
human beings as the writer makes, through his own life and
experience, the search into the unknown to reach some kind of
blessing. 14
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HELEN DANIEL

Elizabeth Jolley: Variations on A Theme

"Looking over my own work I have been surprised to find how
important is the theme of exile ... Perhaps for me, encountering
and accepting strange territory is a necessary part of learning to be
a writer."
"A Child Went Forth"
The world of Elizabeth Jolley's novels is fluid and shifting, full of splendid
incongruities and wondrously strange territories. Her characters stand at
intersections, regarding contestant worlds of which the boundaries are blurred.
Dream and reality, illusion and truth, reality and fiction, all intersect in
narratives poised between comic absurdity and pathos. Place contends with
displacement, the pressures and strains of place striving with the remembered
past, until the lines between them break open. Identities slide, real and fantastic
worlds contend for the claims of consciousness. Time scales slip and break open,
the lines between real and imagined blur, viewpoints shift and the narrative
takes sudden twists and turns until it opens out in new territory or breaks
through into clear, precise images of truth.
Like other post-modernist writers, Jolley is concerned with the play between
reality and fiction, disrupting the narrative line and interweaving rival fictions
to draw forth the possibilities of time and place and consciousness that intersect
within a given moment. Jolley's characters are displaced persons, constructing
their own worlds in hostile circumstances, configuring their own realities and
dreams. Their inner worlds are in transition, a composite of real and prospective
selves, as she explores the negotiations between their private and public worlds.
Elizabeth Jolley's fictions are all variations on a theme, each one offering
new forms and compositions which reflect different configurations of her world.
Throughout her work there are musical themes and variations, which play an
integral role, and together they suggest her work has something of the nature
of a fugue. "Voices" or strands combine in stating and developing the theme
contrapuntally, with each "voice" attracting others which complement it or
conflict with it. Within each novel, the movement of the narrative between
subject and countersubject is contrapuntal. In the spaces between her novels
and short stories, there are intersections, where characters, themes, places,
images, all meet, fluid and changing from one work to the next.
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The first story written in Western Australia was" A Hedge of Rosemary",
about 1960, which Jolley describes as "a re-enactment of the reality of
transplantation and chosen exile experienced vicariously during childhood"l.
Her stories began appearing in journals in the 1960s and 1970s, and her first
published works were short stories, collected in 'Five Acre Virgin' (1976) and
The Travelling Entertainer' (1979). These were followed by her first novel,
'Palomino' (1980) and a short novel, 'Newspaper of Claremont Street' (1981).
Then appeared, in quick succession, two major novels, 'Mr Scobie's Riddle',
winner of The Age Book of the Year Award for 1983, and in the same year,
'Miss Peabody's Inheritance', as well as another collection of short stories,
'Woman in a Lampshade'. In 1985, Jolley published two more major novels,
'Milk and Honey' (winner of the NS W Premier's Award for 1985) and
'Foxybaby'.
The continuum of Jolley's work is extraordinary, each component of it setting
up reverberations of others and revealing its dynamic character, such that a
later work may cause us to see an earlier one in a new light. The stories too
are part of the continuum of her work, with variations on themes of the novels,
as well as variations on characters, places, feelings, even images. Her characters
slip in and out of her work, disappearing and re-appearing, their circumstances
changing, the planes of time and space shifting, as they slip into remembrance
or across into some contiguous world of illusion or into another prospective
self.
J olley's short stories are labyrinthine because lines of connection and
continuance run out from each of them, intersecting with later stories and novels
and criss-crossing in such a way that it is difficult to isolate any single story.
The first six stories in 'Five Acre Virgin' are from a collection of twelve, called
The Discarders', about the Morgan family, with Mother, the cleaning woman,
Donald (the Doll) and Maise (Mary), the daughter-narrator who later becomes
J olley's Night Sister. The Morgan family stories include the delightful "A
Gentleman's Agreement", with the planting of the jarrah trees as the one crop
allowed to mature before the new owner takes possession of the land. The
Morgan family reappears in stories in 'Woman in a Lampshade' and Mother
is closely allied to Weekly (in The Newspaper of Claremont Street') who
reappears in "Pear Tree Dance" celebrating her land as the sun shines through
thejarrahs. Donald, about to marry Pearl Page in 'The Wedding of the Painted
Dol1", reappears in "It's About Your Daughter, Mrs Page"2. Thus do the
serpentine lines of continuance run on and through.
This sequence of six stories of the Morgan family culminates in "Surprise!
Surprise! from Matron", an embryonic 'Mr Scobie's Riddle'. Here the Doll and
his mate Fingertips have won the Ferns Hospital for the Aged, in the nocturnal
poker games with Matron Shroud's brother. The lines of continuance run
through to "Night Report"2, another version of the correspondence at the start
of 'Mr Scobie's Riddle', the whole story an exchange of notes between Night
Sister Shady and Matron Shroud. Other stories set in hospital include "The
Performance", "Winter Nelis" and "A New World", where an old man, No. 14,
gives his food to No. 12, the only comfort he has to offer, a plaintive but dignified
oblation.
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One of the most remarkable stories set in a hospital is "Hilda's Wedding"
(in 'Woman in a Lampshade'), where the narrator, a night shift nurse, decided
the unlovely maid, Hilda, should be married. The night staff create her wedding,
in a story that is both painful and absurdist, and strangely haunting. The
narrator decided the time is right for the ceremony, because the wafting Night
Sister Bean, generally regarded as a witch, is safely out of the way after a
transfusion for varicose veins. There is a sinister atmosphere, in spite of the
hilarity and nocturnal craziness of the ceremony. The wedding guests include
the wondrous Feegan, who dances through the hospital all night checking the
fire-fighting equipment, as well as Smallhouse and Gordonpole, the cleaners
with fantasies of "farmyard stress". Dressed in her Xray gown with a veil of
surgical gauze, with a 1851 cricketers' Manual as a Prayer Book, the hapless
Hilda is married just before she goes into labour in the lift, and just before
the dawn brings back the order of day.
Other stories explore the redolence of land and the five acre dream, often
allied to memories of the Black Country in England. In "Pear Tree Dance",
Weekly's dream of owning land seems an "impertinence", but in her childhood
memories "the slag heaps smouldered and hot cinders fell on the paths"3 and
she dreams of pear blosson and fecundity, until her celebratory dance which
is bridal. In "Adam's Wife", Adam marries a retarded woman in order to gain
possession of her shack and a few acres, and in a sober courtroom sequence,
pleads in her defence. In "Bill Sprockett's Land", the fiction of land ownership
is maintained and embroidered by correspondence although the money to buy
it is lost.
Blurring the edges of fiction and reality is characteristic of Jolley's work and
in the story "Paper Children" she handles it gracefully, offering a series of
versions of the reunion of the Viennese mother and her daughter Lisa, in
Australia. It is a story written with poise and poignancy, each sequence a
projection of Clara's fears, a proposition she puts to herself, giving it substance,
exploring it until it reaches the dead end of displacement. Through them all,
Clara fills the void of her own approaching death with dream and fantasy. The
remoteness between her and Lisa is filled with the passage and the transit, a
kind of wandering between reality and dream and an inner dialogue on the
possibilities. In the story, "Two Men Running", there is a similar sense of
perpetual inner dialogue, with rival worlds of past and present, of motion and
stasis, memory and dream. One man running on the spot in the exercise yard,
in urgent converse with his own past, both narrator and his own audience, each
day travelling along the passages of memory and illusion.
Lesbian themes are also explored in the short stories, notably in two of the
most powerful, "Grasshoppers" and "The Libation". In "Grasshoppers", an old
woman minds two children who trample across her world and besmirch it. In
characteristic Jolley fashion, the story moves suddenly from the grandmother's
horrified entrapment to the comic portrayal of Miss Moles. Subject to frequent
visits from the Muse, Miss Moles suffers from unavoidable literary effusions
mingled with typical comic haughtiness and is "herself an eternal school girl",
who "had the kids in the East End absolutely bonkers over Keats"4. Then again
Jolley makes a quick shift to Peg and Bettina, the mothers in India in a lesbian
affair which moves quickly from the delicately happy into the sinister and
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menacing. With Peg's daughter dead and the grandmother lying terribly
wounded, the ending is haunting. "Grasshoppers" is written with beautiful
control and poise, as Jolley plays with the ambivalences of her characters to
expose the predatory and ruthless, behind the apparently innocent.
The narrator in "The Libation" is accompanied on her trip to Vienna by Miss
Ainsley, a poor creature who regards her as a goddess (anticipating the way
poor Miss Edgely regards Miss Thorne in "Miss Peabody's Inheritance"). The
story has closer ties to 'Palomino' to which it is virtually a sequel. In her room
in Vienna, the narrator discovers part of a letter written in reply to a publisher's
cruel letter of rejection of the writer's novel. The narrator (Laura) realises the
novel is about her own lesbian affair with the writer (Andrea) years before and
decides she must offer a libation to her former lover, who died in that room
the week before. The story is part of the Jolley continuum and also offers
another slant on the role of the writer, which Jolley often handles comically
as in the figures of Miss Moles, Miss Hailey, Miss Peycroft, and Jasmine in
the title story of 'Woman in a Lampshade'. With her cosy lampshade headdress,
Jasmine is a fluttering, whimsical figure for whom the edges of fiction and reality
blur fuzzily.
By comparison with the promise of the short stories, the early novels gave
only faint intimations of the joys ahead. Jolley's first novel, 'Palomino', I found
melodramatic in 1980 and re-reading it now, five of her novels later, my opinion
has not changed very much. It is possible to see in it now some of Jolley's later
concerns and some later characters but it lacks humour, pathos, and precision,
all the hallmarks of Jolley's later work, where the incisive and often elliptical
style heightens the comic pathos. 'Palomino' is often ridiculous rather than
absurd, with much bathos and wordy earnestness and it suffers from a terrible
plot: a de-registered doctor, once imprisoned for murder, has an affair with
an ex-lover's daughter, who is pregnant from an incestuous affair with her
brother.
Although it is stereotyped and melodramatic here, the lesbian theme emerged
early in Jolley's work, as a sense of displacement, even exile. Laura writes in
her diary about her loneliness and her rigid, self-imposed discipline, "1 am my
own wardress"s, and is always aware that the idyllic period with Andrea is a
brief interlude in her painful isolation. The novel contains scenes of Andrea's
riding her horse, Dove, while Laura rides Charger manfully around her
property, as well as numerous scenes of Andrea's erotically unbuckling Laura's
belt. But, in the later novels, the lesbian theme is more celebratory and coupled
with comic interludes.
The Murphy family is more interesting, the whole family scornful of Laura's
kindness but immovably lodged on her farm. Murphy himself is feckless but
has a quiet, perplexed dignity in moments with Laura. Wheedling, intrusive
and drearily persistent, Mrs Murphy undermines Laura with her shrill whine
and leaves her feeling smeared. Her awfulness and Laura's hapless entrapment
Jolley would surely handle comically now. As it is, I think 'Palomino' can only
be of historical interest. It anticipates Jolley's later use of the musical motif
and of the comic confusion between correspondents in the story of Laura's love
for her distant colleague, Esme, only to be appalled by the reality when they
meet. As well as the alternating narratives, from Laura to Andrea, its use of
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diary extracts and letters and a fragmented chronological line suggest some of
the formal developments in the later novels but I find 'Palomino' generally
disappointing.
Joney's second novel, The Newspaper of Claremont Street', is a novella set
inside the reality and the dream of Weekly, provider of a cleaning and news
service in the houses of Claremont Street, and kin to Mrs Morgan from the
short stories. Weekly is a sad and moving figure, toiling in drudgery with
cheerful and patient spirit, generously offering her people "treats" and promises
of order she will confer upon their shower curtains and their lives the next week.
In the corner shop daily she provides news for the street, issuing bulletins of
their collective life, while preserving the precious privacy of her own.
Alone at night, she rests her aching body and reverently contemplates her
shining mountain of money, an exquisite cone shaped mountain, with a silver
scree of coins on its steep sides, glowing in the darkness. Sometimes she ponders
on the past in the Black Country of England or the later period toiling in other
people's houses and subsidising her brother Victor, whom she now regards with
guilty reverence (in a manner similar to the way The Doll is regarded in the
Morgan family). Sometimes she puzzles ove{ the contradictions in her people,
marvelling at their hypocrisy and treachery, pitying .their empty loneliness.
Weekly is a woman of simple dignity, courage and endurance, sustained by her
dream of the future, the dream of land which she shares with so many other
J olley characters, in the short stories.
With a kind of innocent cunning, Weekly plays on the rivalry of the people
of Claremont Street and their shared concern for their reputations, out of this
acquiring free, a car, expensive repairs to it and driving lessons. With her shining
mountain of money, she finds her dream land, a place of enchantment but
menaced by the alien presence of Nastasya Torben, a refugee from the old world
clinging to Weekly to escape loneliness and exile. Unable to extricate herself
from Nastasya's demands, Weekly enters her dream, accompanied by
Nastasya's relentless comphlints.
The disclosure of the scene Weekly remembers with such guilt, in which she
betrayed Victor to his enemies, occurs just before the novel reaches its climactic
ending. Although Weekly acted then in apparent innocence, our perspective
on the betrayal scene changes in view of the fate of Nastasya, which is a
culminating dark irony as Weekly performs her celebratory dance around the
pear tree. It is a curious, dispassionate ending, where Weekly's cool
determination crosses to ruthlessness in pursuit of her dream.
'Mr Scobie's Riddle' is an outstanding novel with a driving energy and comic
agility, its style sharp and precise, moving easily from the plangent to the comic
grotesque. A black comedy about the public conundrum of a nursing home
for the aged and the private riddle of mortality, it is composed of fragments
which move in and out of public and private lives, to and fro between past
and present, up and down the scales of absurdity, its voices rising and falling
in contrapuntal movements through the chaos of institutional life.
In the corridors of the St Christopher and St Jude nursing home, comic
incidents accrete swiftly and tumultuously. In the rooms where the aged are
huddled together without dignity, memories accrete, luring the inmates back
to a gentler past. In the corridors, voices shriek and squabble, with the raucous
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obscenity of Frankie and Robyn, the strident complaints of Matron Hyacinth
Price or the derisive squawks of the cook. In the rooms, voices whisper and
tease, seducing the aged and the dying back to the remembered past. The
narrative shifts in and out of private pain and perplexity, in and out of the
absurd chaos of the nursing home where the inmates are trapped, yearning for
the past, for freedom, for dignity.
In the overture to the novel, the hilarious exchange of notes between Matron
Price and Night Sister Shady (unregistered), sets up an absurdist image of the
reality of the nursing home, through elliptical understatement. "Nothing
abnormal to report" writes the night sister, while nocturnal chaos erupts. It is
followed by a three-ambulance accident at the gates of the hospital, which leaves
Mr Scobie and his two roommates the stunned captives of the institution. Over
all reigns Matron Price, a splendidly absurd tyrant scheming to swindle Mr
Scobie's money and so keep the nursing home solvent, while her brother
gambles their money away with the nocturnal poker players, all relatives of
Night Sister Shady. Their drunken carousings on medicinal brandy, supervised
by Night Sister Shady (unregistered), are the nocturnal voices punctuating the
sleep of Mr Scobie and the other hapless octogenarians.
Mr Scobie and Mr Privett make periodic journeys into the outer world
wandering off in search of the past but are recaptured and can only meander
off into remembrance. As the outer chaos batters at them, Jolley sustains the
fragile patterns of remembrance of each of the three men, which are brief vivid
images of freedom and dignity. There is a poignancy in their yearning and loss
which deepens as the outer chaos engulfs them, dislocating their dreams and
hopes and edging them closer to death, while in the corridors still the lewd and
raucous voices continue their shrill accompaniment.
In the midst of Mr Scobie's anguish and perplexity, while he wards off Matron
Price's financial schemes and pleads with his sleazy nephew to rescue him, he
contends with the cultural attentions of Miss Hailey who recognises in him a
kindred spirit and proffers "la petit phrase", quickly, before "the Muse insists
that I make an alteration"6, the manuscript entitled 'Self Stoked Fires', with
a languid naked woman on the cover.
Complete with pith helmet and manuscript, Miss Hailey is a splendid
creation, a cadenza character who pursues the hapless Scobie with cultural
oblations and proclamations of their intellectual kinship, which he is unable
to recognise. She is a pathetic figure, who totters brightly on the edge of
absurdity, but maintains a contrary dignity, even when her manuscript is
rejected for the forty-second time, even when she goes out into the night to
recite poetry or sing Wagner, or submits her manuscript to the Health Inspector.
Like Mr Scobie, who once was shamed in an incident with one of his music
students, Miss Hailey committed an indiscretion with a student on a trip to
Bayreuth, which left her stranded in the clutches of Matron Price. In a sombre
way, Miss Hailey anticipates Miss Arabella Thorne in 'Miss Peabody's
Inheritance', yet her grateful, drunken consolation with Matron Price,
anticipates the role ofthe abject Miss Edgely. She is also the writer, anticipating
Miss Alma Porch. Thus do characters slide and change shape through Jolley's
novels.
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Like 'Foxybaby', 'Mr Scobie's Riddle' is a fugue of voices, voices which knell,
entreat, shriek or murmur of pain and indignity, voices in inner dialogue with
the past and voices in outer cacophony. Yet, as the novel explores the indignities
of old age and of entrapment, the pain of the dislocated and the dispossessed,
the voices which prevail finally are those of a paradoxical dignity. Even the
predatory Matron Price is allowed a curious dignity when she becomes victim,
after the nocturnal poker players finally win the hospital. Like all Jolley's work,
the novel is set at the intersection of public and private roads, of past and
present, of pain and absurdity, a longing for order and an entrapment in comic
disorder. There the hapless inmates stand, looking back with yearning at the
remembered past, perplexed and displaced in the present and comtemplating
the riddle of mortality.
'Miss Peabody's Inheritance' is a novel of initiation into undiscovered and
exotic possibilities of the self, in transit through contrapuntal characters and
situations. With absurdist scenes which slip suddenly across the edge into
pathos, it is constructed out of rival fictions, the subject and countersubject
of fugue, with Miss Dorothy Peabody at their intersection. Through fiction,
Miss Peabody can meditate on all that has been outside the boundaries of her
real world. At first diametrically opposed such that Miss Peabody is fully aware
of the transit from one to the other, the two worlds begin to merge until she
can no longer be entirely sure of the boundaries.
Miss Peabody's days are static reality, the dreary routine of the office where
she has worked for thirty-five years and the evenings with her mother's
querulous voice calling petulantly down the stairs. But the nights open up
strange new territories, "a world of magic and enchantment"7, dynamic and
mobile, shifting through space and time freely. "The nights belonged to the
novelist", to the letters from Diana Hopewell offering the fiction of the splendid
Miss Arabella Thorne (Prickles), the travelling headmistress and her entourage.
Diana writes, "It is a tremendous pleasure to initiate a person whom one
believes innocent. To be the initiator." (p. 34). The fiction is to be initiation
and, apart from comic gestures like colour-coding characters and underlining
cliches, she provides gentle reminders of the status of the fiction and a gentle
warning:
I do not always write everything in the order in which things appear
in a finished book. There is too thin a line between truth and fiction
and there are moments in the writing of fantasy and imagination
where truth is suddenly revealed. (p. 15)
As mentor, she offers comfort and reassurance to Miss Peabody during the
disturbing changes of initiation and urges her to further discoveries of freedom
and passion. Through Diana, Miss Peabody discovers sensuality, though it
begins in the comic-pathetic form of copying Miss Truscott and alarming her
fellow workers. Diana initiates her too into the possibilities of another land.
From the outset, Miss Peabody recognises that the "loneliness and the harshness
of the Australian countryside fitted so exactly with my own feelings" (p. 5).
Trapped in empty urban routine, she discovers the Australian landscape and
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the exotic - from the images of schoolgirls galloping by "on their strange,
erotic, nocturnal adventures" (p.46) in Diana's novel 'Angels on Horseback',
to Miss Thorne engaging in bra-burning rites and toffee apples with the gels
("absooty scrumptious") or guiding her entourage around Europe with lusty
vitality.
The variations on the theme of initiation are played out in the rival fiction,
with Diana's role counterpointed by Miss Thorne's cultural and erotic initiation
of Gwendaline. The journey is "a kind of short pilgrimage to bring out in the
gel a true appreciation of beauty in all its forms" (p.27). Miss Thorne "enjoys
exciting hitherto unknown, as she thinks, passions in the breasts of young girls
while remaining calm and dignified herself, in charge, as it were, of their
passions." (p. 35). This is the stance of the mentor and of the novelist, watching
the impact of the fiction on the reader. These two patterns of initiation follow
inverse curves: while Gwendaline abandons Miss Thorne for Mr Frome and
reveals marked resistance to the joys of Wagner, Miss Peabody is ever more
responsive to the changes she is offered. While Miss Thorne eventually yearns
for the security of her "fortress" school, Miss Peabody's journey is away from
Fortress Enterprises where she has long been confined.
The lesbian theme is an important, usually comic commentary on the
possibilities of freedom. There are some marvellously comic scenes between
Miss Thorne and her lovers, such as the "exquisite naughty" (p. II) with Miss
Snowdon. These culminate in the comic and plaintive night of consolation with
Miss Edgely, "Come away to bed swee-sweedle ... I'm absooty bonkers over
you Edge deah" (p. 139). When Gwenda unexpectedly discovers the lovers, the
public exposure temporarily forces a different perspective. Miss Thorne then
regards it as a "ridiculous and shameful scene", a "horrible sight", even referring
to "perversion" (p.140 and 143). This moment recalls the plight of Laura in
'Palomino', yet, like the Night of the Thunderstorm with Gwenda which was
"idyllic, tender, hilarious and ludicrous" (p. 61), the lesbian scenes are more
often comic and poignant.
All that Diana offers Miss Peabody is an inverse image of the constituents
of her own real existence: without freedom, without power to initiate, without
sexuality, without movement, without the exotic, all the elements of her life
are turned round to offer their own antitheses. As Miss Peabody encounters
the opponent images of her own real life, she stands at the edge of the real,
and as she prepares for the crossing, tries to see the world as Diana would,
searching for the shapes of the sky among the buildings of London. She draws
Diana's landscape into her own, even searching for Miss Thorne and her
companions in the London streets, as though searching for her own prospective
selves.
Miss Edgely is a comic-pathetic figure, who embodies one aspect of Miss
Peabody herself. To Miss Peabody, Diana is the Goddess of the Hunt:
"Daughter of Zeus. Diana. The Lord of Free Nature. She goes hunting on the
mountains with her maidens." (p. 136). Above all, she is an image of freedom,
forever pictured dismounting from her horse at sunset or galloping over the
Australian landscape. In counterpoint, the hapless Miss Edgely regards Miss
Thorne as a Goddess, Goddess Ella, "able to hunt for whatever you want and
take it" (p.I37) while she herself is tossed around on the edges of Miss Thorne's
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overriding passions, occasionally their object when consolation is needed. In
her polyester tartan trouser suit, Miss Edgely is forever landing in absurd and
ignominious situations, even being found bound and gagged in the pantry, as
absurd as the scene of Miss Peabody's clambering through the bathroom
window.
In this contrapuntal movement, Jolley's fiction is self-conscious, pondering
on its own fictive status, not simply in order to remind us of the artifice but
to draw our attention to the complex bond between writer and reader. Miss
Peabody is the reader actively involved in the fiction and undergoing change
through fiction. Ultimately she makes the transition into the new world, into
the landscape of Diana's fiction, wherein she herself inherits the role of the
novelist. There day and night, time and space, all the contestant possibilities,
new energies of thought and sensibility belong to the novelist.
The structure of 'Milk and Honey' is the most delicate of all Jolley's work,
its interplay between reality and illusion or dream the most intricate, such that,
in an entrancing way, it becomes ever more difficult to determine the substance
of the real world of Jacob. The psychological aspects are indeterminate, the
action in the plot seems intermittent, even opaque, with intimations of absence
and events not wholly explicated. The narrative becomes more a pondering on
themes and variations on themes, than a wholly determinate plot. The forward
movement of the narrative is measured not so much by casual links as by
omissions, by ellipses and by the reciprocal relations among the parts. The
narrative works through a deliberate frustration of the reader's desire to know.
It works through lacunae, moving along a set of gaps in the explanation. By
thwarting the reader's desire to know, Jolley holds the narrative poised between
reality and dream.
In 'Milk and Honey', Jolley plays with time, adopting a forward movement
with a competing backward- and cross-movement, in the manner of a
counteracting musical theme. Instead of the traditional stance of the reader who
moves forward through a linear narrative, finishing with each sequence as he
goes, such a movement asks the reader to position himself in several points
in the narrative at the same time. Time appears in the guise of a perpetual present
and events form a conundrum. It creates the illusion of giving us access to an
unmediated reality but also gives grounds for seeing the same incident or
'moment in different ways, sometimes concurrently. The reader has no reliable
outside point of view to guide him through the time and space of the novel.
Jacob's enmeshment in the household is given, not the result of some prior
situation which we are helped to understand, but a given reality. The narrative
has a timelessness, such that the crucial events seem without time, sometimes
even without space.
J olley offers contestant and contradictory possibilities as though they were
conjoined, manipulating the tension, clenching and unclenching it with superb
control. The world of the household and its inhabitants, especially the Tantes,
is substantial yet sometimes the whole household seems to be a single collective
figure with different faces and voices. Jacob's marriage to Louise, which
happens to him "without any effort on my part"8, without his full awareness
or consent, seems to be a marriage to the household as though Louise is but
one creature of the whole. He is rarely alone with her, seems scarcely to engage
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with her except as part of the household. Through this, Jolley extends and
elaborates the notion that Jacob too contains many selves, some of whom are
the members of the household. Behind this is the constant notion that Jacob
is all the selves of the novel and is confined within himself, exploring the
possibilities of his own selves.
Waldemar seems an ugly spectre conjured up by the household to hold Jacob,
binding him to them with invisible cords, imprisoning him first with kindness,
later with guilt (as "murderer" of Waldemar and later as father of the baby).
Yet Waldemar seems also a spectre of Jacob himself, some monstrous creature
flung up from his darkest imaginings or from "the shuddering, muttering,
mocking nightmare which belongs with childhood" (p. 106). For much of the
novel, it is unclear and also curiously unimportant, whether Waldemar is
Jacob's creature or the creation of the household or even exists. After
Waldemar's "death", Jacob ceases going to school and accepts that he is to have
no more contact with the outer world. He regards himself as a murderer and
accepts his imprisonment, yet the narrative continues to explore his excursions
into the outer world. Briefly Jolley eases the tension when it is confirmed that
Waldemar is still alive, only to tighten it again through the question of the
fatherhood of the baby. The tension becomes tighter, more complex, as she
plays with contrary possibilities.
Throughout the novel, Jacob is isolated, even when he is most entrapped
and suffocated by the household, even when he is closest to Madge. Madge
has a brash, earth vitality, which is alien to the household and draws it into
tight, defensive unity, and she becomes the focus of both change and stasis which
is part of the curious stillness of the novel, its sense of being outside time and
space. Jacob is accustomed to being apart, searching the house for explanations,
but his life becomes "a series of contrivances to see Madge", elaborate schemes
and propositions that will enable him to traffic freely between the two worlds.
He struggles to integrate his two worlds concocting the fantastic notion of the
riverside house where Madge will be sequestered in the black curtained room
and the rest of the family unaware of her presence, one world a secret inhabitant
of the other. In a similar struggle to reconcile his two worlds, he takes Louise
and the others to the cottage in a scene that seems fantastic because it seems
that Louise could not have any substance outside the boundaries of the house.
As well as a musical form, 'Milk and Honey' has its own musical commentary
with lieder and requiem motifs which become part of the ligatures binding Jacob
to the household as well another means of exploring his urge to extricate himself
through Madge. Jacob addresses Madge through Boccherini, but plays for
Leopold as though his music is enclosed still within him, and he plays in an
ugly, discordant fashion when he is separated from Madge. As in the short
stories, the variations on the music theme also hark back to Vienna and the
constructs of the old world at the same time as they suggest exile in the new
world. With great delicacy, Jolley uses the language of music as a register of
the deeper movements of the novel, outside the constraints of a fully determinate
plot.
After the scene of Jacob with Madge at the cemetery, with images of flames,
rot, death and decay, the discovery of Madge's body is a coda heralding the
climactic movement of the novel. From Jacob's fear of his own distorted
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reflection, Jolley moves swiftly to the fire in which Tante Rose is burned to
death and the process of dissolution (of the component selves) and resolution
(which returns us to Jacob, the travelling salesman waking screaming from a
nightmare in a motel). The component selves reform into one.
'Foxybaby' has close affinities with Jolley's earlier novels. Like 'Mr Scobie's
Riddle', its setting is an institution, with all the play of voices and tumultuous
incident this entails, and with its main character a stunned captive yearning
for escape and home. Like 'Miss Peabody's Inheritance', it contains rival
fictions, the boundaries between them ever more blurred, until the characters,
like Miss Peabody, make the crossing into the inner fiction. Like both of those
novels, 'Foxybaby' is a wondrous blend of the ludicrous and the poignant,
absurd and painfully real.
Like 'Mr Scobie's Riddle', 'Foxybaby' begins with an exchange of letters
which are a comic measure of the distance between the correspondents and
gently anticipate some of the comic horror which awaits Miss Alma Porch at
Trinity College. There, as a visiting Summer School tutor and a novelist giving
readings from her work-in-progress, Miss Porch is trapped amid the absurd
chaos of the college. It becomes a writer's nightmare as her own gentle and
compassionate voice murmurs helplessly against the voices of the College,
voices which shriek high or drop plangent, which mutter of pain and loneliness
or guffaw raucously all around her, day and night, together a hilarious
cacophony of all the College voices.
Set in an isolated and barren landscape, the College is run by the trinity of
Miss Peycroft (reputed to be an ex-prioress) and her paramour-secretary Miss
Paisley, with Miles, the ubiquitous racketeer with a monopoly on the food. Like
Mr Scobie, Miss Porch arrives bruised and shaken from a car accident organised
by Miles with his colleagues in the Smash Repair business. It is the first of a
succession of entrapments and ambushes which hold Miss Porch a stunned
captive. She is captive too because of her own compassion for the hapless
students like the babbling Jonquil Castle, who jostle her and together deprive
her of sleep. Dislocated and bewildered, she must expose not only herself but,
worse, her novel, to the relentless absurdity of the College. Her comic bafflement
at the outset shifts rapidly through wistful dreams of escape, alarm, wry and
desperate imaginings, and ultimately into fears of the total dissolution of the
self and/ or death.
A kind of creeping comic horror circles around her, reaching out to clutch
at her and the reader. The residential summer courses have a culturo-dietary
nature: artistic activities, such as sculpturing with chicken mesh or scrap metal
Pop Art or Multi-Racial Tolerance Through Fasting, all aim to nurture mind
and soul and so reduce weight. Opening Day includes a talk by Miss Peycroft
with 352 slides and a bush ramble. Weakened by a diet of raw carrot and lettuce
leaf, by misery and exhaustion, the students are all lonely and displaced people
and as much car-less captives of the College as Miss Porch. Only the wealthier
students can afford the midnight meals sold by the enterprising Miles to the
starving. While Miles holds the College to ransom or cavorts with the lusty
Mrs Finch, Miss Peycroft disports herself in "nude rehearsals" with Miss
Paisley, ponders on the notion of a "musical hermaphrodite" playing cello and
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double bass at the same time, entertains sadistic images of Miss Paisley in a
burning cauldron and utters general cultural exhortations.
Generously, Miss Peycroft offers herself to Miss Porch:
'Take me!' she said suddenly holding out her arms.
'I beg your pardon?' Miss Porch was immediately ashamed of
uttering such banal words. .. the language of a bourgeois
housewife, a commonplace remark ... Just when she wanted to
Impress.
'Use me!' Miss Peycroft had not noticed the lame phrase.
'What d'you mean?' Miss Porch was aware painfully of her poor
quality accent. She forgot to raise one eyebrow.
'Use me!' Miss Peycroft cried in ringing tones. 'I am absolutely
ready. Pure, so to speak, and unsullied, ready and waiting to be the
heroine of your next nove!.'
'Oh I see,' Miss Porch said. Thank you. Thank you very much."9

'Foxybaby is in part about writing and the displacement of the writer, the
whole a writer's nightmare, with Miss Porch submitting her fiction to an absurd
world and helplessly watching its fate. She begins with some inkling of the
dangers:
it might be better, before suggesting discussion of any kind, to see
what sort of people turned up in the classes. For some people, she
realised from experience, the term 'discussion' might suggest an
animated exhange of recipes or anecdotes about operations or
intestinal troubles while travelling. There were too the ever present
dangers of politics and religion. (p. 45)

The reality is more absurd: in a series of Tableaux Vivants, daily readings
and dramatisations of the Foxybaby manuscript are accompanied by Miss
Peycroft on cello and Miss Paisley on Tapping Sticks, ludicrous miming
gyrations from the students and the sexual frolickings of Anders and Xerxes
in the agapanthus ~ the whole debacle recorded on video for the evening
literary symposia, which tend to consist of barrackings for favourite characters
amid the exchange of recipes and odd shots of pubic hair on video.
As in 'Miss Peabody's Inheritance', the inner and outer fictions of 'Foxybaby'
begin to merge. The inner fiction in the manuscript is narrated in sequences,
with a more sober and brooding style, presenting the plight of Dr. Steadman,
an eminent academic, who struggles to save his pregnant daughter, Sandy, from
drug addiction and dispair when she is released from prison into his care. He
yearns to recapture the idyllic period of her childhood but, in a dark and subtle
way, Jolley suggests through the foxybaby game and the foxfur image, an
incestuous passion which slinks across the dark perimeters of memory. Full
of secrets, the glassy eyes of Miss Porch's own foxfur in her College room
suggest her own dark knowledge of the past.
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As the students play out the Foxybaby sequences, the inner and outer fictions
of the novel are drawn together very gently, until the line of demarcation
between them is blurred. The main players in Foxybaby, Mrs Viggars and the
vUlpine Anna, take on roles in reality which emulate the fiction and complicate
the connections between the rival fictions. From this Jolley reaches towards
the subtly suggestive ending of Miss Porch, encouraged by Mrs Viggars,
entering into her own fiction:
'See for yourself,' Mrs Viggars said. 'He's carrying a baby,' she said.
'Go on!' she urged. 'They belong to you. They are yours. Don't let
them go now. Go on! Go!'
... Mrs Viggars seemed now to be falling behind. She was no longer
keeping up. They are still coming towards you. Don't, whatever you
do, turn away from them now. They are coming towards you. Make
the most of it. Till Easter, then.'
Like the waves, the two figures, the man and the girl, were coming
closer. Carefully the man held against his chest a baby.
Miss Porch, pulling her feet steadily out of the wind-blown
drifting sand, kept on slowly walking towards them. (pp. 259-60)
After the delicacy of this ending, the sudden jolt of the ultimate ending, I
find a disappointing cliche. As Miss Porch regains consciousness in her car after
the accident, with which the novel began, we are asked to regard the novel as
the concussed delirium of an accident victim and so deny its reality.
Like all Jolley's work, 'Foxybaby' shifts easily from comic exuberance to the
truly plaintive and back to mordant or whimsical humour. Bizarre happenings
constantly erupt and irrupt into Miss Porch's life: Anna, who plays the role
of Sandy in the Foxybaby fiction, giving birth after the midwife falls from an
upstairs window; Miss Harrow plunging into the pool in a blue movie shot and
promising Miss Porch sexual delights in the attic with Anders and Xerxes;
various watery assignations and squawkings in the bathroom; the splendid Mrs
Viggars entertaining the impoverished starving at midnight or shyly offering
a poem ("Porch old man . .Is it a poem d'ye think?" p. 190). Beneath the rich
satire on such colleges and courses, there is a sad realism and disturbing truth.
Amid all the swift and tumultuous passage of incident in 'Foxybaby', all the
assignations and eruptions of college life, all the contestant voices in quick,
hilarious cadences, Miss Porch is a wonderful creation, contemplating the
absurd chaos around her with dignity and occasional plans to hit Miles on the
head and escape in his bus.
All Jolley's novels are wonderfully visual and would lend themselves to film,
with a collage of short sharp scenes, both hilarious and plaintive, and a
cacophony of voices and voice-overs. Each novel is kin to the others in her
family of fiction and a family photograph, with various kin draped around the
centrepiece, would surely centre on Matron Price and Mr Scobie with Miss
Hailey in her pith helmet, Miss Peycroft wielding her cello and double bass
as a musical hermaphrodite, Miss Peabody opening a letter from Diana
Hopewell while Weekly is propped on a chair in the corner easing her aching
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bones, Jacob searches the house for explanations, and Miss Thorne cuddles
up with Miss Edgely for comfort.
But such a picture would need a soundtrack - voices shrieking and guffawing
and murmuring quietly of pain and loneliness, somewhere someone sobbing
in the night, amid obscene squawks of delight from unseen frolickers, or the
querulous voice of Mrs Peabody amid the murmurs of the octogenarian lost,
while snatches of lieder are heard distantly and Wagner and Beethoven engage
in titanic musical stuggles offcamera.
But it would need motion, with Miles pursuing the inestimable Mrs Finch
in the background, a couple rolling in the agapanthus, a poker game going on
in the background, some students gyrating absurdly in mime, perhaps a midwife
tumbling from an upper storey window or an octogenarian wandering dimly
in search of home, in which case it really needs to be a distance shot, and so
could encompass various refugees and travellers on the roadway, certainly
miscellaneous car accidents at crossroads, and in between the vast expanse of
five acre holdings, with Laura striding manfully round hers and Weekly dancing
round the pear tree in celebration of hers.
And over it would lie the shadow of the writer, pondering on her relationship
with the assemblage, reminding us of its artifice and constantly shifting the
oblique angle of the lens, or waving a conductor's baton. Or perhaps, like Miss
Arabella Thorne, exciting hitherto unknown passions in the breasts of readers,
"while remaining calm and dignified herself, in charge, as it were, of their
passions".
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In Author's Note, at the start of 'Stories', Fremantle Arts Centre Press edition. 1984.
In 'Frictions: An Anthology of Fiction by Women', eds. Anna Gibbs & Alison Tilson. Sybylla 1983.
'Woman in a Lampsharle'. p. 2. All references to the 1983 Penguin edition.
'Stories', op. cit. p. 264.
'Palomino', p. 136. All references to the 1980 Outback Press edition.
'Mr Scobie's Riddle', p. 23. All references to the 1983 Penguin edition.
'Miss Peabody's Inheritance' p. 98. All references to the 1983 University of Queensland Press edition.
'Milk and Honey', p.57. All references to the 1984 Fremantle Arts Centre Press edition.
'Foxybaby', pp. 43-4. All references to the 1985 University of Queensland Press edition.
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A.P. RIEMER

Displaced Persons - Some
Preoccupations in Elizabeth Jolley's
Fiction

When Mr Scobie's Riddle was published in 1983, Elizabeth Jolley was
unknown to all but a small band of devoted readers. Less than three years later,
she is a nationally recognized writer with a growing international reputation.
The amount of material published in that time is impressive: two novels and
a novella, as well as the republication of some early stories and of a novel. Why
this more-than-deserved recognition should have been so belated, and why, once
achieved, Mrs Jolley's reputation grew so rapidly are both connected with the
particular nature of her concerns, and with the redefinition during the last
decade of what constitutes the subject-matter of" Australian Literature".
One might argue that we were not ready, until relatively recently, to
acknowledge a voice as individual as hers, or literary preoccupations emerging
from a quite remarkable mixture or crossing of cultural allegiances. Mrs Jolley's
writing fits no preconceived notions of the concerns of Australian writers, she
cannot be identified with any of the familiar coteries (or mafias) of the
contemporary literary scene - despite several attempts to enrol her in one or
another. She seems, from the evidence of her books, to be a very individual
and private artist. The recurring motifs of her fiction, often ambiguous and
puzzling, may well represent an attempt to reconcile the conflicting claims of
her cultural heritage, about which she speaks with disarming modesty in the
biographical information in her various books. She tells us that she was born
into an Anglo-Austrian family, educated in a Quaker school, that she has lived
for many years in Western Australia, and that she has pursued a variety of
occupations - some of which have obviously contributed to the sharply-etched
images of hospital-life, of the miseries of door-to-door selling and the like
throughout her books. What she fails to say, of course, is that her great
"occupation" is as a writer of considerable gifts and, I would guess, of absolute
commitment to her vision, a vision conditioned by the cultural and geographical
transformations she has experienced. The preoccupations emerging from this
inform most of her writing, provide some of its finest and most compelling
moments, and, incidentally, speak urgently to those of us whose background
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is not as solidly Anglo-Celtic as popular myths of Australian society would
insist.
Being a "displaced person" becomes a complex metaphor throughout Mrs
J olley's work. Most of her major characters are to a greater or lesser extent
isolated, perplexed, trapped within a society or an institution which seems a
temporary residence or imprisonment, but from which there is no escape. Thus
Alma Porch, the central figure in Foxybahy, longs to escape from the appalling
summer-school where she has foolishly accepted employment as a tutor; the
inhabitants of the nursing-home in Mr Scohie's Riddle make repeated futile
attempts to abscond; Jacob in Milk and Honey comes to see the Heimbachs'
loving-kindness as stifling. But there is no escape. Jacob ultimately flees from
the bewilderingly claustrophobic house of his hosts to the prison of a clap-board
cottage and to the miseries of the huckster's life, only to find that he has
exchanged one form of imprisonment for another. At the end of Foxybaby,
having survived several days (or is it weeks?) of penal servitude chez Miss
Peycroft, Alma Porch finds herself arriving on the novel's last page at Trinity
College. Humanity (to be more pompous than these novels and stories allow
one to be) constantly seeks liberation, only to find the same or another equally
confining imprisonment.
The Manner in which this is a consequence of the cultural perplexity of the
"displaced person" may be discussed from the vantage-point of the contrasts
and the duality that underlie much of Mrs Jolley's work. Two of the stories
in the volume Woman in a Lampshade l provide compact instances of this
complex preoccupation. The central image in "Two Men Running" is a race
through a pleasant countryside - wheatfields, orchards, small farms - to a
place of comfort and security. "Will you know the way in the dark?" asks the
speaker's companion. "Of course I'll know the way," the other replies, "It's the
way I've come. I know the way from when I was a boy."(51) As the two run
towards the promised barn full of hay, where it is safe, where no-one will come
(52), the speaker relates, in a nervous, broken fashion, episodes from the past.
His story, halting, oblique, piecemeal, belies the promise of peace and security:
this "poet and abortionist" is a murderer, he has killed his father's mistress (in
reality his own mother) in revenge for his father's death at the hands of her
lover. Such luridly melodramatic material may be encountered in several of
the stories and novels (to the consternation of those readers who value the wit
and mordant comedy of Mrs Jolley's writing). Yet such elements are intrinsic
to her vision, just as the seemingly contrived "revelation" of this story are
characteristic of several of her works. The identity of the mother is but one
of several "surprises" in "Two Men Running". We also learn that this journey
to a promised land (one which fails to fulfil its promise) is merely a run around
a prison yard. The speaker seems to be an inmate of an institution for the
criminally insane; the story opens and closes with an interview with the prison
psychiatrist, who assures him that one day his memory will return. Everything
contradicts everything else. The journey to security is merely a voyage around
the prison yard, the speaker's companion continually insists that his name is
not Hamish, the details of the farmhouse and its sordid affairs are vividly
recalled, yet the psychiatrist seems convinced that the speaker is suffering from
amnesia.
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"Two Men Running" is typical of Mrs Jolley's preoccupations and structural
devices. The distinctions between reality and fantasy, between truth and
falsehood, are blurred. Like Foxybaby(and also in a sense like Milk and Honey)
the story ends where it began. There is no reality, time and space do not exist,
but there is, in this confined, circular world, an intense, nightmarish experience.
The speaker is running, escaping, even though he knows that the attempt is
merely ritual, that he is a prisoner temporarily allowed out of his cell.
I'm running down now to a new kind offreedomjust like all of them.
Even my clothes and my canvas shoes are the same as theirs. Dark
green. I don't know how much I am like them, except that like them
I need food and water, and I go to the toilet like they do and I have
a shower, like they do, when it's my turn. I spend a lot of time
wondering whether I am really like them, and if I am, how much
and why?(47)
This story represents, therefore, a quest for identity (even perhaps for an artistic
identity), an attempt to register and possibly to reconcile a perplexing dilemma.
Where does one belong? What is real? Where is home? What was the past, what
is the present? Such questions crowd the reader's consciousness in the course
of this story; there are no answers, merely the pressing need to search and the
certainty that nothing will be found. This concise fable of displacement reflects
one very significant element in Mrs Jolley's work.
In several of the short-stories and in places throughout the novels an
explanation of sorts is offered why this preoccupation should assume such
importance, why the confounding of "inside" and "outside", of lurid fantasy
and commonplace reality, should exert such fascination. "Paper Children", the
other story from Woman in a Lampshade, is an instance of such an
"explanation" which, despite that characteristic blurring of the distinction
between the real and the imagined, nevertheless retains a sense of reality.2 And
that reality is based very firmly in displacement, in voyaging (quite literally)
from one end of the earth to the other. Clara Schultz travels from Vienna to
Australia, to be reunited with her daughter, whom she had not seen since she
sent the baby abroad to secure safety for her during the dark days of the
Anschluss. The story recounts several versions of their reunion, several images
of Australia as seen from the perspective of Clara's life in the LRharstrasse some sinister, some consoling, but all filled with a particular horror. At the
end we learn that these are all fantasies, experienced by the dying Clara during
the last moments of her life. There is no denying that "Paper Children" is
somewhat contrived, the "seams" are much more apparent than in the carefully
fused levels of "Two Men Running". Yet the obviousness is in itself highly
significant because this story is, in a sense, a species of autobiography. I am
not suggesting that it reflects Mrs Jolley's personal experiences, but I would
claim that the details of this story, as of several other works, are emblems or
metaphors signifying that cultural displacement which seems to me to be very
close to her literary sensibility. The farm on which Clara's daughter lives, one
she had initially envisaged in terms of the clicnees of Austrian picture-postcards,
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is a desolate, cruel place. Her Australian son-in-law is, by turns, brutal and
a congenital idiot. These fantasies of deprivation and bleakness culminate in
a world of horror, for in the last "dream" Lisa and Peter, now a very nice, loving
young couple, are killed in a motor-accident as they drive towards the long
wished-for reunion.
The details of Clara's European world are only lighly sketched in "Paper
Children", but its images are consistent with the way Mrs Jolley conveys this
world elsewhere in her work. Its possession of or pretence to sensibility and
refinement is indicated by references to the great monuments of Austrian and
German musical culture, which are used as a counterfoil to the seeming
bleakness and materialism of Australian society. Clara, fearing that she might
go deaf, wonders what it would be like not to be able to hear Beethoven's A
minor quartet - forgetting, perhaps, that Beethoven himself could not have
heard a note of the music at the time that he wrote it. Similarly, the "mad"
Miss Hailey in Mr Scobie's Riddle "performs" the Eroica symphony outside
a block of public toilets, and Laura, the obsessed central character in Palomino,
attempts to banish her criminal past by listening to records of Beethoven and
of Schubert lieder. Yet Clara's cultivated world, the world where Miss Hailey
and Laura seek refuge and solace, is also one of great brutality; the society where
Beethoven and Haydn are honoured, where Clara of the small, plump feet may
ply her liberated trade as a gynaecologist, is a world of peculiar horror. Married
to a "Professor of Islamic Studies ... also an outstanding scholar of Hebrew"
(87) (and therefore, presumably, a Jew) she is caught in the turmoil of Vienna
in the late '30s.
Even during the occupation she had been without fear. They were
living on the outskirts of the city at that time. One afternoon she
returned early from the clinic intending to prepare a lecture and she
noticed there was a strange stillness in the garden. The proud bantam
cock they had then was not crowing. He was nowhere in sight ...
A few days later she found the bantam cock, he was caught by
one little leg in a twisted branch among the junipers and straggling
rosemary at the end of the garden. He was hanging upside down
dead. Something must have startled him Clara thought to make him
fly up suddenly into such a tangled place. When she went indoors,
missing her baby's voice so much, she found her husband hanging,
dead, in his study. She remained unafraid. She knew her husband
was unable to face the horror of persecution and the threat of
complete loss of personal freedom (87)
And so having sent her daughter abroad for safety, having lost her husband,
she continues "day after day, year after year, in her thick-lensed spectacles and
her white coat" (87-8) to advise, correct, comfort and cure, "passing on
knowledge from experience". (88) Leharstrasse does not represent, therefore,
the whipped-cream world of Viennese myth - it harbours horror and brutality.
Whilst it allows Clara to exhibit courage and determination, it also reduces
her capacity to engage in life. She, too, must escape into fantasy, that of her
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"paper children", Lisa and her unknown husband, around whom she weaves
a life and an environment by turns consoling and horrific. In a similar manner,
the frantic runner of "Two Men Running", granted temporary liberty in the
bleak yard of an Australian prison, entertains fantasies of a consoling Arcadian
retreat which is, at the same time, a place of brutality, deceit and death.
II

These stories encompass, within the economy of the short-story, the chief
emphases of several of the more substantial works: the sense of isolation and
even of alienation, the suspicion that another world (perhaps that of Europe)
offers greater scope for the imagination and the emotions, the desire to escape
from a constricting present. These are, no doubt, projections of the author's
literary personality, or dilemma, the sense of running around in circles while
seeking comfort, solace and even perhaps truth. At its most abstract level,
therefore, Mrs Jolley's work is continually preoccupied with exploring various
manifestations of the one theme: the perplexity of the exile, the stranger amidst
the alien corn, the uncertainty whether here or there, then or now is "real", what
is home and what is abroad, and, at the farthest remove, the problem of the
proper subject-matter of fiction. These matters inform and determine the
sustained images and layers of her longer works, especially in those images of
escape, as in the case of Miss Peabody, confined within her bleak middle-class
English environment but consoled by the fantasies of her pen-friend, the author
of sentimental Australian romances, and in Miss Porch, imprisoned in Miss
Peycroft's summer-school, writing her curious novel about the cultivated,
influential Dr Steadman who is holed-up in a dismal motel room with his drugridden daughter and her baby. The characters constantly dream of escape, they
fashion fantasies of a happier life elsewhere - "outside", in cultivated Europe,
in consoling Australia with its freedom from constraint - to find that there
is no escape, there are no better worlds.
Nowhere is this theme more substantially worked out than in the novel Milk
and Honey,3 published in 1984, but possibly written some years earlier. This
novel represents most vividly Mrs Jolley's individuality as a writer: in form
subject-matter, emphasis or aesthetic stance, this book resembles no familiar
mode in contemporary Australian writing. Generally speaking, her work
subscribes to no sect or coterie; though the novels inevitably touch on certain
preoccupations of Australian society in the '80s, they may not be enrolled in
one or another fashionable trend. This is especially true of Milk and Honey.
Most of its action is confined to a large, ramshackle house in an unnamed
Australian town, reminding Jacob, the central character, of an Austrian schloss
he had once seen in a picture-book. (II) The boy J aco b comes to live in this
house of curiously enigmatic and isolated inhabitants: Leopold Heimbach, the
elderly musician, his sisters, Rosa and Heloise, his daughter Louise and his idiotson Waldermar. Who are these people whom we find so incongruously planted
in the middle of an anonymous Australian town? Clearly, they are Austrians,
and they have brought to the mysterious house the surfaces of their native
culture: its music, its cuisine and its poetry. They seem cultivated, industrious
and filled with human kindness. Tante Rosa and Tante Heloise, besides giving
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music lessons, take in sewing to boost the family's finances. They receive Jacob,
a promising musician, with extreme courtesy which, they claim, later grows into
love. Their enclosed little world seems the antithesis of shoddy Australian
"reality".
Jacob, himself a foreigner who has the "exaggerated Australian accent of the
central European who is trying to fit in," (26) is enchanted and alarmed by their
exotic allure - the constant presence of music, the grave rhythms of their
household chores, their concern for the things of the mind and for his own wellbeing. Louise, the daughter, becomes both the "distant beloved" and, eventually,
his fiancee, without losing any of her remoteness. And he encounters Waldemar,
the overgrown cretin, pampered and protected by his doting family, a creature
of revolting habits. His first experience of the house is significantly portentous:
Through an open window came the sound of a piano, the first
phrases of a Beethoven sonata, tender, thoughtful and posing for
correction ...
and it is "corrected" by what he finds inside:
The rat in the room was the property of Waldemar. It was stuck,
head and half its body, into a loaf of bread. Crumbs were scattered
everywhere. (11-12)
Jacob tries to escape from the house of Beethoven and rats, but this, like
other attempts by Mrs Jolley's characters, proves futile. He returns and is thus
absorbed into the Heimbach (literally "home-stream") way of life. Their
possession is total: he soon stops going to school, concentrating exclusively on
his music-lessons with Uncle Leopold. He has no life outside of the family. He
rarely leaves the house, except on certain necessary occasions - to get his hair
cut, for instance - or to accompany Leopold to the nearby madhouse to give
singing-lessons to the inmates. Isolated from the "real" world, he succumbs to
the Heimbach magic, to its arcane ceremonies of music, civility and industry,
to the discipline and the mysterium of 'cello-lessons. Here is a world of protected
enchantment, not needing the blandishments of anything beyond its walls.
Jacob is wholly provided for, even with a bride in the figure of the alluring
but detached Louise. The happy commonwealth seems whole and entire; the
world outside has been excluded because it is irrelevant.
Milk and Honey is very much an exercise in the "Gothick"; in the manner
of such fiction, it has its mysteries and its horrors. The house contains
mysterious rooms which lead or mislead from one to another in a perplexing
maze without corridors: Louise's virginal bedroom is protected by her aunts'
bedchambers, through which one must venture in order to reach the desired
penetralia. More mysterious is the attic, a place forbidden to Jacob, but the
constant preoccupation of the other members of the household, especially after
Waldemar's death. Jacob holds himself responsible for this catastrophe:
infuriated by the cretin's taunts, he strikes him in the presence of the family;
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Waldemar falls down dead. His self-recriminations are only increased by the
way in which the others, far from blaming him, are anxious to console him
and to protect him from the consequences of his act.
"Waldemar died from heart failure," the old doctor leaned forward,
"let me explain, his heart was too small for his big body. Do you
understand? His brain also was too small. Your punch," the doctor
gave me a playful poke, "your punch coincided with the failure of
his heart. That is all," the old man sat back disappearing into the
narrow alcove. (29)
But, as he later learns, this is monstrous deception. Waldemar did not die; he
is kept in that attic-room by his doting family to preserve him from being
confined in the institution where Leopold gives singing-lessons and where his
wife has been an inmate for many years. Far from protecting Jacob, they are
exploiting him. After her marriage, Louise refuses to consummate their union;
yet she bears him a child, the offspring, as he later learns, of her hectic sexual
bouts in the attic with Waldemar.

It is to Mrs Jolley's credit that this rather trite material does not impress
its potential silliness on the reader. This comes about, I think, because of the
constant presence of that metaphoric or emblematic element which forms an
important part of much of her work: we constantly sense that these
melodramatic devices,this threateningly enclosed world signify and are
conditioned by the ambivalent, even alarmed, response to the cultural and
emotional potentialities of the civilization which the Heimbachs have brought
to their Australian retreat. There is a constant juxtaposition of these dark
mysteries to the cultivation practised in the house: the music, the snatches of
German verse, the rehearsals of Mozart's Requim signify the divorce of this
world from quotidian reality, suggesting that, for all its horrors, it may be
preferable to the world outside.
What is outside is indeed commonplace compared to the grand guignol
horrors of the Heibachs. It is a very ordinary Australian world, which Jacob
nevertheless mistakes for a life offering a more satisfying version of the intensity
he finds inside the house. His great love for Madge, a violinist in the local
orchestra in which he plays the 'cello, takes on for him the proportions of an
operatic passion. Yet Madge is anything but a romantic figure; she provides
a mundane, commonsense commentary on Jacob's fantasies:
As for that music teacher of yours ... that Heimbach, who does
he think he is? And what's a tin pot small town orchestra? I mean,
what does it mean to play either a violin or a cello in that orchestra?
What kind of standards do we have? What great standards does that
phoney Heimbach have? They're having you on. You play well Jacky
but there's playing and playing. (127)
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Is Madge correct in her estimate? The novel is so organized that there is no
need even for a tentative answer to this, for Madge merely voices something
we suspect all along, that the Heimbachs' dedication to intellectual and artistic
integrity is possibly self-indulgent and hypocritical, that they are exploiting
Jacob, not merely where Waldemar, Louise and the baby are concerned, but
financially as well, after he comes into his sizeable inheritance. Yet the other
world, in which Madge lives, is a bleak, un alluring environment. She has no
dediction to art, she plays the violin in order to supplement the meagre income
of her husband Norman, the door-to-door salesman. She is ambivalent when
Jacob hatches the characteristically romantic (or gothic) plan to find a house
where he might keep her as a mistress while transferring to another part of the
house the remnants of the family after Leopold's death. She makes light of his
sense of guilt and remorse, claiming that he has been sufficiently exploited by
the Heimbachs to excuse his infidelity. And in a way she is right; Jacob finds
that his wealth has been appropriated by the aunts, and that it is destroyed
(because they had hidden it, in typically Austrian fashion, as banknotes stuffed
into a chest) when he sets fire to the house, enraged after discovering Louise,
naked except for a pair of provocative boots, making love with Waldemar.
Nevertheless, the novel avoids any arbitrating, as it were, between these rival
ways of life or estimates of the world by stressing the disastrous consequences
of Jacob's attempt to free himself from the Heimbachs' possession. Madge is
destroyed by the forces within the mysterious and threatening house; her
mutilated body is discovered in the garden, having been killed with the weird
wire contraption used to keep Waldemar's false-teeth in place. So, within the
terms of these absurdly melodramatic horrors, European sensibility destroys
the mundane world of Australia, and also Jacob's sole possibility of escape.
Whether that escape would have provided some measure of satisfaction, of
moral or spiritual solace is, once more, left unanswered. After the destruct on
of the old life, after Madge's bizarre death, and after Louise's properly romantic
succumbing to an unnamed malaise, Jacob and Elise, the child he had been
told is his own, enter the hostile world of everyday experience. There follow
some of the bleakest of Mrs Jolley's pages as Jacob, protected by the kindly,
dull Norman, becomes a door-to-door salesman, driving around in a battered
car, offering tawdry goods to uninterested housewives with his maimed hand.
Would it have been different if Madge had survived Waldemar's contraption?
Instead of providing even provisional answers to this conundrum, the last pages
of Milk and Honey pursue a different, very puzzling direction. Until the last
section of the novel, Mrs Jolley is able to sustain her rather extraordinary
material at a level of considerable literary integrity, largely because she is
capable of convincing at least this reader that her apparently creaking horrors
are aspects of a complex, ambivalent attitude emerging from the clash of
cultures (or of culture and barbarism) and from the yearning to escape from
the horrors of the past and the constrictions of the present. The final section
deals with the search for a refuge or a haven (as "Two Men running" does),
but here Mrs Jolley's writing is at the same time too oblique and too emphatic
to ensure success.
Jacob finds a gramophone record, treasured for many years by the Heimbachs,
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of his own dead mother's singing. Later, in the madhouse where Louise's mother
has been confined for many years, he hears the same voice singing the same
song. "The lonely singing was like the thin sad voice of my mother on the record,
except that this singer was an old woman and not a young girl." (179) Is Jacob's
mother also Louise's and Waldemar's? Are we, in other worlds all bound up
in each other, and is there, therefore, no escape? The novel seems to suggest
that this is so. The book's last, bleakest image is the peace and contentment
Jacob and Elise find in their employment as orderlies (or as inmates?) in the
institution where the singer is confined. The novel comes full circle, as so much
of Mrs Jolley's writing does, with an image reflecting one near its beginning:
The hospital park is ringed with trees, Norfolk Island pines,
kurrajong trees, jacarandas and flame trees. Nearby under some
magnolias, a mother magpie puts up with the endless wailing of her
overgrown baby bird. The baby is an idiot bird. (182)
On a side lawn there was a magpie trying to be unconcerned about
its young one. The young magpie, complaining, followed the parent
bird. For a few minutes it forgot its parent and tried to eat a small
piece of paper. It cocked its head, turning to look first in one
direction and then in another direction. It made stupid movements
and even more stupid contented noises as it settled in a make-believe
nest. The parent bird moved on to a temporary freedom and found
something to eat and at once was followed again by the overgrown
fledgling. (II)
A few moments after this Jacob enters the make-believe nest of the Heimbachs',
just as at the end of the novel Elise, his overgrown cuckoo-fledgling, follows
him around the grounds of the hospital. The characters have, therefore, no
choice. The integrity and the cultivation of the Heimbachs are as illusory as
Jacob's bid for freedom. The world inside and the world outside, different
though they seem to be, are merely manifestations of the common condition
- one symbolized by the madhouse and the idiot bird.
III

Milk and Honey is the most ambitious and the least polished of Mrs Jolley's
novels; its subject-matter seems awkward, difficult and only partially
transformed into a living novel. Yet the book has a compelling quality: one
feels that, whatever its shortcomings, it is "saying" something urgent, important
and disturbing. For that reason no doubt, the most engaging aspect of Mrs
Jolley's writing, her gift for the macabre, bizarre comedy, is much muted here.
Milk and Honey clearly engages with the theme of cultural disorientation, and
grows out of the rival claims on the novelist's sensibility: the culture of Europe,
on the one hand, and on the other the demands of the "new" world, which
questions the tenets of such "civilization". The novel is a partial, perhaps not
wholly satisfactory, response to a cultural dilemma which is, I think, a very
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important element in Mrs Jolley's writing; moreover, it seems to confront the
dilemma directly and without qualifications.
The predicament of the writer, untouched in Milk and Honey, plays some
part in Foxybaby, in Miss Peabody's Inheritance and in Mr Scobie's Riddle.
Foxybaby 4 contains Mrs Jolley's most extended treatment of this concern.
When the novel was published in 1985, this aspect of it was enthusiastically
greeted (at least by reviewers in the eastern states) as an engagement with the
currently fashionable notions of meta-fiction. The work of a highly individual
writer seemed to have joined the ranks of "experimental" texts, just as the
republication of Palomino gave warrant for Mrs Jolley's absorption by sections
of the women's movement. Foxybaby contains a novel within a novel (or a
fragment of it), also entitled Foxybaby, which becomes the subject of a
workshop at the summer-school cum reducing-cure conducted by Miss Peycroft
at her isolated establishment. This novel returns to the macabre, comic mode
of Mr Scobie's Riddle, and here, as in the earlier novel, the comedy proves
most entertaining and engaging. The participants at this shadowy and sinister
summer-school are a varied, bizarre, eccentric set of caricatures, even though
most of them are firmly based on a shrewd observation of human fallibility.
Most notable, perhaps, is the vicious portrait of Mrs Castle, the pastel-clad
suburban grandmother; her litany of recipes and needlework, her endless
anecdotes about her darling grandchildren, and her thinly-veiled barbs against
her son-in-law, Boris, the magistrate, put Patrick White's notorious caricatures
in the shade, even though a certain compassion breaks through the sentimental
twaddle:
"A nice little dinner which I cook sometimes for Daphne and the
children," Jonquil smiled as she spoke, "is a lamb casserole made
with a couple of shanks. You see," she said, "Daphne is sometimes
terribly busy. She goes to committee meetings and she's rostered for
kindy transport. I always ask the butcher" - she smiled again,
beaming cosily round her little audience - "'Have you two nice,
really nice, shanks Mr West?' I ask him. It is an inexpensive meal.
Boris doesn't eat shank so, of course, I only cook them when he
is away on circuit." She paused still smiling, as if remembering the
lovely restful evenings when her son-in-law was away ... (l65)
Among such characters, the novelist finds a rich vein of humour which she taps
in a manner familiar to admirers of Mr Scobie's Riddle and The Newspaper
of Claremont Street. Like Mr Scobie's Riddle, Foxybaby has a rich netherworld of sinister characters who torment and exploit the unfortunate inmates
of Miss Peycroft's establishment. The leader of this below-stairs mafia is Miles,
caretaker and factotum, a man of unbridled sexual appetite, a blackmarketeer
as well as restauranteur, who has some undisclosed hold over the hapless Miss
Peycroft. With his wife and with elderly crone Mrs Finch (whom Miss Peycroft
insists on styling as a village maiden), Miles runs a most lucarative racket based
on simple principles: park a bus in the middle of the road on a blind curve
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a few miles from the school, and income is generated for the local panel beaters,
with the additional benefit of the victims' requiring transportation to the
summer-school. Moreover, they have no means of escaping the rigours of Miss
Peycroft's regimen.
This, then, is the familiar and very successful mode of Mrs Jolley's bestknown novels. Miss Porch's Foxybaby, by contrast, is akin to the febrile
melodrama of Milk and Honey and Palomino. The latter, a very poor novel
in my opinion, often reveals interesting analogues in subject-matter and
atmosphere to Miss Porch's novel. Its basic situation is a rather novelettish
affair between an older woman with a criminal past and a neurotic girl. The
material is treated with a heavy-handed romanticism redolent of Mills and Boon
and of the television "soapie" industry. Alma Porch's Foxybaby is cast in the
same mould. Its central character, Dr Steadman, a wealthy, influential
intellectual, attempts the rescue of his daughter Sandy, imprisoned for a drugoffence, after she has given birth to a baby in gaol. Its material is commonplace,
its emphases sensational and its tone largely sentimental. Are we to assume that
Miss Porch is not a writer of the first rank, and that this Foxybaby is a poor
work?
The evidence offered by Mrs Jolley's Foxybaby is contradictory. Alma Porch,
we learn, has not enjoyed much success as a novelist - but this is true of many
fine writers. On the other hand, the effect of her novel on some of the characters
is marked and presumably beneficial. Its major impact falls on the most
colourful and the most compelling of Miss Peycroft's students, the enormous
Mrs Viggars, an overweight merry widow, who, despite the rigours of the
weight-loss programme, presides over the subterranean restaurant conducted
by Miles where delicacies are dispensed at outrageous prices. Mrs Viggars
possess a cheerfully hedonistic view of life. The late Viggars, she informs us,
left her enough money to enjoy herself, and that is what she proposes to do.
Yet she confesses to loneliness, and because of her loneliness she decides to
adopt Anna, the shadowy woman with two small children (and a third coming)
who has somehow fetched up at Trinity College. She decides to do this, as she
tells Miss Porch, because she was moved and inspired by Dr Steadman's
dedication to his daughter, despite the girl's sullen, drug-ridden detachment.
Mrs Viggars also acts as a reconciler between the two layers of the novel;
she brings to Miss Porch's attention the meeting of the "real" and the "fictional"
as the members of the summer-school, on an outing to the beach, encounter
two lonely figures walking along the shore:
In the distance in a patch of sunlight from between the parted clouds
Miss Porch thought she could see two people stumbling in the soft
sand coming towards them. Slightly in front there seemed to be a
thin girl. The slowly emerging light from the sun shone for a moment
on the red gold of her hair. Behind her, close to her, was the wellpreserved, middle-aged, well-dressed man.
"What is he carrying?" Miss Porch's whisper was devoured
immediately by the wind.
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"See for yourself," Mrs Viggars said. "He's carrying a baby," she
said. "Go on!" she urged. "They belong to you. They are yours. Don't
let them go now. Go on! Go!" (259)
Mrs Viggars urges Miss Porch to finish the incomplete tale of Dr Steadman
and his daughter, the foxybaby. There is a suggestion that her trust in the value
of Miss Porch's novel embraces something akin to the religious:
"I hope to see you at Easter," Mrs Viggars put her face close to Miss
Porch's ear. "I don't imagine Easter makes much impact on your
particular life but could we make it a deadline nearly achieved? ... "
(259)
Is this a promise of salvation, or is it the Judas-kiss? Should Miss Porch persist
with her Foxybaby (seemingly so much less interesting than Mrs Jolley's), or
is she being led astray, betrayed, in a sense, by the sybaritic allure of Mrs
Viggars? The question is left unresolved at the end of the novel; the possibilities
are equally poised, the fusing of these two strands is, as it were, open-ended.
The reason for this is not, I think, Mrs Jolley's adherence to some fashionable
theories of fiction; it emerges, rather, from the hesitations and perplexities of
much of her writing. The very real and pressing questions about the worth of
Miss Porch's rather commonplace novel represent, I would argue, a type of
self-confession: which path should the novelist follow, may the two
contradictory elements in her sensibility be reconciled? This concern with the
purposes of the novelist is also reflected in the characteristically circular
construction of Foxybaby - like Milk and Honey and several of the stories,
it ends where it began. Miss Porch's experiences at Trinity College have been
vivid, confusing but memorable, and apparently more "real" than the stilted
and in some ways conventional romance of Dr Steadman. Yet the end of the
novel casts doubt on the "reality" of what we have experienced:
The bus seemed to be stopping. There was a feeling of moving
forward and being held back at the same time. The rhythm of
travelling had changed. Miss Porch raised her head from the window
where her forehead rested on the soothing glass. She felt dazed as
she always did if she slept during the day or on a journey ... (260)

So even "reality" is provisionally disowned at the end of the novel: what has
sustained our interest, what has entertained and disturbed us may have been
no more than a dream. This implies much more than the age-old adage that
all poets are liars: it poses an urgent question, unresolved so far in Mrs Jolley's
published work, about the purpose and direction her art should take.
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IV
The two sharply contrasted strands in Foxybaby reflect the conflicting,
contradictory aspects of Mrs Jolley's literary personality. The bizarre,
grotesquely comic is represented by the most familiar of her works: The
Newspaper of Claremont Street, Mr Scobie's Riddle, as well as by aspects of
Miss Peabody's Inheritance and several of the short stories. In essence, this is
social comedy, often verging on satire and never very remote from the surreal;
yet it is almost always informed by a sense of moral and social realism. There
is a constant awareness - mordant, ironic, yet in almost every instance
compassionate - of human fallibility, of a falling-away, often combined with
a dark recognition of humanity's capacity to impose suffering (even evil) on
the social world. This element is represented by those exploiters and parasites
against whom the vulnerable (the inmates of the nursing-home in Mr Scobie's
Riddle, or the unfortunates marooned at Miss Peycroft's summer-school in
Foxybaby) have no defence. The more lurid aspect of Mrs Jolley's sensibility,
dominant in Milk and Honey and very evident in Palomino as well as in Miss
Porch's Foxybaby is more puzzling: it is often obsessive, seemingly private and
secretive, largely remote from social and moral issues, exploring instead the
fantastic and the macabre. To draw the distinction in such terms is, of course,
to simplify; the novels are not as schematic as this would suggest. Yet the
distinction holds true in the main. At the risk of glibness, I would suggest,
moreover, that we may identify the mordant social comedy as the "Australian"
aspect of Mrs Jolley's literary personality, while the macabre, the obsessed and
the introspective emerge out of and stand for the European (perhaps specifically
Austrian) side of her sensibility.
It does not require great perspicacity to recognise the Australian aspect of
this duality. Any writer dealing with the type of material we encounter in such
writing must engage with the familiar, contemporary world, no matter how
much it might be distorted. The other side of the duality is more difficult to
discuss or to demonstrate. We may best approach it by way of the
characteristically enclosed, confined, claustrophobic locations where such
concerns are placed. In Alma Porch's Foxybaby the prison and the motel-room
are the two principal "containers" where the intense relationships of the tale
are played out. Beyond these there is nothing but emptiness, an undifferentiated
landscape. Similarly, much of the action in Palomino takes place in Laura's
isolated farmhouse, a much-loved place, yet one which becomes an emotional
prison-house for the central characters. The novelist takes care, in other words,
to isolate her characters from any possibility of social contact; these locations,
like the several houses Jacob inhabits in Milk and Honey, become pressurecookers for the emotional anguish, the mysteries and the secrets which are
disclosed, from time to time, in terms of creakingly melodramatic "revelations".
Here we find that emphasis on confinement, on the impossibility of escape, on
the confounding of inside and outside which give some of Mrs Jolley's work
its febrile intensity. It is highly significant, moreover, that this facet of her
imaginative world receives its most extended manifestation in Milk and Honey,
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for the curiously claustrophobic atmosphere of the novel is specifically linked
with the circumstances and the predicament of its characters.
One might well call Milk and Honey variations on the theme of exile (bearing
in mind its musical conceits). The tale itself is preceded by the following
prologue or introduction on a (deliberately?) unnumbered page:
A wind blew through Europe. It blew stronger and ever stronger.
It swept up the soot and the dirt, the horse manure, the brickdust
and the thistledown.
Countless whirlwinds, spiralling and gathering, carried all that
which was not fixed and secure upwards in the sky. And in this
twisting movement cones were formed which, because of the
intensity of the whirlwind, grew more and more compact as they
moved higher and higher into the winds above the firmament.
The clotted debris travelled far away into another hemisphere and,
forgetting the winds, sank down to earth. Most of the cones, as they
reached the earth, fell apart and mixed with the dust of the new place.
Some did not do this.
Even as they fell they pressed closer and closer into themselves
as if this was their only means of surviving.
In the new land they were scattered like rocks, not mixing with
the soil but, from time to time, settling on the fragments of other
such cones from which they drew sustenance in order to preserve
themselves and remain unchanged for as long as possible.
Whatever we think of the terms in which this proem is presented (and it seems
to me hardly one of Mrs Jolley's finest pages), its relevance for the strangely
isolated, literally incestuous world of the Heimbachs is obvious. They lead an
uncompromisingly European life behind the walls of their prison-house. They
have no dealings with the world outside apart from a few mundane necessities
(buying chicken livers on the Terrace, for instance) - the madhouse Leopold
visits proves, of course, to be an extension of their world. Their secrets and
passions are played out in a world sealed from the world outside. The prelude
to Milk and Honey specifically identifies this as the predicament of the migrant
and the exile: self-enclosed, private, alien and, when a candidate like Jacob
appears, parasitic. It is also identified in the novel as the absolute opposite of
the mundane world outside: Australia has none of the passion, the intensity,
nor the deceit and hypocrisy of "inside". The presentation of this sealed world
is disturbing, even alarmed. The Heimbachs' cultivation is registered, they seem
to be custodians of a high civilization, but their "secrets", the sordidness of what
happens behind those walls on industry and music, make us question the value
of such civility.
Australian life, as it is represented in the novel (principally by Madge and
her husband Norman), lacks passion. It is hedonistic, certainly, and it possesses
a common-sense vitality lacking in the hothouse world of the Heimbachs. It
is less complex, almost naive, despite the street-wise facets of Madge's
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personality. Perhaps unintentionally, Mrs Jolley seems to share the prejudices
of many newcomers (and of a large number of the home-grown) about the
simplicity of Australian society. This is reflected in the depiction of Australian
society in the other novels where the generally comic and satiric mode, often
relying on parody and caricature, inevitably entails a lack of passion, even
perhaps seriousness, among the inhabitants of that society. By contrast the
Heimbachs, in their neurotic isolation, and despite their parasitic exploitation
of Jacob, are more interesting and more complicated because of their
strangeness, their otherness, because of the inescapable individuality of the exile
in a crowd.
In Milk and Honey, therefore, the atmosphere of tormented isolation is
presented specifically in terms of the exile's predicament. Elsewhere in Mrs
Jolley's fiction the specific identification is not registered so clearly, yet the same
conditions as those that determine the Heimbachs' capacity for passion and
intensity exist among the other isolated, shut-off characters. Her characters
seem capable of rising above the comic and the satiric only when isolated from
human contact, from the patterns of life in a society. A non-world of confined,
isolated imprisonment generates Laura's passion in her lonely farmhouse; the
"mad" Miss Hailey is able to lead a rich cultural life only within the confines
of the nursing-home in Mr Scobie's Riddle. When such characters attempt to
escape, as Jacob does, they find that they are running around in circles. The
large interests of life reside in an isolated, a-social existence which, like that
of the exile cut-off from his own kind, living in an alien world, turns its back
on the mundane and the commonplace. Whether alien (like the Heimbachs)
or merely alienated (like many of the characters in the other novels) they remain
interested and intense only whilst confined and isolated.
Milk and Honey makes it possible to claim that the preoccupation with the
life of such isolated, and confined characters in the other fiction is a reflection
of the cultural dilemma explicitly stated there: where does Jacob belong? to the passionate parasitic world of the Heimbachs or to Madge's commonsense, vernacular hedonism. This is also a predicament for the novelist: which
direction is she to pursue in her writing: that intimately known, fascinating
world of the exile, shoring up a few fragments of a lost culture against certain
ruin, or the everyday world of her present environment which she is capable
of rendering with such wit and verve? I would suspect that the allure of world
of the exile is almost irresistible for her artistic sensibility, despite the clearsighted recognition of its shortcoming and treacheries. But she is a writer of
much too great an integrity to allow herself to turn her back on the "here" and
the "now" - unlike Miss Porch, she cannot escape wholly into gothic fantasy,
or to retreat into the private world of the actual or the spiritual exile.
Thus arise the tensions in Mrs Jolley's art, and this is, perhaps, a sign of
its limitations as well, for her work is capable of irritating as much as it is capable
of enthralling. And that is why Foxybaby (or more precisely, the two tales of
that title) assume considerable significance in any discussion of the scope and
direction of her work. It enacts, I think, that artistic cross-roads, the pressing
dilemma of where the novelist is to turn. Towards that private intensity Miss
Porch records in her Foxybaby, with its constant danger of banality, even
perhaps of triviality, its highly-coloured propensity towards melodrama, or
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towards the lively, more controlled, highly intelligent, but essentially restricted
world of satire and caricature we see enacted at Miss Peycroft's summer-school?
Perhaps Foxybaby does both; but it is only capable of containing one world
within the other, and of allowing the relationship between the two to remain
hypothetical and tentative. It celebrates (via Mrs Viggar's larger-than-life
exuberance) and it disowns (through Miss Porch's stodginess) the world of
passionate intensity, the experience of isolation where the civilized attributes
of life (such as, we are told, Dr Steadman had enjoyed) are of no avail or are
no longer available. This represents, I think, a courageous confession of the
novelist's dilemma. Miss Porch is urged to finish her Foxybaby, but should
Mrs Jolley persist in finishing it; should she, in other words, listen to the
promptings of the forces represented by Mrs Viggars? Or should she turn
elsewhere - perhaps towards that world of bizarre comedy where she displays
such facility, wit and vitality? A new novel, to be published in Britain in June
and released here some time later, will, perhaps, provide an answer to this riddle.

NOTES

I.
2.
3.
4.

Elizabeth Jolley, Woman in a Lampshade. Ringwood. 1983. All references are to this edition.
I have discussed this story in some detail in my essay "'Between Two Worlds
An Approach to Elizabeth Jolley's Fiction",
SOUlher(~' vol.43 no.3 (1983) pp.239-252. In the present article I concentrate mostly on material published since that time.
Elizabeth Jolley, Milk and Honey. Fremantle. 1984. All references are to this edition.
Elizabeth Jolley, Foxyhuhy. St Lucia. 1985. All references are to this edition.
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LAURIE KEIM

After

after
the precursory drink of cold water
the last few twinkles on the hillside
those patterns loosely held
to any intended meaning
the dead
cross an inner space
neither real nor imaginary
each with an implication
an artifact
we carelessly display
a crutch he carved himself
a football
rotting in a downstairs cupboard
that simply dwell to inform
without gesture or assertion
like old love letters
stuffed at the back of a drawer
waiting some future complexity
to find form.
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BOOKS
Peter Cowan, A Window in Mrs X's Place:
Selected Short Stories, Edited by Bruce
Bennett, Penguin Books Australia, Ringwood, 1986, 278pp. $6.95.
In a culture characterised by early artistic
burnout it's heartening, even exhilarating, to
find a writer who gets better and better. Such
a one is Peter Cowan, whose A Window in
Mrs X's Place is a selection of short stories
from six previous collections; and what
becomes clear, reading them together like this
for the first time, is that Cowan has so honed
and refined his art that the later stories
represent a major advance, especially in
formal qualities, over the earlier ones. The
stories taken from his New Country collection, published in 1976, and from Mobiles,
published in 1979, are by far the most
satisfying; it makes you wonder where, if he
keeps going like this, he is going to move to
next.
I find it a bit hard to 'review' this collection
as such; I find myself examining Cowan's
stories from a writer's standpoint, not that of
a critic, and it's in this spirit that I would like
to consider them. I've been an admirer of his
stories since I first came across them in the
'fifties; I was grappling with the short story
form in my own writing and responded to the
taut understatement of stories like Drift, its
concentration on tonality at the expense of
narrative development, and its apparent
fusion of the traditional bush story with much
more contemporary concerns. Reading it
again now it still stands up well: a brilliant
and subtle evocation of a theme which has
since been taken up by our film makers (in
movies like Gallipoli) and which works more
through what is not said than what is said.
The story points to what were to be the
characteristic qualities of Cowan's work, but
because (partly) of his isolation in Western
Australia I read only intermittent stories until
a few years ago, when on a visit to W.A.I.T.
in Perth I found myself reading some of the
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stories which make up the latter part of this
collection.
What struck me immediately was that
Cowan, despite that isolation, seemed to have
kept up with his reading and had been
influenced, whether consciously or not, by the
younger and more experimental generation
of Australian short story writers who had
followed along behind him. The formal
concerns of stories like Collector and
Seminar are obvious; Cowan has narrowed
and intensified his technique here to the point
where there is virtually no interior monologue
whatsoever by any of the characters and in
the first story even time and place have
virtually been refined out of significance; this
is minimalist story-writing, highly innovative,
in which the apparently objective description
has to carry the entire weight of what is
normally shared by the narrative, character
development, interior consciousness, and the
myriad other devices of the writer's craft. It
is not so far, in concept, from the French
authors of Ie nouveau roman; and if the
mainstream history of the contemporary
short story has been largely one of stripping
down and casting aside the extraneous from
the core form, then Cowan is clearly a
modernist writer. Though I occasionally
worry that he has thrown too much aside in
his hunger for the clean bone, in a story such
as Form in Wood and the less substantial but
funny Mobiles the technique is absolutely
justified and the stories entirely successful.
It is a commonplace to call Cowan's stories
'well crafted', but of course they are much
more than that; his technical experimentation
has led him to the point where he can now
create a characteristic ambience, a tone, with
great economy; I began reading the title story,
for instance, with the sort of exquisite
pleasure in the writing with which I used to
begin reading a fine writer of a very different
sort, Hal Porter. Cowan's 'modern' devices the witholding of crucial information, the
deliberate confusion of voice, the abandonment of inverted commas, the disjunction of
dialogue, the dislocation of traditional
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sentence structure - help sustain this
idiosyncratic tone.
It is very rarely that his technique falters.
The Beach is probably too long; there is,
perhaps, overly much use of 'thighs'; in some
of the early stories the halting statements of
individual characters can seem contrived.
These are minor irritations in a text which is
beautifully controlled, never exaggerated, in
which attention to significant detail substitutes for grand scale. As Bruce Bennett points
out in his introduction, his characters are very
much figures in a landscape: "the problem of
the land, and how to live with it, is recurrent
in Peter Cowan's work". The context in which
people live out their lives becomes more
important than the people themselves, and
this abandonment of character development
is another mark of Cowan's 'modernity'.
And yet there is one area in which Cowan
remains a writer of his time and which makes
some of his stories, for all their technical
dexterity, somewhat old-fashioned, and that
is in his apparent desire to hold on to a
narrative storyline; what teachers of English,
and unfortunately some teachers of creative
writing, call a plot. This gives some of his
earlier stories, such as The Red-backed
Spiders and The Beach, and even later stories
such as Canary and A Window in Mrs X's
Place, an entirely unnecessary melodramatic
quality; it's as though when Cowan began
writing stories such as The Fence, back in the
1940s, he was convinced that they had to be
about something, that something had to
happen, and that though he's been able to
shake off most of the other encumbrances of
the short story form the need for a plot, even
of the most minimal sort, has stuck with him.
This is sheer presumption upon my part, of
course, and it may be that Cowan has made
a deliberate decision to hold to a developing
narrative as a means of providing structure
while he discards so much else; but whatever
the motive, it seems to me that in some of his
best stories he has in fact successfully
abandoned narrative, whereas in others the
plot remnant is simply an awkward intrusion,
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a leftover from some earlier conviction. To be
specific: in Canary, which is a story I
otherwise like very much, it early becomes
clear what is going to happen, and one
becomes aware of the writer manipulating the
storyline to create suspense and achieve the
preordained climax; I hoped throughout that
Cowan would not deliver it, and was
greviously disappointed when he did. Not
only that: the story can only achieve the
denouement it does by Cowan writing in a
calculated breakdown in communication
between the surfer and his girl which is quite
artificial and which leaves the reader feeling
manipulated, as if by some exploitative TV
series. The worst of it is that the story doesn't
need that ending, or indeed any denouement,
at all; it is what it is, already.
Lest it seem that this is making too much
of the structure of one story, let me make it
clear that I think the same point could be
argued with stories such as The Tractor and
even the title story; you read Cowan's stories
not because of what happens but because of
what they are. There are, it seems to me, few
intellectual messages in his work; in that
sense, at least, he remains true to the old bush
tradition; it is a lack in the classic Aussie story
which has been confronted by contemporary
short story writers like Frank Moorhouse and
Murray Bail, and some of those in Penguin's
new Transgressions anthology (and the
reason why I have tried to push some of my
own stories towards discourse). It is the
characteristic tonality of Cowan's stories,
that laconic understatement, that sense of
emotion intensely felt but unexpressed, of
sensitivities too fine for statement, all located
within a very Australian sense of place and
contained within a highly refined literary
structure, which makes him such a fine writer.
To quote Robbe-Grillet:
"We thus see the absurdity of that favourite
expression of our traditional criticism: 'X
has something to say and says it well'.
Might we not advance on the contrary that
the genuine writer has nothing to say? He
has only a way of speaking ...
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To reverse the argument: I don't necessarily
agree with what Robbe-Grillet says, though
it seems appropriate to Cowan's authorial
approach. Though, again, there is a brief
reference in the title story which might seem
to indicate that Cowan feels his own work to
be firmly attached to its subject matter, where
he says: "Or if I had become a writer I might
have learned a great deal about people.
Though there too, I suppose, that kind of
writer was to disappear. When I turned to
reading fiction it seemed to have become
independent of an outside world, to be largely
the mirror of the writer's fantasies".
Cowan's stories are, at first, very much of
'the real world'. An early story such as Living,
with its Hemingwayesque rhythms, relies on
a quasi-objective description of that world to
convey a state of mind; it reminds me of
Hemingway's Big Two-hearted River. But as
the stories and Cowan's art progress, the real
world and even the people who inhabit it
become less significant, are transformed into
starting points for a much more sophisticated
exploration of the art of the short story than
Cowan's apparent concentration upon the
objective fact would at first seem to allow. In
the end it is the story, not the subject matter,
which becomes pre-eminent. In Australian
fiction that is a considerable achievement.
Craig McGregor

Anthony J. Hassall, Strange Country: A
Study of Randolph Stow. University of
Queensland Press, 1986, 213pp.
As the author of this first full length critical
study of Randolph Stow's work (up to date)
writes of his task (it) "is not ... without its
hazards" as Randolph Stow must be seen as
only in mid career. I Indeed, Professor Hassall
speculates in his Afterword about a possible
future subject in the wreck of the Batavia in
1629 which has captured the Australian
imagination for many years as it grips the
nine-year-old mind of Rob Coram in The
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Merry-Go-Round in the Sea (published in
1965). Generally accepted as Stow's semiautobiographical account of his early childhood Rob's "Thrill of darkness" at the
thought of the ill-fated Abrolhos islands lying
off the Western Australian coast, the early
Costa Branca, may be taken as almost lifelong. 2 So the speculation carries some weight.
Nevertheless, despite hazards offered by
prematurity or modifications brought by
critical works or events Professor Hassall
considers a "serious assessment" of Stow's
work is overdue; he believes that "Stow is a
more important writer than is yet generally
recognized and that he is the only Australian
novelist of recent decades whose best work
bears comparison with Patrick White"
(Preface).
Hassall's intention is thus double: to
examine Stow's work in detail and to consider
his contribution to and his place in Australian
literature. For despite Randolph Stow's
"personal odyssey" from the New World to
the Old, from Australia to East Anglia, from
the home of his immediate forebears to his
"atavistic" return in 1969 to that of his remote
progenitors in Suffolk (XVII) his "elegiac
celebration" of his Australian experience will
continue to place him "importantly though
not exclusively" among Australian writers
(Preface). 3
What his early and middle works contributed to an Australian sense of identity and
thus to his importance in Australian literary
history is one of the many insightful
evaluations made by Hassall, as we shall see.
Strange Country is a scholarly study of
admirable thoroughness and enlightenment.
It consists of a chronological account of
Randoloph Stow's life confining itself to
details of family origins and the external
events of his career, a largely chronological
analysis of his novels from A Haunted Land
(1956)4 to The Suburbs of Hell (1984). The
poems, written between 1954-1966 while
bearing on the prose works throughout 5 are
specifically discussed between Tourmaline
(1963)6 and The Merry-Go-Round in the Sea
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(1965) for, as Stow said in interview, "my
poems and my novels are very closely related"
(p.75) and as Hassall comments, "because of
the strong links between these two novels"
(p.188, f.n.4). There is the customary
scholarly apparatus of Bibliography (primary, publication and mss), secondary references and index all of which seem full and
conscientious.
One noteworthy contribution is the
amount of consultation with Randolph Stow
both in interviews with some six other critics
besides Professor Hassall himself with whom
Stow corresponded. Such consultation is, of
course, one of the benefits of working on a
contemporary creative writer and it may
often be of value although essentially the
published work stands alone, the thing in
itself. While certainly of peripheral interest
one wonders what the extended explanations
Stow writes to Hassall of the Trobianders'
attitude to cannibalism (p.193, f.n.16) or the
definition of "heriot" as a Saxon obligation
on inheritance (p.186, f.n.29) contribute to
the imaginative impact of Cawdor's tormented experience in Visitants or the Learlike journey towards self-understanding in
Heriot, the central character of To The
Islands, two of Stow's most impressive
novels. Nevertheless for admirers of Stow's
work any subsidiary insights will be welcome
and this study offers full and often illuminating supportive comment.
Its principal contribution to our understanding is however in its close consideration
of the works in isolation and in sequence.
Taking his title from Heriot's last quoted
words, "My soul is a strange country"7
Professor Hassall's study directs our attention to the double focus of interest in the inner
as in the outer life. As Stow is quoted "the
environment of a writer is as much inside him
as in what he observes" (p.3). This dual focus
is apparent in all Stow's work. His success
with the physical setting of "country" is
established with the "great red cliff of Malin
Pool" and the pastoral spring of Western
Australia,S maintained and developed
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through the lushness of the Kimberleys (To
The Islands), the aridity of Tourmaline whose
garden is the sky, celebrated in its complexity
of response in Merry-Go-Round, that
haunting illustration of Proust's declaration
that "les vrais paradis sont les paradis qu'on
a perdus"9, which Hassall perceptively
discusses at length (pp.l 0 1 ff).
The chronological approach adopted here
has many advantages, allowing, for instance,
ongoing analyses of developing skills in
presentation, shaping of material, handling of
the narrative stance. (Perhaps Hassall's own
use of the term "narrator" is over-extended in
his early discussion where Adelaide and Anne
are described as "narrators" in A Haunted
Land where "point-of-view" might be more
suitable (pp.l4-15); later use of "perspective"
(p.102) allows the distinction between angle
of narration and Stow's increasing exploitation of a narrator's philosophic and aesthetic
contribution, as in Tourmaline (p.57) or in
the amalgamation of voices in Visitants.
More importantly, of course, in discussion
of a writer described as "a private rather than
a social novelist less interested in interpersonal relationships than in his characters'
relationships with themselves and with God"
(p.3), the interpretative discussions of
sequential works focus on the writer's
"innermost landscape" (p.5); they provide the
most useful because full, well-informed and
sensitive contribution to our appreciation of
Stow. Hassall makes a further distinction in
the "triple alienation" that arises in Stow's
"Territory":
There is the outer landscape of Australia
which ... contrasts disconcertingly with
that of the cultural homeland ... (East
Anglia) which is nonetheless loved because
it is the experience of childhood, ineradicably imprinted on the writer's sensibility.
There is the other lost world of love ...
And there is the silent inner landscape,
where the dialogue of self and soul has
been at best intermittent, and all too often
hostile. Stow writes of this triple alienation
in a manner that is both celebratory and
elegiac (pp.5-6).
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From this complex and frequently subtle
core of Hassall's study I would comment on
a very few aspects. One is the admirable
discussion of Stow's childhood experience in
Australia so generally appreciated (pp. 102117). But besides the evocation of the lost
paradise of childhood Stow's aim is quoted
as also "to awaken a sense of... (his
country's) identity, its history, and fate"
(p.102). In Hassall's opinion The Merry-GoRound in the Sea is "a gift to Geraldton"
(p.III). As such it consists of "a remarkably
comprehensive account of Australia" (p.103),
its history, its nature, its meaning in the
double experience of Rob and Rick, of child
and adult. The immediacy of the presentation
of childhood in recollection, not only in one
child's isolation but also in his association
with his sibling and multitudinous cousins lo
is remarkable both here and elsewhere.
Despite Stow's own later comment that "the
world of childhood as a source of inspiration
is written out for me now" (p.191, f.n.IO) it
is effectively present in other works. Rick's
pleasure in the story of Mr and Mrs Vinegar
equals Rob's; it is followed by the successful
Midnite: The Story of a Wild Colonial Boy I I
where the simple hero is dominated by the
gang of animals that recalls Keithy's beloved
creatures in The Bystander l2 and above all by
the restorative circle of Suffolk children in
The Girl Green as Elderflower. 13 Once
Mikey's telephone call breaks into Crispin
Clare's disturbed and backward-looking
dreams l4 and summons him into the welcoming family group he is on his way to his
"resurrection".
Part of Stow's skill with children lies in
their reported speech as one of his characteristic achievements is to be found in his
handling of dialogue whether it be the
rendering of aboriginal or Biga-Kiriwina
idiom in To The Islands or Visitants l5 or the
Suffolk dialect of the latest two novels. As
Hassall writes, "Stow has a linguist'S ear as
well as a painter's eye" (p.162).
There is a further line of development
through novels and poems that may be seen
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as concerned with the imaginative treatment
of the "lost world of love". Hassall notes the
difference in effectiveness between the
indirect treatment of Maguire in A Haunted
Land (1957) and Cawdor in Visitants (1979).
"Both are enigmatic", he writes, "but Cawdor
captures the reader's sympathy in a way that
Maguire - and other characters like Adelaide - do not, and it is this failure to engage
the reader's affections ... that limits the
success of A Haunted Land" (p.IO).
Apart from the many variations of love
that run through the novels (Keithy's
bewildered devotion, Heriot's belated understanding of Rex, the unfulfilled bonds of
affection in the trio in Tourmaline where
Kestrel, Deborah and Byrne recall the more
satisfactorily treated Patrick, Diana and
Keithy in The Bystander, the bitterly
disappointed love of Rob for his restless and
irresponsible cousin Rick) there are, in this
reader's opinion two outstandingly moving
manifestations of love in the later novels
which might be signalled.
In the conclusion to the April tale,
"concerning a wild man caught in the sea"16
the merman rescues his young soldier friend
John from punishment, carries him below to
his palace beneath the sea and drowns him:
The merman bent his head and lightly
almost timidly kissed the parted lips, the
staring eyes. But John was drowned. The
merman threw back his head and howled,
in a great bubble of soundless grief.""

The second incident, a similarly unvoiced
expression of human love and grief although
of a different nature is told in Dalwood's
words during the inquiry into Cawdor's
desperate and bloody suicide. He looks back
at the two old people, the Macdonell and his
native mistress, standing with Cawdor:
the little group isolated at the edge of the
long bare splintery deck. The sea behind
them was hazed with rain and the rising
steam of the grass. It was a funny lonely
feeling, the feeling I had then, that by
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removing myself I'd somehow made the
gathering complete ... it was funny too
how they suggested, just by their attitudes,
two devoted old parents making the most,
while they had him, of their brave doomed
bomber-pilot son.17

Two such tragic scenes, dramatic rather
than lyrical, demonstrate an intensity of
feeling absent in the more sensational actions
of the earlier novels. They are memorable and
deeply moving.
One last point concerns the structuring of
Stow's novels as they draw to an end. Writing
of the early The Bystander but bringing
discussion to bear on later works Hassall
observes, "Stow commonly ends his books in
an unresolved manner, avoiding neat conclusions" (p.2S). And this conclusion is, in
Hassall's view, still present in The Suburbs of
Hell (1984). After considering the various
possibilities in this story of murder, madness
and death, he writes, "so the reader is left to
share the uncertainty and suspicion which are
tearing Tornwich apart" (p.I77) and he cites
Stow's deliberate reticence in support of the
inconclusive solution with Frank's death by
suffocation: "the identifiable villain gets his
just deserts. What happens to the Monster in
another question" (p.178).
I have argued elsewhere l8 that there is no
mysterious monster; that Stow's chief interest
lies in the fear and the nature of death, in its
gratuitousness, its unpredictability, its
finality and above all in its destruction of all
potentiality of change, of all previously
guarded privacy. And on re-reading I see no
evidence to contradict my earlier impression.
The shot fired at Frank, chief reason to
absolve him from the other events, may well
have been Dave's doing, as Frank argues,
even attributing to him the motive of
jealousy,19 before he in turn kills Dave. And
the ubiquity of Death as narrator in linking
the incidents and in his contemplation of
Frank, dying of terror and suffocation, places
him firmly in the allegorical mode. Frank
finally sees Death "in (his) own likeness,
without disguise. For flesh is a disguise".20 As
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"the Law", conscience and memory, earlier
functioned in Tourmaline through human
agency, so death may work through other
agents. But here Death has his own persona
and finally appears thus to Frank. Hassall
justly notes the presence of the "morality
theme" in the actions of the "Grim Reaper".
Nevertheless, reliance on the irony of The
Pardoner's Tale, self-engendered destruction,
is yet another aspect which renders the
existence (or persistence) of "the Monster"
redundant.
Differences in readings however have
nothing to do with the considerable and
valuable achievement of this critical study.
Professor Hassall demonstrates in the most
sensitive and influential of detail the substantial body of Stow's work. In an illuminating
comparison of Voss, with To The Islands,
coincidentally published but totally independent, and their importance in Australian
literature Professor Hassall discerns the
arrival of the modern novel in Australian
writing. (p.29) As he observes,
It is ... a good deal more significant that
two such books should have appeared
independently of one another at about the
same time, than it would have been if one
of them had influenced the other ... The
two books signalled a crucial issue in
Australian fiction away from social
realism towards the more experimental
and internalized fiction of major twentieth-century novelists like Faulkner,
Woolf and Joyce.(p.28)

Such an evaluation of Stow's position in and
contribution to Australian literature adds one
more dimension to this impressive and
scholarly appreciation of Randolph Stow's
work.
Helen Watson-Williams
NOTES
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3.

Strange Country. Pre/ace. All page numbers within the text refer to
this book. Other references are footnoted.
Randolph Stow, The Merry-Go-Round in Ihe Sea (1965) Penguin
Books, 1968. pp.1I3-4.
It is noteworthy that that most evocative of Australian novels. The
Merry-Go-Round in the Sea was written in New Mexico, that The
Suburhs of Hell (1984), while imaginatively set in HOld Tornwich",
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Suffolk, was inspired by the Western Australian murderous nightmare
of the "Nedlands Monster" during the 1960s, apart from any
speculation about shipwreck on the Western Australian coast.
A Haunted Land. Macdonald. London, 1956.
Selected Poems. A Counlerfeit Silence. Angus and Robertson, 1969,
are principally drawn upon.
Tourmaline. Macdonald, London. 1963. and Penguin Books, 1965.
To the Is{ands, Macdonald, London, 1958, Penguin Books, 1962.
p.208.
A Haunted Land pp. 10, 103-4 elc.
Marcel Proust, A la recherche du temps perdu XV Le Temps relrouve
(deuxieme partie) Gallimard, Paris, 1927, p.12.
The Merry-Go-Round in the Sea. see pp.20, 64-5, 71. 112.
Macdonald, 1967, Puffin Books, 1969.
Macdonald, London 1957.
Martin Seeker & Warburg, London, 1980.
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nDanse Macabre Today" in Weslerly No.2, June. 1985, pp. 88-91.
The Suhurhs of Hell. Secker '" Warburg. London. 1984. pp. 154-5.
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ical consequences. But, on the whole, it is a
very conventional study, firmly situated in the
ageing critical orthodoxy of so-called New
Criticism. Its concerns are essentially literary,
that is introspective, the concerns of an
academic cloister.

Anthony J. Hassall, Strange Country A
Study of Randolph Stow. University of
Queensland Press, 1986. IS BN. 0.7022.1866.9

The critic is invoking here the notion of a
canon, a closed set of texts chosen and
arranged by critics and scholars, in this case
a set dominated by Patrick White whose work
becomes the point of reference, if not the
criterion, by which the others are judged. This
is no doubt a useful pedagogical device. But
it also becomes a means of control, lassooing
wild colts of books as it were and bringing
them into the O.K. Corral to be branded and
got ready for the literary critical stakes.
Hassall's declaration, "the time has therefore
come for a serious reassessment of Stow and
in the pages which follow I offer a critical
reading of all the works to date", represents
a capture of this kind. He foresees this,
remarking that "if this study contributes to
the eventual recognition of Stow as a major
writer it will have fulfilled its purpose". What
is not explained, however, is what the phrase
"major writer" really means or why it matters
to be one. The crucial question, the question
of the relationship between text and reader,
reader and society, is ignored, the presumption being that texts belong primarily in the
lecture hall or seminar room. True, the
argument goes on to say that one of the
reasons why Stow matters is that he has
written about the experience of being
Australian "with such sensitivity, such
insight, such elegiac celebration". But what
that experience leads to, again, is a matter of
academic perception; that he will continue to

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Reviewing works of criticism today can be
quite hazardous. Whether or not Humphrey
McQueen is right when he asserts in his
preface to John Docker's book that "most
literary criticism has earned its low reputation" and is, indeed, worthless, the title of
Docker's book, In A Critical Condition, is
apt. Criticism in this country has reached a
point of crisis. But, as I see it, that precisely
is the opportunity - in mathematics and
physics a crisis point marks a transition, is the
point at which some action, property or
condition passes over into another. Similarly,
the challenge to redefine our premises and to
think about the very nature of criticism
redirects attention to the material the critic
has to work with, language. In turn this focus
on what is unique to criticism highlights its
relationship with other disciplines like
anthropology, history, political science and
psychology - to the extent that language is
seen as the source of and means to human
society.
Unfortunately, Strange Country, the first
book-length study of the work of Randolph
Stow, seems to be unaware of these possibilities. True, there is some faint awareness in
the title and in the first chapter that literary
criticism may have social, even anthropologWESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1986

"This study has been undertaken" (Hassall
writes) "in the belief that Stow is a more
important writer than is yet generally
recognised, and that he is the only Australian
novelist of recent decades whose best work
bears comparison with Patrick White's."
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be seen "importantly though not exclusively
as an Australian writer", "Australian" here
being defined in individual, not social terms,
and Stow's work valued for sensibility rather
than insight. The dimension is merely
aesthetic. There is no question of social,
historical or even linguistic factors. We
remain within the scholastic enclosure,
creating "classics" which further the selfunderstanding which created them and need
critical studies of this kind to support them.
True, Strange Country is very successful in
doing this, providing the complete students'
travel guide to Randolph Stow's work to date
- Randolph Stow on $20 a day, so to speak.
The Preface is followed by a chronology in
which Hassall assembles the biographical
material, Stow's family history, his geographical and historical background, his career
and publications, providing a mass of
information, some of it hitherto unknown,
much gathered from Stow himself or from his
family and friends. All this is done clearly and
simply and without attempting interpretation. It is thus a model of its kind. The scholar
refines himself out of existence to make way
for the facts he has discovered, leaving it to
readers to make their own assessments and
judgements.
But with the first chapter, "The Landscape
of the Soul", this self-abnegation ends as the
critic proposes his view of the work as a
whole. The chapters which follow discuss the
work, beginning with the first novels, A
Haunted Land and The Bystander, written
and published when Stow was still an
undergraduate in the mid-1950s and make
their way, one by one, through the novels,
concluding with a discussion of the recent The
Suhurbs of Hell. There is also a chapter on
the poetry and, for the first time, a discussion
of Stow's work in Music Theatre with Peter
Maxwell Davies. The lively and quirky
Midnite is dealt with, too, in conjunction with
Stow's two published short stories and his
"Mind Film", "The Arrival at the Homestead"
(1979-80) - a very old conjunction since the
two stories are based on Trobriand Island
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myths and thus, as Hassall notes, point ahead
to the dark world of Visitants and its concern
with incest, cannibalism and taboo. As for the
Mind Film, it is an experiment in the mode
of Robbe-Grillet. Still, one must be grateful
for the care and comprehensiveness which
brings these works to light even if, finally, the
question arises whether or not it is worth the
effort - on the part of the reader as well as
the writer.
I have already canvassed my basic problem, the book's lack of adventurousness and
the canonical sense of literature and the
literary enterprise in general which leads to
the failure to recognise the fact that literature
and talk about literature is socially situated.
But there is a further problem, this time of
method. By and large what Professor Hassall
has to offer is paraphrase rather than
analysis. His concern, that is, is with theme,
with the manifest as distinct from the latent
content of the works, with story line and
character in the fiction and in the poetry with
"subject" and then with the extraction of some
"meaning", often of an edifying kind.
Consider, for example, the following gloss
on "Ruins of the City of Hay". In this poem,
Hassall tells us:
The primal vision of the West as a New Eden is
compared ... to the city of "lovely Petra", built of yellow
hay. Being built of hay the city has proved ephemeral ...
but if its life was inevitably brief, it was real while it lasted.

Then he goes on to quote seven lines, noting
that the tone is "part mocking and part
affectionate" but concluding with a reflection
which suggests that he has missed the point
both of the mockery and the affection. "While
the 'dreams of architects in love' may not
produce substantial, practical houses, you
may get a lovely, improbable Opera House or
a mansion of hay". The concentration here on
what is signified has distracted the critic from
the real poem which exists between the gaps
of the text, the words which are full of
themselves and of the metaphorical power
which does not so much point to the world
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of matter-of-fact haystacks and houses, but
creates an alternative to it, a world made of
words in which haystacks, golden stone,
dreams and songs of love, fires and warm
flesh, winter nights and chanting of Eskimaux
fuse together to open up an area of memory
and dream.
The hermeneutical failure here is bound up
with a failure in linguistic understanding, the
kind of understanding which critics like
Barthes, Kristeva and Ricoeur are interested
in. Ricoeur's point, for instance, would help
to illuminate this poem, the point that the
"meaning" of a poem is not concealed within
it to be unveiled, nor is it a replication of the
world of commonsense, of what we already
see and know, but that it lies ahead of the
poem, not something hidden but something
disclosed within the process of language,
which speaks of possible worlds and possible
ways of orienting ourselves in them. The
language of this poem and in Stow's work
generally, is not univocal, has not just one
kind of reference, to extralinguistic reality. It
is multiple, self-referential as well as more
widely referential, bears on its source, the
person who utters it, and on itself as language,
that is as a process within which experience
expresses itself and comes to meaning. The
writing here, that is to say, is not merely a
matter of signs but of symbols, is rooted in
something not merely beyond matter-of-fact
but also ultimately beyond language. Its
implication, to continue the metaphor,
develops like a seed, not like a line, and points
beyond itself, holding the promise or threat
of some secret, of a knowledge beyond
meaning - "what you do not know but
know", to use Patrick White's phrase. In this
sense, as Barthes says, writing, especially the
writing we call literature, is not so much a
matter of communication as of intimidation.
It is at one and the same time an assertion of
the ego and its destruction, the annihilation
of the social and historical and their
objectification which also constitutes an
exposure to understanding.
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All this may seem complicated. But it is
very illuminating when applied to work as
elusive and formally and linguistically selfconscious as Stow's. Indeed, the epigram
from Thornton Wilder to A Counterfeit
Silence, Stow's selected poems, echoes
Barthes' sense of the limits of language and
of the possibilities opened up by these limits:
Even speech was for them a debased form
of silence; how much more futile is poetry
which is a debased form of speech.

This quotation also suggests the damage
paraphrastic criticism can do to such work.
Another example, Hassall's comment on a
passage from Tourmaline, the description of
the crazy rites Random celebrates in the halffinished church and of the Law's response to
them, shows the danger of this kind of
criticism:
Even at the height of his euphoric
involvement, however, the
Law
realizes ... that communality is an illusion, that we live and die alone. Like
islands, the inhabitants of Tourmaline are
separated by "the umplumb'd, salt,
estranging sea".

The effect is deflationary. What is in the
telling weird, ecstatic and strangely threatening to the narrator, it seems, as well as to the
reader, is turned into moral and emotional
cliche. The critic's language, in effect,
becomes a kind of holding device, a defence
against the threat the passage offers, above all
to rationality, the need to be in control. The
novel's language is sensuous, disturbingly
paced and in complicity with the strange new
space and powerful energies it describes. But
the critic's reflects the "disease of thinking in
essences", the disease, according to Barthes,
"which is at the bottom of every bourgeois
mythology of man". Trendy Lefty' as this
remark may seem, it is in fact to the point
here. Hassall's commentary represents a kind
of appropriation. Language takes over
reality, the disturbing experience of the text
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is defused, turned into examination - and
thesis-fodder. Hassall's view that "Stow is a
private rather than a social novelist", imposed
here as elsewhere, on the text, ignores both
the actual operation of language and the
pressures of power and of the passion for
acquisition which are at issue especially here
in Tourmaline as well as the struggle to name
and provide an alternative to them. Stow's
concern is with the subject as it attempts to
prevent itself from becoming an object in a
world of objects. But Hassall's language is the
language of technology and of rationality, of
the death of the subject as subject.
Implicitly, it is true, he is aware of this
problem. As the first chapter makes clear, it
is Stow's concern with landscape and with the
shifting line between inner and outer reality,
which draws him to Stow's work in the first
place. His quotation from one of Stow's rare
essays, "Raw Material", published in Westerly in 1961, is obviously meant to govern the
book as a whole:
The boundary between an individual and
his environment is not his skin. It is the
point where mind verges on the pure
essence of him, that unchanging observer
that for want of a better term we must call
the soul. The external factors, geographical and sociological, are so mingled with
his ways of seeing and states of mind that
he may find it impossible to say what he
means by his environment, except in the
most personal and introspective
terms .... The environment of a writer is
as much inside him as in what he observes.

Stow is here quite explicitly challenging the
commonsense of things with the distinctions
it draws between the SUbjective and the
objective, the physical and the psychic
pointing in the direction of a symbolic world
in which the two are fused, are part of
overarching reality beyond our understanding and control. This reality may be menacing, as in the poem "Strange Fruit", with its
landscape of nightmare;
... (the great
poised thunderous breakers of darkness
rearing
and your bones awash, in the shallows
above you,
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glimmering,
like gods of forgotten tribes in forgotten
deserts).

Or it may be tenderly peaceful, as at the
conclusion of "Persephone",
I would have you think of me on another
island
Where it is never quite spring, but an ache
and waiting,
foreshadowed nostalgia, voices heard halfheard.

What is certain, however, is that it cannot
be understood or expressed in the terms
Hassall brings to bear on it. These are the
~erms of the rational subject whose language
IS an aspect of and a means of control of self
and world. But Stow's preoccupation is with
~he self as passive, not active, not imposing
Itself on the universe but being shaped by it,
receptive to its energies, invoking images
which are not so much enlightening as
'blinding':
... These blinding images
I call to mind to mould the mind, inviting
desert and sky to take me, wind to shape
me.
("Ishmael")

Nonetheless, the critic seems unable to
perceive the significance of this reversal which
represents in effect an ontological and
epistemological break. Thus he sees what is
a significant initiative, the rearrangement the
relationship between self and language and
thus between self and world, as a kind of
malaise, an "unease with landscape" a
"failure to sustain it", a "radical unease ~ith
the self" - all of this despite the evidence of
the novels and poetry, especially of the
serenely confident ''Testament of Tourmaline". Similarly, the words Hassall uses to
describe Stow's goals and purposes tend to
distort them:
Self exploration, self-realization and the
agonized search for a personal god in 'Ie
Silence eternal des espaces infinis' characterise the progress of his protagonists, who
also sometimes stumble upon love in the
course of their largely silent journey.
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Understanding demands mutuality, but
Hassall and Stow do not share common
ground here. Unaware of the radical nature
of Stow's questioning of the self and of the
existence of a personal god, he attempts to
draw him back to a world and a discourse he
has turned his back on. At the very least there
might have been some mention of the insights
of critics like Helen Tiffin, for instance, who
point to Stow's affinity with non-Western
systems of thought like Taoism. This is a pity
because Professor Hassall is evidently
someone for whom questions of this moral
and
metaphysical
kind
matter.
Unfortunately, he seems to be a prisoner
within a limited and inflexible definition of
reality and value, unaware of the significance
in Stow's work of the word and more
importantly, the concept of "nothing" and its
concomitant silence.
This is clearer perhaps in his discussion of
the enigmatic death of Cawdor in Visitants.
Here Hassall remains resolutely literal,
attempting a psychological analysis of
Cawdor's suicide and looking for a significance behind it in what he calls the "psychodrama of Cawdor's last weeks". It seems to
me, however, that what the shape of the novel
asks us to do is to look at the metaphysical
possibilities implicit in the line of implication
which runs through it from the initial
monologue which sets Cawdor in the vast
stretches of time "from the island's first rising
from the sea to the present", moves through
Dalwood's perception of him as a kingly
figure, alien and remote, at the centre of the
world, through the descent into the cave
which also is a descent into the underworld,
the climactic incident of his friend's death by
drowning with the "watch ticking away on the
beach when [he] was - all in bits" and
concludes with his final words, "'I saw, Timi.
I saw. Down the tunnel. My body. Atoms.
Stars.'" and with Dalwood's description of
him, regal in death. The fact that Dalwood
is aware still of the mark of Cawdor's fingers
on his skin "stamped in his dead blood"
emphasises the strange and disturbing power
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he stil exerts in death. So, too, the account
that Hassall gives of Tourmaline and To The
Islands tends to undercut their power, though
he is better on The Girl Green as Elderflower
because that novel is perhaps more concerned
with something rather than the no-thing of
the earlier novels, the wordless, nameless
state he meditates on in "The Testament of
Tourmaline".
The great weakness of this study, then, is
the failure to recognise the power of language
to deceive at a metaphysical level, a power
which is rooted in the process of abstraction.
What is at issue in most of Stow's work is the
attempt to surpass this abstraction, bound up
as it is with rational meaning and to attempt
to express the experience which lies beyond
words, the attempt pointed to in the poems
LXXXI of 'The Testament of Tourmaline"
which begins:
If my words have power to move, forget
my words.
If anything here has seemed new to you.
distrust it.
I shall distrust it. knowing my words have
failed.

These lines challenge the intelligibility
Hassall attempts to impose upon Stow's work
as a whole and question the aesthetic pleasure
he derives from it, suggesting that he may be
in complicity with what that work contests,
the process of universal objectification, the
reduction of the mysterious to the merely
problematic. Where Stow attempts a new
poetics of space, refusing to see it as an
emptiness to be filled or shaped by human
action but seeing it instead as something
dynamic, a field of force, Hassall remains
with a sense of simple location, with matters
of fact. Similarly with the challenge Stow
offers to conventional "meaning" and "morality", his attempted deconstruction of the
assurances of conventional wisdom, Hassall's
discussion tries to make it serve that wisdom.
This is all the more disappointing because
his opening chapter suggests that Hassall
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glimpses what makes Stow's work so significant, the question of the self's relation to its
environment which may be the central
problem, still, for a people still relative
newcomers to a strange and apparently
unaccommodating environment. Works like
To The Islands, Tourmaline turn directly,
and Visitants and The Girl Green as Elderflowers indirectly on this question or, better,
on the way it has been forgotten. Setting out
to revive the question and what operates
within it, they thus attempt a destruction of
what destroys, the "forgetfulness of being"
which is the preoccupation of nearly all
Stow's protagonists. To do this, however,
demands a kind of asceticism since it involves
the mastering of "reality" not just submission
to its current definition and then its transformation. This in turn requires the liberation of
the mind from the superstition of power, the
power which tends to obscure self-apprehension and makes for surrender to the alienating
processes with which Stow is so profoundly
concerned. Criticism and academic study
need not be alienating. But it must be aware
of these dangers. Paradoxically, however,
this means that the critic should take him/
herself more, not less seriously. It is a pity that
Strange Country is not a work of this kind.
'Veronica Brady

Patrick O'Brien (ed), The Burke Ambush:
Corporatism and Society in Western Australia, Apollo Press, Perth, 1986
Like the legendary cavalry in the 'Wild
West' they arrived just in the nick of time. The
state was about to subsume civil society and
remove the last vestiges of competition.
Social science was about to become the
governing religion. And, horror of all
horrors, there was to be a state election on
8 February and the Labor Party looked like
being returned to power. Indeed it was a
distinct possibility because Bill Hassell and
his Liberal colleagues did not understand the
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distinction between 'socialism' and. corporatism' (p.80). Hal Colebatch (pp 1-28) found
the political, social and literary scene so
depressing that he gave up the ghost and
returned to the beloved 'Old Country' with its
high levels of unemployment and sophisticated riot control techniques (read 'Free
Society'). "Perth", he writes, "is a backwater,
the ghost of a once independent and legitimately proud polity, whose people have lost
most political and economic control over
their destiny" (p. 7). Not so Patrick O'Brien et
al. Fearless and incorruptible they stayed on
to rid the state of the Burke government and
its New Class and business supporters.
Fortunately for them New Class control had
not extended to the West Australian, the
Sunday Times or to the Apollo Press. Thus,
The Burke Ambush was able to take shape
gradually before emerging in its final form
early in 1986. Nor were any of the contributors to this book burdened by the unnecessary distraction of further study so favoured
by the PhD-toting careerists of the New Class
or by the empirical imposition of social
scientific method. We all know, don't we, that
an unregulated capitalist system will guarantee political and civil liberty and produce
unlimited wealth?
With the exception of John Hyde's essay
(p.88-112), which is worth reading, very little
attempt is made to analyse the Burke
government or assess its performance. There
is virtually no account of the role of state
governments in a federal system, their powers
and resources, and what we mayor may not
expect of them as political actors in a complex
context. There are very few facts and figures
to back up the numerous assertions made
about the state's political economy. The myth
of Australia as an 'over-taxed' nation is
repeated. The book's central categories 'New
Class' and 'Corporatism' are never defined
clearly or utilised coherently. They are simply
imposed on the descriptive material which
has been gathered together on a few aspects
of the Burke government. They add nothing
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to the description but serve a useful propaganda purpose for the authors.
The fact is there are 'links' between
members of Perth's academic and business
community and the Burke government. In
respect of the latter Burke has been keen to
ensure that his own government's commercial
and other operations are soundly based and
efficiently operated. He has also been keen to
ensure that local capital prospers as against
eastern states' and international capital. It is
the idea of the 'state as entrepreneur' which
plays a much more dominant role in the
thinking and practice of the government than
the idea of corporatism, which is more
appropriately used to describe the Accord at
national level. A lot is said in The Burke
Ambush about the state supported 'monopolies' which have been created, but little
evidence produced to support it - beyond
the usual criticisms of the unfair advantages
enjoyed by state enterprises and the apparent
payoffs Burke has made to contributors to the
John Curtin Foundation. Commerical connections between the state government and
local business is an inevitable feature of
contemporary economic life if governments
are in any way concerned about economic
development. The complex pattern of
relations between government and business in
contemporary capitalism (complementary up
to a point and contradictory beyond it) has
never been fully understood by the ideologues
of the New Right. O'Brien et at are no
exception.
The government's other mistake, according
to The Burke Ambush, is to employ so many
members of the New Class. They are
essentially social engineers, hostile to
commerce and believers in regulation and
planning. More importantly, so the argument
goes, they like to spend other people's money
- on themselves, their colleagues and grand
schemes. I am sure it is true that members of
the middle-class left are, like most members
of the human race, subject to temptation and
capable of error and stupidity. There are
monumental planning disasters. Public
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money is occasionally wasted. None of that
proves, however, that we do not need public
as opposed to private expenditure and that we
do not need public as opposed to private
planning. Take for example the America's
Cup. According to Anthony Dale (p.17 I -85)
there is no role for the state or federal
government in planning or spending in
relation to the Cup. I am sure that events will
show that by becoming involved, in different
ways and within properly prescribed limits,
federal, state and local government will have
ensured that the public interest is protected
and longer-term advantages gained for the
state as a whole. This is what social democrats
have always claimed distinguishes them from
defenders of the free market.
The real issue is not the existence of
advisers and the appointment of former
academics to public service and statutory
authority positions- all governments do this
to lesser or greater degrees - but what the
government has been doing in respect of
economic development, social justice and
environmental quality. WADC, EXIM and
the other bodies mentioned in The Burke
Ambush are designed to allow the government to promote development and share in
the material benefits it can bring. It is true
that the all-important question is the way
these bodies are formulated and the way they
are allowed to operate. O'Brien et at simply
assume that they will waste taxpayers' money.
The book says very little about the wider
issues of public sector management that have
proved to be central to the approach of the
Burke Government. P W Nichols' chapter on
the civil service (p.128-37) is particularly
weak. Indeed it is indicative of the generally
poor quality of the book as a whole, in that
there seems little knowledge of the wider
debates in public policy, public administration and political economy that would enable
us to analyse the Burke government in a
coherent and productive way. In fact, the
book oozes with ignorance of and hostility to
the social sciences.
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Not only do a majority of the contributors
demonstrate a lack of the intellectual
sensitivity and general knowledge that makes
it possible to engage in informed criticism,
but they seem unable to conceive of a
commitment to the Labor cause as in any way
legitimate. Inasmuch as it is given legitimacy,
it is seen merely as a means to careerist ends
(p.68-69). Social critics need to be able to
enter the minds of their opponents and work
through the arguments they use. Not only
does this book fail to do this but it is
scandalous in the treatment it hands out to
certain individuals - most notably the
State's Governor, Professor Gordon Reid
and Dr Martyn Forrest (who is assisting Reid
with his history of the federal parliament). It
is as if they want to prove that all that has
happened in the state since 1983 can be
blamed on the Politics Department of the
University
of
Western
Australia.
Unfortunately their zeal gets the better of
them. Michael Wood (well known 'conservative Fabian' and 'Catholic socialist', p. 150),
the late Ralph Pervan, Peter Johnstone, and
Richard Harding, all cop a serve or two. So
do Liz Harman and yours truly from
Murdoch. Martyn Forrest's 'crime' is interesting - he is 'closely associated with the
ALP camp of academics and students'. He
must learn to be more careful in the future!
The Governor is criticised for continuing
with the parliamentary history project on
becoming Governor, for agreeing to the
speech given to him by the Premier for the
opening of the 31 st Parliament, and for
agreeing to Burke's request to close Parliament at the end of 1985. O'Brien et at seem
to want an activist Governor, who claims
more than 'the right to be consulted, the right
to encourage, the right to warn'. One wonders
as well, whether they would prefer to have a
Governor who uses his spare-time playing
tennis and entertaining friends from the 'Old
Country' rather than engaging in important
intellectual work. Certainly, if the contributors to The Burke Ambush had read a few of
Reid's many publications, they would learn
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how to construct an essay and develop an
argument. In fact, however, this is not seen
to be necessary as Reid does not have "a
reputation as a high-powered intellectual"
(p.147).
Labor's New Class supporters in the
universities are accused of giving favoured
treatment to their "ideological progeny"
(p.68) and of lacking "imagination, literary
style or scholarly merit" (p.67). In respect of
the latter qualities, read pp.29-34 of O'Brien's
essay "Into the Eighties and Beyond: People,
Parties and Market Forces". After four pages
of confused argument O'Brien concludes:
If political behaviour is not very different
to other forms of behaviour, then one must
conclude on the bases of argument and
empirical evidence that political behaviour
will change with changes in social values,
social behaviour and moral attitudes.
(p.34)

At least we know that the powers of
imagination lead somewhere! Indeed the
Apollo Press freedom fighters seem to aspire
to a brand of social science themselves, albeit
tautological.
On occasions some important questions
are raised by The Burke Ambush. It is true
that Australia can no longer take its national
income for granted. (p.35 - 9). It is true that
there is a tendency on the left to regard public
expenditure as necessarily progressive. In fact
the middle-class can and does use the state to
redistribute income and privilege towards
itself and away from the working class (p.6970). It is true that the 'politics of taxation' can
not be ignored by any serious political party.
There are pressures on federal, state and local
budgets which the left can not wish away (see
Hyde's essay on "The W.A. Economy" p.88112). To believe, however, that the free
market approach to economic management
will solve the nation's problems is to ignore
much weighty evidence from here and
overseas. As far as state and local governments are concerned the lessons are the same
- social democracy has most to offer in
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respect of both production and the distribution of wealth. One of the great successes of
the contemporary Labor Party has been to
educate sections of the business sector in this
state and other states to the inherent
plausibility and productivity of social
democracy. Indeed, it is ironic that the Apollo
Press freedom fighters have intensified their
free market campaigning just at the time
when the tide is turning against Margaret
Thatcher - the world's most famous
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advocate of liberal economics. Not only has
it failed in orthodox economic terms, but it
has created deep social divisions in the
country at large. One of my academic
colleagues in the United Kingdom described
Thatcherism as 'applied ignorance'. We are
fortunate in this state not to have a government which would apply the ignorance
contained in The Burke Ambush.
Geoffrey Gallop
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